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McGruff visit takes bite out of crime, p.3 
THE BG NEWS 
Vol. 68 Issue 91 Bowling Green, Ohio Friday, March 7,1986 
Soviets study 
Halley's comet 
MOSCOW (AP) - Jubilant sci- 
entists hailed a Soviet space- 
craft's encounter with Halley's 
comet yesterday as a space tri- 
umph and said early data indi- 
cated smooth sailing for probes 
that will venture even nearer 
next week. 
The crowded control room at 
Moscow's Institute for Space 
Research erupted in applause as 
images of the comet arrived 
nine minutes after Vega 1 
passed 5,270 miles from it at 
10:20 a.m. (2:20 a.m. GST). 
The pictures provided the 
closest look at a comet and were 
believed to be the first view of a 
comet's icy core. 
Television monitors showed 
color-enhanced images of a fiery 
red-brown center, believed to be 
the nucleus, surrounded by wide 
bands of yellow and blue. The 
core is believed to be about 2V4 
miles in diameter. 
"It is a triumph, it is truly a 
triumph," said Fred Whipple of 
the Smithsonian Astropnysical 
Observatory in Cambridge, 
Mass., one of many foreign sci- 
entists monitoring the mission. 
"It's the first time in history we 
have had this sort of imaging 
system this close to a comet" 
Whipple hypothesized in 1950 
that comets had solid cores in 
what  became  known  as  the 
"dirty snowball" theory. 
WHEN ASKED whether he 
thought the images from Vega 1 
supported his theory, he replied, 
Vega 1 is the first of five 
probes scheduled to fly by the 
comet in the next eight days. 
Data from the missions will take 
months to analyze and are ex- 
pected to provide an unprece- 
dented glimpse into the origins 
of the universe. 
Roald Sagdeyev, head of the 
Vega program, said comets 
"were born at the first moment 
of creation of our solar system, 
about 4.5 billion years ago ... 
They should be preserved rather 
well in the space refrigerator." 
a reference to the extreme cold 
of space. 
Halley's comet, which is 
named after the English astro- 
nomer Edmund Halley, swings 
around the sun every 76 years 
and last was seen in 1910. Yes- 
terday, it was about 105 million 
miles from Earth and 74 million 
miles from the sun, traveling 
about 104,000 mph. 
Some of the most useful early 
data came from the only U.S. 
experiment aboard, a "dust 
counter" engineered by John 
Simpson, a physics professor at 
the University of Chicago. 
Bowling Green hockey coach Jerry York directs some of his players 
while goalies Gary Kruilch (left) and Dan Kwilas practice their rusty 
BG News/ Jacquie Pearson 
puck handling skills. The Falcons face Western Michigan in 
Detroit's Joe Louis Arena tonight at five. (See preview on page 8.) 
Pending bills may allow early retirement 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
Two bills now in the state legislature 
may allow for an early retirement 
option for qualified classified employ- 
ees. 
House Bill 206 and Senate Bill 706 
would allow public employers, such as 
the University, to "buy-out" years of an 
employees retirement under the Public 
Employees Retirement System/Early 
Retirement Incentive Plan. 
The bill offers different early retire- 
ment options from which employers 
can choose. If the bill passes, employ- 
ers would be able to select how many 
years of retirement they want to buy 
out and which employees are eligible 
for the plan, 
Phil Mason, executive assistant to 
University President Paul Olscamp, 
said the two bills have each passed their 
respective legislative bodies and will 
now go into conference committee. 
THE TWO bills are essentially identi- 
cal, but H.B. 206 is sponsored by Demo- 
crats and S.B. 706 is sponsored by 
Republicans, he said. 
The University would have to exam- 
ine the potential impact of such a plan 
before deciding to whether to take part 
in the buy-out, Mason said. 
Sharon Stuart, chairperson for the 
Classified Staff Council, said that CSC 
is very much in favor of the early 
retirement plan. 
"It would be advantageous for both 
the University and the classified staff 
who retire," she said. 
The plan could be financially advan- 
tageous for the University because em- 
ployees who retire could be replaced by 
others at a lower pay rate and person- 
ally advantageous for the individuals 
involved, she said. 
"Beyond the financial saving for the 
University, it would be good morale for 
the staff in general and great morale 
for those who would retire," she said. 
Greg DeCrane, chairperson of the 
Administrative Staff Council, said he 
did not known if the ASC would support 
the bill. 
He said that while the plan offers 
definite advantages for the individuals 
retiring, he would not want to make a 
decision before examining the effect the 
plan would have on staffing. 
"We would not want to have a general 
loss of staff," he said. 
Mason said the bill will probably 
pass, but he did not know when. 
"I think it is very likely that it will 
pass," he said. "They (the legislators) 
could take action within a couple of 
weeks or it could carry on until August 
if they get bogged down in political 
dispute.'' 
-, t~  IU-»*  _..!*„ BG N«ws/Jlm Sakola New prof? Not quite 
Steve Michaels. CBS vice-president for affiliate relations, lec- 
tures a University class on "the real world" of television. The class is 
taught by professionals, not professors, (see story page 3). 
University recreation park planned 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
University students will soon have a park 
on campus that will give them a place other 
than quadrangle courtyards to sun, study or 
play volleybau in. 
Planning has begun to turn the cemented 
area by Conklin Hall into a park, said, Matt 
Shull, Undergraduate Student Government 
student welfare committee chair. 
Suggestions for the area include construct- 
ing a gazebo, wooden fitness structures, a 
sunning area, volleyball courts and planting 
trees, Shull said. 
"It would be a place to play or sun - an 
outlet for people on campus, "he said. 
The cement should be converted to an 
outdoor leisure area by fall semester, Shull 
said. 
Roland Engler, director of University 
architecture, said sugestions to build a park 
in that area were first made in 1977. 
Plans to develop the area last summer 
were postponed because the resurfacing of 
basketball courts behind it, raised questions 
about what type of construction should be 
done, Engler said. 
OF THE 171 Conklin area residents sur- 
veyed last semester, more than half favored 
volleyball courts and an outdoor mall area, 
Shull said. 
Engler suggested the area be used for less 
energetic activies than volleyball. 
"Why not a place for hotdog roasts - 
where people can relax," he said. "Green- 
ery would soften the area, it's like the streets 
of New York over there-all asphalt and 
buildings." 
He said he did not want more grass to 
maintain, so materials like astroturf are 
being considered to surface the area. 
"We only have 'X' number of dollars and 
they will only go so far," Engler said. 
The available space set aside for the 
project will be a determinant as to what type 
of construction will be done, Engler said. 
Davis-Besse alarms 
detect unusual event' 
TOLEDO (AP) - An "unusual event" at the idled Davis-Besse 
nuclear power plant did not damage the facility and no radioactive 
material was released, officials said yesterday. 
Toledo Edison Co. declared the unusual event at 8:07 a.m. 
Wednesday when seismic alarms sounded, utility spokesperson Rick 
Kelly said. The declaration was in effect for about 2V4 hours, he said. 
An unusual event means a potentially unstable condition exists, he 
added. 
The plant, in Oak Harbor which is about 20 miles east of here, has 
been shut down since June 9, when two main and two backup 
feedwater pumps failed. 
Officials said they were not sure what caused the alarms to sound 
Wednesday. Russ Marabito, a spokesperson for the Nuclear Regula- 
tory Commission in Chicago, said the alarm sounded after a 
construction vehicle apparently shook the ground. 
"Apparently, it is very sensitive and it went off. There was no 
earthquake or anything. We didn't take any action - there was no 
action to take," Marabito said. 
i > 
Service filled up; 
MAX's lines busy 
JIDMonoc 
reporter 
Although Bowling Green 
was considered a prime tar- 
get market of the MAX Long 
Distance Telephone Company 
last fall, BG residents will 
now find they will not be 
accepted as new MAX cus- 
tomers. 
Bethany Sanders, a sales 
representative of MAX, said 
the long distance company 
oversow to the BG area at the 
beginning of the 1985 fall se- 
mester. 
She said the access phone 
number for Bowling Green 
(which customers dial to get 
on MAX's long distance line) 
does not have enough circuits 
to handle more customers. If 
MAX added more customers 
to its service, Bowling Green 
would experience difficulties 
in trying to access their sys- 
tem, she said. 
Sanders said MAX is 
looking into supplying more 
lines for this area, but she 
said she does not know when 
the additional lines will be 
installed. As soon as more 
lines are added, MAX will □ See MAX, page 5. 
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Not just blowing smoke 
The city of Toledo recently passed a law mandat- 
ing the installation of smoke detectors in exist- 
ing residential dwellings. 
The move by the Toledo City Council was a 
positive preventive measure to reduce the number 
of deaths due to fires. 
Toledo previously had an ordinance requiring 
new buildings to install detectors. But the law did 
not affect existing structures unless the owners 
were planning to make more than $1,000 in im- 
provements. 
The new law requires all owners of residential 
structures to install the detectors. Those in new 
buildings are to be wired directly into the electrical 
system. However, it allows battery-powered detec- 
tors in exsisting structures. 
Bowling Green presently has a law requiring 
landlords to install smoke detectors in their rental 
units and a law similar to Toledo's requiring smoke 
detectors in all other residential units is certainly a 
good idea. 
According to admittedly rough statistics from the 
state fire marshal's office, in homes where smoke 
detectors were reported to be present at the time of 
the fire, over 50 percent successfully alerted resi- 
dents to the fire. 
These statewide figures for 1984 show that the 
presence of smoke detectors are effective in warn- 
ing residents of fires and allowing them time to 
leave the structure and alert the fire department. 
While the fact that detectors worked only half the 
time would appear to weaken the argument for 
them, detectors aren't very expensive, and half a 
chance is still better than none. 
A law requiring smoke detectors to be installed 
does not violate an individual's freedom of choice, 
as many say the seat belt laws do. The law merely 
requires that smoke detectors be installed so that 
they might provide residents with warning of a fire 
in their nome. 
It would be up to the residents to decide whether 
or not to leave the building, a choice they would not 
have if they did not know of the danger. 
Gregory missed mark 
by Laurie Sabol 
Maybe I don't have a very 
astute sense of humor, because I 
came away from seeing Dick 
Gregory last Friday night feel- 
ing anything but amused. 
Not that I was expecting to be 
entertained by a stand-up come- 
dian -1 know there's a lot more 
to Gregory than that. But I 
wasn't expecting, as a member 
of a racially, religiously and 
ethnically diverse audience, to 
be blamed for almost all of the 
ills of the 20th century. I would 
rather have been given some 
suggestions for helping to cure 
injustice, than to have been ac- 
cused of creating it. 
I agree with Gregory's thesis 
that many Americans are often 
too dependent on and too willing 
to accept everything that the 
government, advertisers and 
teachers tell us without raising 
questions or voicing dissent. 
But how did Gregory know if I 
had ever signed any petitions, or 
walked in any marches, or par- 
ticipated in any letter-writing 
campaigns, or donated any time 
and money to any worthy orga- 
nizations or causes? 
The audience was entirely too 
mixed in its backgrounds and 
philosophies to be ranted at as if 
we were one body. He truly 
wasn't fair, he wasn't kind, he 
was downright prejudiced. Com- 
ing from a man who has spent 
much of his life in peaceful pro- 
test, his accusations seemed 
melodramatic and out of place. 
Maybe I wouldn't have been so 
angered by Gregory's presenta- 
tion if he hadn't made me feel 
like he was so far superior to us. 
I would have preferred that he 
try to bring us up to his level of 
awareness, not just by spouting 
statistics, but by giving us sug- 
gestions to help the plight of 
riple in need. He was pleased 
tell us about the $100 million 
contract he had just signed with 
a Swedish company, but he 
made no reference to donating 
any of that money to people who 
are hungry or homeless. 
Why couldn't he have told us 
to write our Congressperson or 
Eertinent impending legis- 
ition? Why didn't he tell us 
about the women's march in 
Washington, D.C., on March 9? 
I want to correct or modify 
two things that Gregory said. 
First, it is true that black (and 
white) athletes take orders from 
and are sometimes repri- 
manded by their coaches, who 
are usually white. Symbolically 
then, it could be said that the 
coaches enslave the athletes. It 
was left unsaid that coaches 
salaries are rarely more than 
half that of their players. 
Secondly, I don't understand 
why Gregory was ranting 
against Steven Spielberg for 
making 77ie Color Purple, which 
does degrade Southern black 
men. Spielberg didn't write that 
award-winning book; Alice 
Walker, a black author, did. 
Spielberg, seeing a creative and 
financial opportunity, took the 
ball and ran with it. 
I don't want to go so far as to 
say that the only reason Gregory 
got a standing ovation was be- 
cause the audience members 
were itchy to stretch their legs 
after sitting for 2Vt hours. It s 
only an observation based on my 
own experience. 
Sabol is a reference librarian (or Jerome Library Information 
Services. 
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by San. Paul Simon 
It starts like an ordinary 
story. Edith and Michael fell in 
love and got married. 
From there on it is anything 
but an ordinary story. Edith 
Luthi is an American who was 
studying in the Soviet Union. 
Michael Iossel is a Soviet citi- 
zen. After they were married, 
the Soviet government would not 
let Iossel go to the United States. 
Their first child was born with 
Iossel 4,000 miles away from 
Luthi. I met Luthi and their son 
Gregory when we appeared to- 
gether on the "Today" show. I 
saw Gregory, then 3, when his 
father had not yet seen him. 
Over the last year many mem- 
bers of Congress have joined me 
to fuse the efforts of 30 spouses 
like Edith Luthi for a more ef- 
fective drive to win the release 
of their Soviet partners. Thanks 
to the fact that there was a 
summit meeting, Secretary 
General Mikhail Gorbachev let 
it be known that eight of these 
would be permitted to emigrate 
to the United States. One of 
those was Iossel. 
I am grateful for that. 
But what about the others? 
Simon Levin of Deerfield, HI., 
married Tamara Tretyakova. 
They have a 7-year-old son in 
Moscow, whom Levin has never 
seen. He shows pictures of his 
son like any proud father, but 
why can't the Soviet govern- 
ment let him hug his son? When 
I was in Moscow I visited with 
his wife and son, a happy, active 
young man, who has never seen 
his father. 
Fran Pergericht of Chicago 
married Roman Kuperman of 
the Soviet Union. They marked 
their fourth wedding anniver- 
sary Feb. 24 - four years of liv- 
ing apart. In a few days they will 
have their first child, separated 
by thousands of miles and a 
needlessly uncertain future. 
As contacts between our peo- 
Ele grow, as they should, inevi- 
ibly there will be more 
marriages. Our governments 
should not stand in the way of 
marriages and of people then 
living together afterwards. 
There are many things gov- 
ernments can do. but they can- 
not prevent people from falling 
in love. 
Soviet law is clear in permit- 
ting married couples to select 
their place of residence. And the 
Soviet government signed the 
Helsinki accord, thereby 
agreeing to "examine favorably 
and on the basis of humanitarian 
considerations requests for exit 
or entry permits from persons 
who have decided to marry a 
citizen from another participat- 
ing state," in the words of the 
Is it too much to ask the Soviet 
!government to live up to its own 
aws   and   the   international 
agreements it signed? 
I have been one of those who 
believes that the United States 
and the Soviet Union should Im- 
prove their relationship and 
sometimes this nation has not 
been as helpful as it might be. 
But the Soviets' needless stand- 
ing in the way of couples who 
wish to be together is something 
no American can understand - 
and my guess is that very few 
Soviet citizens can understand it 
either. 
It causes needless human mis- 
ery and is not good public rela- 
tions for the Soviet government. 
I hope that soon President 
Reagan and Secretary Gorba- 
chev can agree on an arms con- 
trol limitation. But in the 
meantime we ought to be able to 
agree that people who fall in 
love and get married can live in 
the country of their choice. 
I'm grateful that the Soviet 
Union has permitted eight of its 
citizens to live with their 
spouses. But I wait impatiently 
for word on the rest, and for a 
more humane, sensible policy 
from the Soviet government. 
Simon (ML) is a US. sen- 
ator. 
Mankind not as bad as Melden says 
by Darryl Thomas  
What is really so heretical to 
Bill Melden about the Human- 
ists (Feb. 26-27) is not their 
"astonishing optimism," or 
even their ''militant hostility" 
toward traditional religion. 
What really upsets Melden is the 
Humanist rejection of tradi- 
tional Christianity and its con- 
cepts and moral codes. 
"Secular humanists" can eas- 
ily prove traditional Christianity 
is a colossal hoax perpetrated by 
the Vatican, and that certain 
Christian concepts are short- 
sighted and entirely false. One 
of the most spurious and repre- 
hensible of these concepts is that 
of "Original Sin." This is a myth 
that is extremely dangerous, 
and has been promulgated by 
the Church for centuries. It is 
both psychologically and spiritu- 
ally responsible not only for 
Man's sense of alienation from 
nature, but also Man's sense of a 
lack of grace. This religious 
belief colors Melden's view of 
Mankind with a cynical rage. 
Melden seems to believe that 
somehow Mankind is innately 
flawed, "the architect of ten 
thousand tragedies." He seems 
to somehow find it virtuous to 
regard Mankind as a cancer on 
the face of the earth, that al- 
mighty God will surely punish 
Mankind with eternal hellfire. 
Melden also apparently believes 
that all Humanists are atheistic 
nihilists. 
In reality, it can be said that 
not all Humanists are atheists. 
Some are and some aren't, 
based on personal preference. 
But all Humanists find it incon- 
ceivable to embrace the com- 
mon notion of a wise and just 
God who must be mindlessly 
worshipped and adored when 
there are more worthy goals to 
pursue. 
It is Mankind's task to feed the 
hungry, clothe the poor, heal the 
sick and preserve the environ- 
ment. The only evils that exist in 
the world are ignorance and the 
submission to the lower and 
false ideas that are not worthy of 
us. We Humanists, like the late 
Anne Frank, "... still believe 
that people are good at heart," 
and are driven by good intent. 
Some Humanists regard Man- 
kind and Nature as extensions of 
God-force, that His Divine Spirit 
is the source of our souls. In a 
sense, Man can claim divinity 
too. 
Why does Melden viciously 
attack us simply because we 
perceive our right to live our 
lives as we are meant to? We 
have the right to make choices 
and live with those choices. Just 
because we seem to adopt a 
"dizzily optimistic" stance to- 
ward life doesn't mean we are 
stupid. It simply means that we 
have found a natural essence In 
the humanity of Mankind, and 
indeed this humanity is the 
"measure of all things'' and is 
You're all right if racism bothers you 
by Jack A. Taylor, Jr. 
One day Bill (not his real 
name) came into my office 
looking very depressed and 
downhearted. Obviously I asked 
him why. 
Well, he told me he was con- 
cerned that he was "going 
crazy"   because he was con- 
Respond 
The BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject submissions we consider 
to be in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. 
All submissions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please direct submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG Newt 
211 West Han 
Correction 
In the article "Smoke Clears 
From The Ratings War" (Mar. 
6), the following errors were 
made: WDHO topped WUPW for 
the weekday children's block 
and Cathy Williams is the public 
service director for WUPW 
(channel 36) not WHDO. 
The News regrets the errors. 
stantly mumbling and talking to 
himself. I then asked him when 
he started talking and mum- 
bling to himself. 
He said, "Every time I see a 
white student when I enter the 
television lounge, every time I 
walk into a restaurant and the 
waiter forgets I am there, every 
time I walk past a group of white 
students and they start laugh- 
ing, every time I sit down in 
class and the seats on either side 
of me fill up last, every time a 
white teacher avoids looking at 
me, every time a drunken white 
student feels my hair and tells 
me that one of his best friends is 
black, every time I read about a 
black person being lynched by 
white people out having fun, 
every time I bear about a black 
STU 
student being called 'nigger' by 
a group of white students out 
having tun and every time I read 
about white people asking why 
black people get uptight over a 
song and dance performance 
that was meant to be fun." 
After Bill finished laying all of 
these heavies on me anal had 
time to think about what he said, 
I told him he was infected by 
racism and that mumbling and 
talking to himself are symptoms 
that indicate a case of ''racial 
psychosis." 
Also, I told him that mumbling 
and talking to oneself were the 
same symptoms exhibited by his 
parents when they attempted to 
sit in the front of the bus, eat at 
the lunch counter, take their 
AJO*J (oe fur rue 
MOUSE    INTO  TTHS 
XCOMXAPTTOH *#b 
resr rot *S3f***TKw\ 
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need humane emigration law 
Keeping families apart does little for USSR's   image abroad 
what the famous Jewish philo- 
sopher Jesus Christ meant when 
he said, "The Kingdom of God is 
within you." Recognition and 
expression of this essence would 
bring about many corrections to 
the planet. 
The Christian institution that 
Melden represents is a dry, wa- 
terless canal, a failed cultural 
vampire which is certainly to 
blame for much of the horren- 
dous history we've managed to 
pile up behind us. a force that is 
directly responsible for slavery, 
intolerance, anti-Semitism, 
color prejudice, and indirectly 
responsible for two world wars. 
We Humanists thereby feel jus- 
tified in denouncing this perni- 
cious religious regime. 
It is Man's responsibility to 
solve the problems of Man and 
no diety is going to take that 
responsibility away from us. 
Thomas is a former Univer- 
sity student from Toledo. 
children to school, get a loan for 
a house, go for a walk in the 
park, fill out an employment 
application and buy groceries 
for their children. 
Well, once Bill found out that 
the mumbling and talking was 
good for him and that the rac- 
ism, not himself, was the reason 
for his mumbling and talking to 
himself, he felt much better and 
left my office with a smile. 
I don't know if this will help 
anybody else deal with the ab- 
surdity of racism, but it sure 
helped Bill. One other thing: it 
would be a good idea to get 
racism before it gets you. 
Taylor is assistant vice presi- 
dent for minority affairs. 
by Walt Emerine 
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BG News/Peter Fellman 
Sgt. Charlotte R. Starnes, coordinator of BGSCJ crime prevention and community relations, and Carol 
Pratt, records coordinator for the BGStl department of public saftey, display the McGruff 
puppets used in the show for University employee children and children of the Child Development 
Center. 
Dog crusades against crime 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
Although German shepherds with a low growl 
and gleaming teeth are often associated with 
Klice and crime prevention, a bloodhound in a 
mchcoat is used to promote crime and safety- 
related topics to local children. 
McGruff, the mascot of the Crime Prevention 
Program for the last five years, is a puppet 
used in a show for children of University 
employees and in the University's Child Devel- 
opment Center to promote concerns about prob- 
lems with vandalism, bike protection, 
hitchhiking, drug abuse, strangers and child 
molestation. 
The program, which was started in 1984, is 
used to entertain the employees' children after 
they are fingerprinted. 
The preschool children in the Child Devel- 
opment Center are not fingerprinted since they 
are tooyoung, said Charlotte Starnes, coordina- 
tor of Crime Prevention and Community Rela- 
tions. 
THE SUBJECT matter, which is from the 
Washington, D.C. Crime Prevention Associa- 
tion, is relayed to the children through a cas- 
sette tape, Starnes said. 
"They are all messages sent through 
McGruff. He not only addresses children but 
adults," she said. 
The tape appeals to the children through the 
music, the rhythm and McGruff's words, she 
said. 
"The rhythm gets the kids going. After it 
repeats itself, the kids get the words and can 
sing along with it," she said. 
The program is followed by a question and 
answer session in which the children repeat 
McGruff's advice. Starnes said children who 
are four years old are not addressed on the 
subject of drug abuse, which is discussed on an 
elementary level. Instead, topics such as van- 
dalism are especially geared to them because 
small children know what it means to tear up 
something that is not theirs, she said. 
The purpose of the program is to make people 
implement safety and crime measures, Starnes 
"If we all work together, we can reduce the 
crime rate," she said. 
Police issue reminder 
Parking violations increase 
An increase in parking violations on the east 
side of the city has prompted Bowling Green police 
to issue a reminder to area drivers. 
About 35 tickets have been issued during the late 
shift in the last two weeks, primarily to cars 
parked in fire lanes near apartment complexes 
and in handicap parking spots, Bowling Green 
Chief of Police Galen Ash said. 
Officers on the 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift brought the 
problem to Ash's attention yesterday, he said. 
Illegal parking has been concentrated around 
the University, 
Street, Ash said. 
especially near East Wooster 
People who have parked illegally have a $5 
ticket assessed. The tine increases if the car has 
been towed, he said. 
People getting towed must first pay the ticket at 
police headquarters to get a release form for the 
car. In addition to the fine, local towing services 
charge violators for moving the car. 
Other typical parking violations include parking 
on grass and blocking driveways or sidewalks, 
Ash said. 
Undergraduate Student Government |Underg 
Election Information 
1986-87 elections for the offices 
of President. Vice President and 
12 At-large Representatives will 
be held April 9 and 10. 
Petitions available 
Petitions due 
Mandatory Candidates 
Meeting 
Campaigning begins 
Elections 
March 12 
March 21 
March 31 
March 31 
April 9,10 
405 Student Services 
5:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m. Court Room, 
Student Services 
12:00 
TV pros teach students 
Executives relate real world challenges in RTVF class 
by Mizdl Stewart III 
reporter 
A team of eight executives 
from Toledo's WTOL-TV, Chan- 
nel 11, are participating in the 
Department of Kadio-Tele- 
vision-Film this semester in a 
different type of broadcasting 
course. 
After dealing with the day-to- 
day challenges of running a tele- 
vision station, they come to the 
University and relate their expe- 
riences in class known as Broad- 
cast Management (RTVF 469). 
The involvement of profes- 
sionals with students is not new 
for the RTVF department. But 
according to department chair- 
person Denise Trauth, this is the 
first time working broadcasters 
have taken the initiative to actu- 
ally instruct students in a class- 
room setting. 
"This is new for us, and the 
people at Channel 11 were gra- 
cious enough to be willing to 
instruct the class," she saia 
Trauth said having WTOL 
staff instruct the class gives 
students a more real world feel 
for the duties and responsibili- 
ties of broadcast managers. 
The course deals with various 
areas of broadcast management 
including programming, mar- 
keting, sales, production, pro- 
motion, engineering and public 
affairs. 
THE BROADCAST manage- 
ment course has traditionally 
been handled by faculty mem- 
bers. 
WTOL General Manager Guy 
Hempel said the idea of the 
having station staff instruct the 
class developed out of a conver- 
sation with Trauth. 
The class is taught with a 
"team teaching" approach to 
present several different as- 
pects of management in a local 
television station, he said. 
Steve Israel, WTOL program 
director, said each manager lec- 
tures on their area of expertise. 
He said this approach helps stu- 
dents understand the responsibi- 
lities of different managers. 
Steve Michaels, vice-presi- 
dent in charge of affiliate rela- 
tions for the CBS television 
network, spoke to the class Mon- 
day night. Instructors from 
WTOL invited him to talk to the 
class, he said. 
"This type of class is good 
because it combines academic 
and real world instruction. The 
academics teach the fundamen- 
tals, and they need to be there," 
he said. "It's helpful as a supple- 
ment to get the two types of 
experience. You can't have one 
without the other." 
IAIN WALKER, graduate stu- 
dent in RTVF, said student reac- 
tion to the course is favorable. 
He said it provides him with a 
more realistic outlook on the 
industry. 
"They can give us insight on 
day-to-day problems in the in- 
dustry that can't always be cov- 
ered in a class taught by a 
regular instructor," he said. 
"We're able to find out what's 
going on in the real world a 
couple hours after they've left 
work." 
Hempel, however, said talking 
about the real world is not 
enough. He said it is important 
to be able to effectively commu- 
nicate the experience to the stu- 
dents. 
"We're not teachers in the 
traditional sense," he said. "I 
hope that students are getting 
enough out of it as we share our 
perspectives about the busi- 
ness." 
But the ultimate value of the 
course is expressed in its effec- 
tiveness in preparing the stu- 
dents for future employment in 
broadcasting, he said. The ap- 
proach taken in teaching this 
particular class benefits every' 
one involved, he said. 
"It's one of those situations 
where we can help train stu- 
dents before they get into the 
working world," he said. "The 
University consults with the sta- 
tion to find out what its needs 
are, and the school then in- 
structs students having an ac- 
tual idea of what they have to 
know. That's less that we have 
to do (as an industry) when 
graduates are hired to work for 
a station." 
Trauth said the class will be 
offered again next year, but she 
could not guarantee the same 
people would be involved. 
Believer-cise' new twist on aerobics 
by Jared O. Wadley 
staff reporter 
St. Thomas More University 
Parish is combining Christian 
music with aerobics and the 
result is Believer-cise. 
Debi Butzen, class instuctor, 
said Believer-cise is choreo- 
graphed exercises which uses 
contemporary Christian music. 
"It (Believer-cise) is a good 
way to know your body," Butzen 
said. 
Believer-cise originated five 
years ago through its creator 
Cathi Stout in Dallas, she said. 
Stout didn't like rock music with 
aerobics because she believed 
the music was Satanic. 
"She (Stout) wanted to do 
aerobics with music to glorify 
God and that was 'pro-family.' 
so she started Believer-cise, 
Butzen said. 
Now, there are 70 instructors 
nationwide teaching the pro- 
gram. The Believer-cise pro- 
gram has two albums, a video 
and is in the process of produc- 
ing a television program, Butzen 
said. 
BUTZEN CAME to St. 
Thomas More last year in Sep- 
tember. However, she said the 
P>ram didn't get started until 
month. 
Butzen said she took exercise 
classes but didn't like the rock 
music. As a result, she called the 
central office in Dallas, Texas, 
to find out about Believer-cise. 
"I was referred to the Cleve- 
land branch to sign up for a 
certification (to teach a class)," 
Butzen said. 
She said she had to audition 
during a two-day seminar. The 
audition consisted of performing 
original routines and teaching in 
a class setting. 
Butzen said she was also 
quizzed on her Christian faith. 
Now, she has 20 people in her 
class, including husbands and 
wives. 
The class meets every Tues- 
day and Thursday from 7:30- 
8:30 p.m. and is open to anyone. 
There is a fee of $15 for eight 
classes, or $2.50 for an individ- 
ual class. 
She said that she receives 
videos every six weeks on new 
routines. Once she learns the 
routines, she then organizes 
them into her program. 
"I believe in proper form. I 
never stop learning new work- 
outs," Butzen said. 
She said her workouts consist 
of warm-ups, mild and heavy 
cardiovascular exercises, cool 
downs and floor exercises. 
Butzen said many people are 
pleased with Believer-cise pro- 
gram because it offers another 
option for exercise. 
Nancy Nekorance, a student 
in the class and local resident, 
said she appreciates the option. 
"I joined the program because 
it was a good alternative to 
Jazzercise,   she said. 
Former University 
cheerleader and elementary and 
special education graduate Tun 
Cullen said he likes the exercis- 
ing and the people. 
r
'I enjoy this because of the 
exercise and the community,-' 
he said. 
Howard's club H 
210 n. main 
presents 
THE WET SHAVERS 
in their LAST appearance 
EVER! 
 Saturday, March 8 — 
Arrive early for a good seat! 
• NO COVER * 
A Designated Driver Participant 
Don't miss this final party I 
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Symbol 
sought 
for SRC 
by Valerie Lonero 
staff reporter 
Journalism prof calls Timeout, 
by Michelle Fisher 
reporter 
The Student Recreation Cen- 
ter is in search of a symbol to 
call its own. 
The Rec Center is sponsoring 
a contest urging students to sub- 
mit ideas for the design of a flag 
which will symbolize the Rec 
Center. 
The idea originated as an ef- 
fort to identify the Rec Center 
and to represent the sense of 
?ride of the student body, said 
erry Parsons, director of the 
Student Recreation Center. 
"We decided the Rec Center 
needed a symbol which would 
reveal the patriotic spirit of our 
campus. We want a design that 
will be visible to the campus and 
show we are Buckeyes," ne said. 
"The flag will be a nice com- 
munication gesture to signify 
the Rec Center's special colors 
and logo," he said. 
The flag will be raised on a 
flagpole or placed in the Rec 
Center's front window, Parsons 
added. 
Michelle Harder, the assistant 
director of the Rec Center, said 
she is looking for a unique and 
creative design which signifies 
the center. 
"It will be two or three colors 
that we can call our own. The 
flag will be put up for all the 
special events or programming 
activities we have," she said. 
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
are eligible for contest. 
The first place winner will 
receive a $50 gift certificate to 
the Falcon House and the two 
second prize winners will re- 
ceive $25 gift certificates to the 
Falcon house. Winners will be 
chosen April 7. 
Harder said the flag design 
must have the SRC logo on it 
(the three men) and be at least 
11V4 by 30 inches (penant size). 
It must also have two or three 
colors on it, not including white, 
she said. Students can submit 
entries at the Rec Center office f- 
until next Friday. 
One University assistant pro- 
fessor has more than an audi- 
ence of students to face each 
week. 
Cathy Pratt, assistant profes- 
sor of journalism, is the host and 
co-producer of "Timeout," a 
public broadcast production on 
Channel 57. 
The five-year-old show gives 
sports fans a chance to watch 
favorite coaches and athletes 
speak out about their victories, 
defeats and strategies for the 
season. Highlights of games and 
interviews with athletes are also 
featured. 
The show is broadcast at 5:30 
p.m. and 11:00 p.m. on Thurs- 
days. 
While most of her energies 
focus in the classroom, Pratt 
said she enjoys the show as her 
hobby. 
" 'Timeout' is a lot of fun and 
it services the community. I 
wouldn't want to do it for a 
living, though," Pratt said. 
Jim Lessig, athletic director 
at the time she was hired, rec- 
ommended Pratt for the position 
because of her intern experience 
with Channel 57 sports and close 
ties with the coaches. Pratt is 
also recognized as the first 
woman allowed in the Mid- 
American Conference press box 
in 1971 while an undergraduate 
working with the University's 
yearbook, The Key. 
"Timeout's" coverage begins 
before football season continu- 
ing into playoffs in March, with 
previews for the upcoming year. 
The show focuses on "big name" 
sports such as football, basket- 
ball and hockey; yet it allows 
sports with less exposure, such 
as gymnastics, tennis and golf, 
the same chance for coverage. 
PRATT SAID she believes her 
strong relationship with coaches 
is the reason for the success of 
the show. 
"The coaches are cooperative 
and we get along real well. I ask 
questions the fans want to know, 
and try to get coaches and ath- 
letes to talk so fans can get an 
inside look at their excitements 
and disappointments," Pratt 
said. 
Topics covered on "Timeout" 
include interviews with former 
basketball coach John Weinert 
and former football coach 
Denny Stoltz. In addition inter- 
views with players like Brian 
McKee, sophomore defenseman 
for the Falcon hockey team, 
have been featured. 
Hockey coach Jerry York said 
he enjoyed his appearance on 
the show and would like to see 
"Timeout" continue in the years 
to come. 
"It is a good way for the 
Bowling Green community to 
see the coaches and their in- 
sights on a week to week basis. 
Cathy Pratt is in touch with 
what is going on and is positive 
with the teams," he said. 
WHILE THE sports personali- 
ties constitute the main attrac- 
tion, director and co-producer 
Denise Marland also credits 
Pratt as one of the major rea- 
sons for the success of the show. 
"We get a lot of personal re- 
sponse because Cathy's person- 
ality adds a lot to the program. I 
don't know if the show would be 
the same without her. People 
stop her on the streets and write 
letters to the station to praise 
the success of the production," 
she said. 
University athletic director 
Jack Gregory said he also en- 
joys the snow. T
'I watch the show every 
chance I get. The format is good 
and the people at 'Timeout' do 
every bit as good a job as some 
professionals I have worked 
with" he said. 
Even though the show is 
aimed at spectators, athletes 
also enjoy watching, including 
Greg Meehan, senior business 
major and member of the Fal- 
con football team. 
"I watch 'Timeout' mainly 
during the football season. I 
think it is a good show and it 
would be a good idea to get more 
interviews with players," he 
said. 
No time outs allowed **News /J«c",,ie Pearson 
Sophomore radio/television/film major Chrisse Jones (sitting on floor) monitors the cameraperson. while 
Cathy Pratt interviews hockey coach Jerry York for WBGCl-TV's "Time out." 
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Student, 
friends 
win trip 
by Steve Barber 
reporter 
When one University student 
left last Saturday's Bowling 
Green-Miami basketball game, 
he came home with more than 
memories of a Falcon loss. 
Greg Schubert, sophomore 
pre-accounting major, was cho- 
sen as the recipient of the Uni- 
versity Athletic department's 
TWA/AAA Falcon Florida Flya- 
way during a drawing at half- 
time. 
He won free airfare for four to 
any TWA destination in Florida. 
Accompanying Schubert on 
his trip will be Fred Langham, 
sophomore industrial education 
major; Brian Ricketts, sopho- 
more sports management ma- 
jor; and Greg Connel, 
sophomore journalism major. 
Last year the department 
sponsored a giveaway for air- 
fare for two to Florida. 
Kevin Cleary, assistant direc- 
tor of athletic promotion, coordi- 
nated this year's contest and 
said the airfare change was an 
attempt to upgrade promotion. 
"We also gave away suntan 
oil, beach bags and sun visors at 
previous home games to get kids 
thinking about Florida," he 
said. 
Although the tickets were 
originally set up to be used dur- 
ing spring break, Schubert said 
he won't be able to go then. 
"We were going to use the 
tickets over spring break, but 
we can't because TWA has time 
restrictions due to the Easter 
holiday," he said. "We are going 
to Fort Lauderdale the week 
after finals. I had no plans of 
going to Florida before I won 
anyway," he said. 
MAX  
Small start now big profits 
University students make 
good 'First Impressions' 
by Parti Boerger 
reporter 
Two University students who 
began their business by selling 
sunglasses in Bowling Green in 
1984 now head a multi-faceted 
company. 
First Impressions, managed 
by Mike Baldridge, junior mar- 
keting major and Rob First, junior radio/televison/film ma- 
jor, carry over 3,000 different 
sunglass styles and have sold 
over 2,000 sunglasses since Jan- 
uary in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan 
and Florida. They also sell 
shorts, sweatshirts and party 
favors. 
They declined to comment on 
how much profit they have 
made, but said they plan to keep 
reinvesting their profits to ex- 
pand their market. 
They expanded their sunglass 
line, Leesplash, in Florida dur- 
ing Christmas break by walking 
up and down the strip in Day- 
tona peddling their hand painted 
sunglasses in various stores. As 
a result, their sunglasses are 
sold at seven Florida locations. 
While in Daytona, a surf expo- 
sition was in progress which 
Save them the- Idea to expand 
leir product range to "designer 
fashion and funwear," First 
said. 
THEY NOW sell Vauraet and 
Bucci, "the elite brand of sung- 
lasses" and surf shorts and 
sweatshirts, he said. 
The design of their shorts, 
known as clamdiggers, are sym- 
metrical shapes and designs. 
"The Hawaiian flowery prints 
are out of fashion this year," 
First said. 
Baldridge said the shorts and 
oversized sweatshirts will be 
available after Spring Break at 
Cycle Werks at 134 E. Court St. 
in Bowling Green. 
"Hopefully, the shorts will be 
in stock one week before Spring- 
Break, but we are not positive, 
he said. 
Baldridge said students are 
submitting designs for the 
sweatshirts. 
The clamdiggers which nor- 
mally retail in Florida for $40- 
180 will be sold at Cycle Werks 
for $25*40. 
Future plans for First Impres- 
sions include using the products 
for high school and college fund- 
raisers. 
"We hope to do business with 
25 schools next year," he said. 
Currently, Delta Sigma Pi is 
selling the sunglasses on cam- 
pus for $5 to $6 as a fundraiser 
and UAO will also sell beach 
towels, beach balls and BGSU 
cups before Spring Break which 
they orderea from Firsts Im- 
pressions. 
FIRST SAID they would like 
the business to expand into more 
college markets and University 
alumni have offered to help 
them expand. 
First said since he and Bal- 
dridge are members of Phi 
Kappa Psi fraternity, chapters 
at other campuses would also 
help them get started. 
Their fraternity brothers are 
Mike Baldridge (left) and Rob First 
one of the keys to their success 
because they were among the 
first to buy the sunglasses and 
wore them on campus to pro- 
mote the product, First said. 
Baldridge said, at times com- 
bining the roles of student and 
businessman can create prob- 
lems as business responsibilities 
and classes often clash. 
"Last week, we delayed or- 
ders for two weeks because we 
both had tests," Baldridge said. 
Baldridge said  he handles- 
most of the business activities 
because First has other respon- 
sibilities being a resident ad- 
viser in Offenhauer West. 
But when summer arrives, 
both will have more time to 
expand their market, he said. 
Both have hopes of Hudson's 
and May Company picking up 
their line of products. They also 
hope to be on PM Magazine and 
featured in Ohio Magazine and 
Ohio Business Magazine this 
summer. 
BG News /Jacquie Pearson 
Aside from balancing classes 
and business, both have had 
positive experiences from run- 
ning their own business, he said. 
"When I read the textbooks 
for my marketing classes. I can 
apply it to the business," Bal- 
dridge said. 
First said the experience has 
also helped in in the Job market. 
"I got a summer job because 
of the business and the two com- 
mercials I made for the busi- 
ness," he said. 
Drive Safely 
Pont pollute. 
U Continued from page 1. 
once again accept new custom- 
ers, she said. 
UNTIL THEN, residents may 
find it hard to locate a long 
distance company (other than 
AT&T) that serves our area. 
Sales representatives of U.S. 
Telcom, Allnet, RCI and Sprint 
said their companies are not 
currently servicing Bowling 
Green. 
But the Sprint sales represen- 
tative said his company plans to 
be in the area by 1987. 
MCI also does not have their 
long distance service available 
to Bowling Green residents, ex- 
cept through a calling card, an 
MCI sales representative said. 
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Expires   3(25(86 
<•>**_&. MO* 
50' OFF! 
Any of our 
delicious 
20 tuba 
Limit two per customer Not 
vslid with any other coupons 
Good st participating loca- 
tions 
Expires    3/25(86 
s^ A  B.^ 
a   owtr-Wy 
Send a balloon 
bouquet today' 
I—■ —lesfcls 
fS imm Ooy Quality Sonic* 
^Balloon Busters! 
^33M16» 
This ad sponsored by 
Dorsey's 
Drugs 
Responsible decisions 
about drinking and 
driving 
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Soviets revamp Kremlin 
MOSCOW (AP)-Mikhail 
Gorbachev closed the 27th party 
congress yesterday with a re- 
structuring of the Kremlin appa- 
ratus that brings Ambassador 
Anatoly Dobrynin home from 
Washington and promotes the 
first woman into the inner circle 
of power in 25 years. 
Gorbachev, the Communist 
Party's general secretary, also 
announced new members of the 
ruling Politburo, five new Cen- 
tral Committee secretaries and 
a new Central Committee that 
reflects the changes in major 
party and economic posts since 
the death of Leonid Brezhnev in 
1962. 
The personnel changes and 
the program presented at the 
congress were designed to set a 
course for the Soviet Union until 
the end of the century and to put 
Gorbachev's personal stamp on 
the party structure. 
Dobrynin, 66, has been Soviet 
ambassador to the United States 
for 25 years. He is one of 11 
people, five of them new, named 
to the secretariat, which is in 
charge of day-toKlay affairs in 
the Soviet Union. 
Dobrynin's portfolio was not 
announced, but it is assumed he 
will be working in foreign policy. 
The Soviet Union now has two 
Crofessional diplomats with ex- 
insive knowledge of the United 
States in the top ranks, Dobry- 
nin and President Andrei Gro- 
myko. 
GROMYKO WAS replaced 
last summer as Foreign Min- 
ister by Eduard Shevardnadze. 
It is not known how much influ- 
ence Gromyko has on foreign 
policy. 
A successor to Dobrynin in 
Washington was not immedi- 
ately announced. 
While the Politburo is the pin- 
nacle of the party leadership, 
Cer is concentrated in the 
is of members who also hold 
secretariat portfolios. They con- 
trol an apparatus and have a 
certain degree of autonomy to 
oversee administration in their 
fields. 
Kremlin spokesman Leonid 
Zamyatin told reporters he 
could not detail how responsibi- 
lities will be divided on the new 
secretariat. He said the changes 
are part of a realignment of the 
Central Committee's apparatus 
that was decided on in April, a 
month after Gorbachev became 
party leader. 
African virus linked to AIDS 
NEW YORK (AP) - An Afri- 
can virus that causes an AIDS- 
like illness in pigs may have 
been present in some American 
AIDS patients and could be a 
contributing cause of human 
AIDS infections, according to a 
new study. 
Evidence of infection with Af- 
rican swine fever virus, or 
ASFV, was found in nine of 21 
American AIDS patients tested, 
and in only one of 16 healthy 
Americans, according to a study 
to be published tomorrow in the 
Lancet, a British medical jour- 
nal. 
If future experiments prove 
the existence of a link between 
African swine fever and AIDS, it 
would mean that doctors now 
searching for a cure for AIDS 
are aiming at the wrong target. 
The new study challenges vol- 
umes of scientific evidence sup- 
porting the belief that acquired 
immune deficiency syndrome is 
caused solely by a virus most 
commonly called HTI.V-III that 
was discovered in 1983. 
DOWN HND OUT IN 
B€V€AIV 
HILLS 
B?§ 
AT 7:30 1 
9:30 W 
THURSDAY STUDENTS 
WITH VALID IDS 
ONLY J2.00 
WiBrKTF£brORD»*cAO«iY 
MikYLSTREEP   Bnom 
ma 
FHI-SUN OUT 
OF AFRICA ssi 9 45 THUBS 
EVE - ADULTS $3.50 
WEDNESDAY STUDENT NIGHT 
$2.00 
YOUHGBtOOD. 
AI 7:30 & The ice. . The fire... 
»:is The fight... To be the best. 
"I don't think we're trying to 
say that HTLV-III is out and 
ASFV is in" as the cause of 
AIDS, said John Beldekas, a 
researcher at the Boston Uni- 
versity School of Medicine and 
the principal author of the new 
study. 
"WHAT WE'RE saying is that 
AIDS is complicated. It can't be 
explained solely by HTLV-III," 
he said. 
Flossie Wong-Staal, a molecu- 
lar biologist at the National Can- 
cer Institute, where HTLV-III 
was discovered, said the evi- 
dence showing that HTLV-IH is 
the cause of AIDS is as strong as 
such evidence can be. 
"In any other disease where 
there's a definite link between 
an agent and a disease, they 
don't get a better correlation,' 
she said. 
She was the first to suggest, in 
a letter to the lancet in April 
1983, that African swine fever 
vims might have some link to 
AIDS. 
That was when she learned 
that an epidemic of swine fever 
had occurred in Haiti at roughly 
the same time that AIDS was 
discovered there. 
Death penalty 
recommended 
WASHINGTON (AP)-A 
presidential task force rec- 
ommended the death penalty 
for the murder of American 
hostages anywhere In the 
worm yesterday, but de- 
scribed U.S. policies against 
terrorism as generally sound 
and need no major overhaul. 
The Cabinet-level task 
force headed by Vice Presi- 
dent George Bush called for 
increased use of spies to pen- 
etrate terrorist organizations 
as well as strengthened extra- 
dition treaties to bring terror- 
ists to justice. 
Repeating a note that the 
Reagan administration has 
sounded in the face of bloody 
terrorist assaults in the Mid- 
dle East, Europe and else- 
where, Bush said the group 
favors pinpoint strikes but 
opposes "wanton destruction 
of human life in order to show 
some muscle." 
Immediately after taking 
office President Reagan 
pledged that terrorists would 
face "swift and effective ret- 
ribution. '' In reacting to more 
recent terrorist incidents, 
however, he has refused to 
use force that he said might 
harm innocent victims or 
bystanders. 
"The principal conclusion 
of the task force is that U.S. 
policies and priorities are 
sound, well conceived and 
properly organized," said 
Adm. James Holloway, for- 
mer chief of naval operations. 
Force wants 
Piketon facility 
o           CATCH THE PIZZA BROTHER      ° 
(jf^s Look for the pizza man on 
S%p^ campus with his bright orange 
-<s^y jacket, and tag him for a valuable 
-^sfd^^r^\~ coupon lor your next Pizza y/\*^z*a\ \ Brother's visit. 
_JU^^S £\J> P.S. His name is not Herb! 
__-T7-^°7Hij£/^- Save ihif ad for 2 Fre« Pepci »ith 
0 W ^|V ■at order. Not good with any other offer)                  0 
PIKETON, Ohio (AP)-The 
U.S. Air Force has submitted a 
letter of intent to express its 
interest in the Gas Centrifuge 
Enrichment Plant here, whichls 
being abandoned by the U.S. 
Department of Energy. 
But an Air Force spokesman 
said Wednesday no decision on 
leasing the facility has been 
made. 
"There is no definite timeta- 
ble for a decision," said Peter 
Spriggs, a spokesperson at the 
Air Force Logistics Command 
based at Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base in Dayton. Spriggs 
said, however, that officials 
"are moving quickly with it." 
The letter to the Department 
of Energy apparently triggered 
rumors the Air Force had 
reached an agreement to lease 
the plant. Air Force officials 
visited the plant Feb. 21. 
The DOE, citing high capital 
costs, announced in June it was 
abandoning the centrifuge plant 
and would pursue a laser 
method of enriching uranium 
that is used in nuclear weapons 
and powerplants. 
The DOE decision resulted in 
the loss of more than 1,000 jobs. 
Goodyear Atomic Corp. contin- 
ues to operate a gaseous diffu- 
sion enrichment plant adjacent 
to the centrifuge plant. 
Spriggs said each building in 
the centrifuge plant is being 
considered individually. 
Among the facilities are two 
seven-acre process buildings in 
which centrifuge machines 
would have enriched uranium. 
KAPPA 1 SIGMA 
Proudly announces its        r^M     1 986 Spring Pledge Class 
Whitney Baker 
Jeff Cooper 
Jim Davis 
Guy Dunford 
Glen  Francis 
Tony Giamo 4\ 
Jamie Hensley 
Chris Hottois 
Jim Olexa 
Todd Sanders 
Jeff Weatherhead 
And congratulates its New Initiates 
\IKI\  Yoekej            Man Villcnauvc        Carl Robinson 
Paul Dobos               Wall Knislcj              Dave Thorn 
Bill Hinds                  Bill Downing             Phil Pease 
Eric   \ckcrman         Jim Spencer              Rich Tcii/ 
Paul  Langcvin             Chip Powers                Bruce Smith 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Phone    352-9378 
835 High St. — Rental Office 
Located at Cherry-wood Health Spa 
9:00-4:30 Monday — Friday 
Housing Openings for Summer & Fall 
Feature* 
2 bedroom — carpeted 8 furnished 
Gas heat — gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
Lots of closet space 
1 '/• bath 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool • Sun Lamps • Shower Massage 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metos Sauna      • Complete Exercise Focilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1  bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
%8ag88SWWW^^ 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Meed Spring Break Cash? 
Rent an apartment at 507 E. Merry between now 
and March 15th and each apartment will receive 
ClZf)to teke on Spring Break. 
507 E. MERRY 
• 2 Bedroom Furnished 
• Free Water & Sewer 
• 9 Month Leases 
• Student Consumer Union Leases 
• Washers & Dryers on Premises 
328 S. Main    352-5620 
#;:::;:|:;:::::%#S^ 
ONE DAY SOFTWARE MARATHON 
Copy All You Want-LEGALLY 
Thousands of valuable software programs 
for the IBM-PC or XT or NAT 
More than 4,000 titles, 125 million bytes 
•£ stored in this library. Software 
|: available in this library to unlock: 
£ LOTUS    1-2-3,   for   BUSINESS,   MATH,   HOME 
g PERSONAL.  FINANCE.   1985 INCOME TAXES. 
8 GAMES, UTILITIES, MUSIC, GRAPHICS, EDUCA- 
% TIONAL,    WORD     PROCESSORS 
§ SPREADSHEETS,  DATA BASES, MAILING LA- 
BELS, etc., etc. 
THE CATALOGUE INDEX 18 MORE 
THAN 200 PAGES LONG. 
STOP BY for a Free handout that explains 
everything in detail. 
Bring your own blank discs or buy them at 99« 
each (for 10 or more) on Saturday only. 
WHEN?? 
$ Saturday, March 8, 1986    8:00 a.m. 
| till 6:00 p.m. A 10-hour Blitz!! 
| NOGU8KA INDUSTRIES 
741 N. County Line St. 
Fostoria, Ohio 44830-1004 
Phone: 435-0404 
•1 
mm 
COMPUTER RENTAL TIME: $12.50/hour 
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Alzheimer's victims 
may get care facility 
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - A Kent- 
based nursing home owner plans 
to build an fc million compre- 
hensive care facility for victims 
of Alzheimer's disease and their 
families on 30 acres in suburban 
Stow. 
The facility, which developer 
1ward Martell said may open 
mid-1987, will include three 
buildings - a 100-bed nursing 
lome, adult day-care center and 
ipartments for Alzheimer's vic- 
~ns and their families. 
Martell said costs for a patient 
aying in the nursing home 
would be $70 to $75 a day and 
t for day care would be $25 to 
a day. The cost for the apart- 
iments has not been determined 
yet, he said. 
Representatives   of   local 
groups that deal with Alzheim- 
er's patients said there is a need 
for such facilities, in part be- 
cause some nursing homes do 
not take victims of the degenera- 
tive brain disease. 
Nationwide, an estimated 2.5 
million people, mostly 65 and 
older, suffer from Alzheimer's, 
which gradually destroys the 
brain's ability to function. There 
is no known treatment or cure. 
PATIENTS BECOME con- 
fused, fail to recognize people 
and things, cannot follow direc- 
tions and lose their speech. 
Their physical health also de- 
clines until they become sus- 
ceptible to other diseases. 
Martell described the facility 
he has in mind as the first of its 
kind in the country. 
While it would certainly be the 
first of its type in the Akron 
area, Jean Nachtwey, 
spokeswoman for the Chicago- 
based Alzheimer's Disease and 
Related Disorders Association, 
said there are numerous such 
facilities for patients throughout 
the country, although no direc- 
tory has been put together. 
The association currently is 
preparing a set of standards for 
Alzheimer's facilities, she 
added. 
Although the facility will not 
be limited to Alzheimer's pa- 
tients, Martell said, "For all 
practical purposes, that's the 
market we're going after." 
Suicide rate higher for Vietnam vets 
' CINCINNATI (AP)-A stu- 
Idy's conclusion that Vietnam 
I servicemen have a higher sui- 
I cide rate than men their age who ■didn't serve in the war under- 
[ scores the need of troubled vet- 
lerans for psychological 
! counseling, a veterans' activist 
[ said yesterday. 
"A lot of veterans are having 
[ psychological problems based 
on the war. That deals with 
homecoming, filtering back into 
[society ... with not being hon- 
ored, doing a job and not being 
recognized for it," said Earl 
Corell, former Cincinnati chap- 
I ter president of the Vietnam 
Veterans of America. 
"A lot of vets who have prob- 
lems, they keep it inside them- 
selves. They're fighting a war 
inside themselves,' he said. 
Corell, who talks frequently 
with fellow veterans, said the 
wives of troubled Vietnam serv- 
icemen also have to contend 
with the problems. 
"They're fighting a war they 
don't understand," he said. 
A study directed by a Univer- 
sity of California researcher 
concluded that Vietnam veter- 
ans are nearly twice as likely to 
commit suicide as men in the 
same age group who did not 
[Company seeks 
to stop takeover 
CLEVELAND (AP) - White 
Consolidated Industries Inc., a 
major U.S. appliance maker, 
argued in federal court yester- 
day for a temporary restraining 
order to block a $711 million 
takeover bid by AB Electrolux 
of Sweden. 
U.S. District Judge Frank 
Battisti said after the almost 90- 
minute hearing he would issue a 
ruling as soon as possible. 
White Consolidated attorney 
Thomas Kilbane said the judge's 
order was needed to stop what 
he called an illegal offer that has 
caused chaos in the New York 
Stock Exchange since its unveil- 
ing Sunday by Electrolux. 
"We think they are trying to 
gobble up White Consolidated in 
violaton of the security laws of 
the United States," Kilbane said 
of the $45-per-share offer. 
P*T  Week End 
Specials 
$39.95* From CAR       RENTAL The rising star in rent-a-car. 
' Cash deposits accepted • Renter must be 21 
Cars subject to availability • 12 noon Fri till 10 a.m. Mon. 
^R^ Call Now For Low Spring Break Tf^, 
VX Weekly Rates »T 
Current model luxury cars, mlnivans & wagons 
also available 
Toledo (Mon.-Fri. 8-5) 867-0100 
^ 
■IrtWf 
353 8735 In Bowling Green 
Foreign Beer 
• Bass • Guinness Stout 
• Beck s • Harp 
• Dab • Heineken 
• Dos Equis • Kirin 
• Fischer • Molson Export Ale 
• Foster's • Pilsner CJrquell 
• Furstenburg • Tsing Tao 
• Grolsch • Watney's 
Foreign Beer Weekend 
March 15th and 16th 
Foreign Beers available by the glass 
in the restaurant. Available by the 
six-pack or case in the Wine Shop. 
Special Orders Welcome 
Best selection of Import beer 
in Northwest Ohio! 
serve during the war. Re- 
searcher Norman Hearst's 
study concluded that Vietnam- 
era veterans were 86 percent 
more likely than non-veterans to 
die of suicide in the years after 
the war and they were 53 per- 
cent more likely to die in traffic 
accidents. 
HEARST AND his fellow re- 
searchers speculated that physi- 
cal handicaps suffered during 
the war might have contributed 
to the increased suicide rate, 
alone with social and economic 
problems after returning to ci- 
vilian life. 
Man claims Demjanjuk 
not 'Ivan the Terrible' 
SABAOELL, Spain (AP) - A man who was 
imprisoned at the Treblinka concentration 
camp during World War II says he "doubts 
strongly" that John Demjanjuk, the Cleveland- 
area autoworker accused of murdering thou- 
sands in Treblinka's gas chambers, is the 
infamous Ukranian camp guard known as 
"Ivan the Terrible." 
Joaquin Garcia Ribes, an 85-year-old Spanish 
Civil War veteran who was guarded by "Ivan 
the Terrible," said yesterday that the guard 
was stabbed to death by another inmate at the 
camp in 1943. 
Demjanjuk was extradited to Israel last week 
where he will be tried for crimes against 
humanity after he was accused of being the 
guard survivors of the camp say herded thou- 
sands to their deaths in the gas chambers. 
Ribes expressed his doubts that Demjanjuk 
was the Nazi prison guard in an interview in the 
Diario de Sabadell. 
"I need to make this public to put my con- 
science at ease," Garcia Ribes said at his home 
in Moncaday Reichac near Barcelona. "Ivan 
the Terrible died Aug. 2,1943, and if they were 
now to execute John, I would commit suicide if 
I hadn't spoken out." 
"IVAN THE Terrible was tall, and from what 
I've seen in photos, John is more of normal 
height," Garcia Ribes said. 
"But that is not the important part. At least 
five people who have written about Treblinka 
agree that 'Ivan the Terrible' was killed by 
someone named Adolfo whom the guard suffo- 
cated but who managed first to take out a knife 
he carried in his belt and plunge it into the 
guard's back." 
Demjanjuk was stripped of his U.S. cit- 
izenship in 1981 after it was found that he lied 
about his past as a Nazi guard at Treblinka. But 
he has repeatedly said he was never in the 
Polish death camp, is not "Ivan the Terrible" 
and is a victim of mistaken identity. 
He was extradited to Israel last week after 
losing a 10-year legal battle that went to the 
U.S. Supreme Court. 
If found guilty by an Israeli court, he could 
face the death sentence. 
GARCIA RIBES said on Aug. 2,1943, the 1,600 
Treblinka inmates revolted and 600 managed to 
escape. Of those only 41 survived, he said. 
Garcia Ribes, who served in the Spanish 
Republican army and later fled into France 
when Spain fell to the forces of Francisco 
Franco, said he was not in the camp when Ivan 
the Terrible was killed because he had escaped 
with several others in March 1943. 
He said "Ivan the Terrible" guarded him 
during the months he was in Treblinka but that 
he did not know his surname, only that he was 
Ukranian and that his given name was Ivan or 
John. 
The newspaper said Garcia Ribes is the only 
living Spanish survivor of Treblinka. Thou- 
sands of Spanish Civil War veterans who fought 
on the side of the Republic and fled to France in 
1939 were sent to concentration camps in Ger- 
many and occupied Poland after 1941 by Vichy 
and Nazi officials in France. 
Don't pollute.   Give a hoot.   Don't pollute. 
<€^*<? 
Purchase any 16" 
cheese pizza only.  . 
SJ199 4 
Additional Items 99" 
Bowling Green 352-1539 
W 
THE PHEASANT ROOM 
2"* Floor, University Union 
* COME IN AND TRY OUR 
NEW MENU * 
DAILY SPECIALS 
Buffet All Y«i CM E«    Hot Entices and Salad Bat 
Enchilada, Retried Beans. Spanish Rice 
Egg Foo Young with Fried Rice 
Spaghetti with Garik Bread and Cheese. All You Cai Eat. 
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Qiiden Stir Fry, Chow Man Noodles and a Fortune Cookie 
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Close To Campus 
517 E. Reed 
* 1 Bedroom 
* Furnished & Gnfurnished 
* Free Water & Sewer 
* Student   Consumer   Gnion 
Lease 
328 S. MAIN 352-5620 
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Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
521 E. Merry (near the Towers) 
2 BR—Furnished 
720 Second St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
707 &711 Third St. 
1 BR—Unfurnished 
Furnished 
71S & 719 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
723 & 727 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
Unfurnished 
831 Seventh St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
840 850 Sixth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
2 Baths 
Forest Apts.—S. College and Napoleon 
2 BR—Furnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
4SS S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
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BG battles foes, superstition in playoffs 
Women's basketball team hoping that third 
time is not a charm against Central Michigan 
by Paul Sili/i 
laports reporter 
Bowline Green's women's 
basketball team finds itself on 
both ends of the "triple spec- 
trum" this weekend wnen they 
travel to Rockford, 111., for the 
Mid-American Conference tour- 
nament. 
The Falcons have beaten Cen- 
tral Michigan (their opponent in 
today's semi-final) twice this 
season, and will have to win a 
third time if they expect to reach 
Saturday's final. 
If BG beats the Chippewas, 
the Falcons will have to avoid 
their third loss this season to 
their most likely opponent in the 
final, Ohio University. 
The Bobcats boast a 16-2 re- 
cord in the MAC, 24-4 overall, 
and have beaten BG both home 
and away. 
. However, any home court ad- 
vantage gets tossed out the win- 
dow for this one, with the four 
teams (Western Michigan being 
the fourth) competing on neutral 
ground. 
But for now, CMU remains the 
task at hand. 
"MY POSITION is this," VoU 
"My position is this. It's tournament 
time and unless we beat them a third time, 
we won't have to worry about playing any 
more games." 
BG coach Fran Voll 
said. "It's tournament time and 
unless we beat them a third 
time, we won't have to worry 
about playing any more 
games." 
The Chippewas enter the 
game with an overall record of 
17-10 and a 1« MAC mark. 
CMU has been the dominant 
team in MAC women's basket- 
ball over the last three seasons, 
claiming a pair of regular sea- 
son titles and one tournament 
championship. 
"We gained a lot of confidence 
by beating Central twice," Voll 
said. "Right now we're hitting 
on all cylinders. We're ready for 
this tournament." 
Betsy   Yonkman   leads   the 
Chippewas in scoring, averag- 
ing 16.0 points a game. Trisha 
Phillips Joins Yonkman on the 
front line averaging 9.7 mark- 
ers, while center Latanga Cox 
pumps in 13.3 points a game. 
Cox leads the team in rebounds, 
hauling down 8.7 per contest. 
BG's answer to cleaning the 
windows comes in the form of 6-1 
Joelyn Shoup. The senior cap- 
tain averages better than 10 
rebounds a game, and also man- 
ages 8.8 points an outing. 
JACKIE MOTYCKA leads the 
Falcons in scoring, hitting for 
17.3 points a game. The 6-0 fresh- 
man shoots 54 percent from the 
field, and also averages 7.3 re- 
bounds a game. 
D See Cagers, page 9. 
Student Recreation Center 
Applications are being accepted for 
seats on the SRC Council for the 
1986-87 academic year. 
Any B.G.S.U. student is invited to apply. 
Applications may be picked up in the SRC 
office beginning Wednesday, March 5 
and must be returned to the office 
no later than 5:00 pm Friday, March 14. 
PARSONS 
SCHOOL OF DESIGN 
Special Summer Programs 
PARIS 
WEST AFRICA 
ITALY 
LAKE PLACID 
JAPAN 
NEW YORK 
International programs offer courses including painting, drawing, 
fashion, graphic design, photography, decorative arts, architectural 
history, art history, archaeology, ceramics, fibers and metals. 
Undergraduate and graduate credit is available to qualified 
students. For more information, mail the coupon below or call the 
Office of Special Programs: (212) 741-8975 
Parsons School of Design. Office of Special Programs. 
66 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 10011 
Please send me a brochure on Parsons Special Summer Programs. 
Name _ 
Address 
City   _ State Zip 
I am a   □ college student   G teacher   Q other 
BG trys to snap arena's jinx 
by Karl Smith 
assistant managing editor 
There are some who do not 
believe in jinxes and there 
are those that think they are 
silly. 
But if you suggest to the 
Bowling Green hockey team 
that jinxes are merely a 
figment of the imagination, 
and you might end up getting 
checked into next week. 
The Falcons go to Detroit's 
Joe Louis Arena tonight to 
face Western Michigan in the 
Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association playoffs. But the 
Broncos may not be their 
toughest opponent. In fact, 
they may not be concerned 
with any team as much as the 
Joe Louis Jinx. 
A jinx silly? There's no 
such thing as a jinx? 
Here are some interesting 
facts: The CCHA playoffs 
have been played in Joe Louis 
since the 1981-82 season. 
During the course of the year, I 
often mentioned the CCHA tourney to 
the players and, though their 
responses vary, the ending usually 
remains the same: "hopefully, we'll 
finally win at Joe Louis." 
While the Falcons have four 
CCHA post season titles, they 
have never won the playoffs 
in Detroit. 
In fact, the Falcons are a 
dismal 2-6 in games played in 
Joe Louis since '82. Even 
when the Falcons won the 
national championship, they 
lost to WMU (in double 
overtime) and Ohio State (in 
overtime). 
ANOTHER NOTE of 
interest, BG has yet to defeat 
any current member of the 
CCHA in Detroit. The Falcons 
beat former league members 
Northern Michigan and 
Michigan Tech. 
But this year's field offers 
plenty of competition for the 
Falcons. 
WMU, whom BG faces at S 
tonight, enters Joe Louis 
riding a school record 16 
Same winning streak. The 
roncosgood fortune is 
fueled by a rapid fire offense 
led by CCHA MVP Dan 
Dorion and Troy Thurn. In 
addition, Wayne Gagne broke 
the league record for assists 
by a defenseman. 
Dorion and Gagne received 
first team all league honors 
while forward Stu Burnie and 
defenseman Chris 
MacDonald were named 
second team. Goalie Bill Horn 
received honorable mention. 
Lake Superior and 
Michigan State, the other half 
of the Final Four, also 
provide formidable 
opponents. MSU is the only 
team in the tourney to have a 
winning record against BG. 
D See leers, page 9. 
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BE A 
CHEERLEADER! 
'86 •'87 Tryouts in April 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING: 
March 9 — 7:00 p.m. — 210 Math/Sci 
March 11 - 8:30 p.m. - 210 Math/Sci 
• YOU MUST ATTEND TO TRY OUT * Woodsy Owl for 
—Clean Air 
I 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Corner of Clough 8 Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES. 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS. AND ICE ARENA 
•Gos heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
•*ast dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
»ln house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
'Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2    Sat 
This spot reserved... for you! 
\ur convenient, low-cost vacation spot 
 (saves you a lot. yet it's practically next 
door to Ft. Lauderdale! You'll play on six miles of beautiful 
beaches, cruise the broadwalk, eat out and party down 
like never before! Whether your game is tennis and golf, or 
rock music and night life, you'll find it right here, or very 
nearby. So this year, head for Hollywood...your Spring 
Break Hot Spot, and **    » -, 
go for the fun of it! tSnlliltUUUil 
Florida 
Write  for our free  vocation  guide  today,  Greater Hollywood 
Chamber of Commerce. P.O. Box 2345. Hollywood. Florida 33022 
Name _^  
School __ 
Address ,  
City  
. State/Zip 
In cooperation with thoBroward County Tourist Devetopmenr Council. 
BG News/March 7, MM i 
BOWLING GREEN VS. CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
WHEN: Fri., March. 7, 2 p.m. 
WHERE: MetroCentre Rockford, III. 
WHAT: MAC semifinals 
BOWLING GREEN 
Nickname: Falcons 
Record: 18-9. 13-5 in the MAC (second) 
Head coach: Fran Voll, second year (30-22) 
Returning lettermen: 8 
Last Game: BG ended its regular season Saturday with an 
81-69 victory over Miami. 
Tentative Starters: Jackie Motycka (F), Rhonda Moore 
(F), Joelyn Shoup (C), Stephanie Coe (G), Sherrie Voyles 
(G). 
Players to watch: Jackie Motycka (F), became only the 
second freshman in league history to be named to the 
all-MAC first team. Motycka leads the team with a 17.3 
ppg. Rhonda Moore (F). was named to the all-Mac second 
team. Moore is tied for second on the team in scoring 
with 13.7 ppg. Stephanie Coe (G), is another all-MAC 
player who is tied with Moore's 13.7 ppg. 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Nickname: Chippewas 
Record: 1710, 13-5 in the MAC (third) 
Head coach: Donita Davenport, second year (36-20) 
Returning letterman: 5 
Last Game: Central lost to Western Michigan 73-65 to 
snap a five-game winning streak. 
Tentative Starters: Betsy Yonkman (G), Trisha Phillips 
(G). Latanga Cox (C), Jody Beerman (F), Kathy LaBarge 
(F). 
Players to watch: Betsy Yonkman (G), leads the Chips in 
scoring with a 16.1 ppg. Jody Beerman (F), is second 
tallying  14.4 ppg. Latanga Cox (C), leads the team in 
rebounding grabbing nearly nine a game. 
Series record: BG 6-5 
Last meeting: BG won 85 75 in Anderson Arena Feb. 5. 
Cagers 
D Continued from page 8. 
Stephanie Coe rounds out the 
Falcon front three, averaging 
13.7 points a game. 
CMU showcases Jody Beer- 
man in the backcourt. The 5-6 junior is second on the team in 
scoring at 14.4 points per game. 
Kathy LaBarge joins Beer- 
man as a playmaker, averaging 
just over 2.0 points a game. 
Sherrie Voyles takes on the 
flaymaker role for BG. while 
aulette Backstrom works in to 
provide a scoring punch from 
the point-guard position. 
Rhonda Moore averages 13.7 
markers an outing as BG's pe- 
rimeter guard. The senior hits 50 
ercent of her field goal at- 
^^American Heart 
^^Association 
Classifieds 
.wore paced the Falcons in 
the first two contests against 
CMU. She hit a game-winning jumper in the 53-52 overtime 
win, and she led BG in scoring 
with 18 in the 85-75 win late in the 
season. 
The variety of talent has 
helped the Falcons combine for 
a snare of second-place in the 
final MAC standings. CMU owns 
the other half. 
"IT'S AN awfully good 
blend," Voll said. "Young and 
old, small and tall. Everybody 
offers something. Take any one 
of them away and I doubt we'd 
be as good a team." 
The Falcons have lost four of 
their last five road games, and 
have been fighting a bout with 
inconsistency when playing out- 
side the friendly confines of An- 
derson Arena. 
BG takes an 18-9 overall re- 
cord into today's opener with the 
Chips. A Falcon win would set a 
new single-season school record 
for victories. 
Tip-off is set for 1 p.m. CST at 
the MetroCentre. OU and WMU 
meet at 3 p.m. 
leers 
D Continued from page 8. 
THE FALCONS Falcons have 
a good chance of breaking the 
Jinx, but they'll have to play 
their best hockey to do it. 
Goalie Gary Kruzich, who BG 
coach Jerry York said is playing 
the best hockey of his career, 
must continue to be stingy in the 
nets. Veterans Iain Duncan and 
Jamie Wansbrough will have to 
play dominate roles. 
Solid play from experienced 
players is expected in the play- 
offs, so it may be the younger 
icers that mate or break BG's 
playoff championship hopes. 
Freshman Greg Parks had 
two goals and two assists in his 
first playoff game against Illi- 
nois-Chicago. But he aid that at 
home, not in the dreaded Joe 
Louis. Other freshmen like 
Clarke Pineo must also chip in 
on offense. 
Seasoned defensemen Todd 
Flichel and Brian McKee must 
receive support from rookies 
Thad Ruseicki and Alan Leg- 
gett. 
There are a lot of "ifs" in the 
BG's picture and no one will 
know the answers until Saturday 
night winds down. But that's 
what the playoffs are all about. 
Falcon notes: Wansbrough 
needs one goal to set a new 
league record for career goals. 
Wansbrough has scored 15 goals 
and seven assists in 18 playoff 
games. If Kruzich is in the nets 
and BG wins, the junior will 
have a school record for wins 
with 61. McKee and Duncan 
have produced the most game 
winning goals this year with six 
each. The two also share the 
lead in penalty minutes with 116 
each. 
BOWLING GREEN VS. WESTERN MICHIGAN 
WHEN: Fri. 5 p.m. 
WHERE: Joe Louis Arena, Detroit, Mich. 
WHAT: CCHA Semi-finals 
BOWLING GREEN 
Nickname: Falcons 
1985 record: 27-13, 23-9 in the CCHA (tied for second) 
National Ranking: unranked 
Head coach: Jerry York, seventh year (166-107-12) 
Returning lettermen: 14(F-10, D-3, G-l) 
Last   Weekend:   BG   won   its   opening   round   playoff 
agaginst Chicago-Illinois by the scores of 7-3, 2-1   in 
double overtime. 
Players to  watch:  Jamie Wansbrough (RW),   tied  the 
CCHA  record  in last  Friday  night'  playoff game  for 
career goals with  125. Gary Kruzich (G), yielded just 
four goals in the CJIC series. He made 27 saves in 2-1 
overtime victory. Greg Parks (D), scored two goals and 
added two assists in the (JIC series. 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Nickname: Broncos 
1985 record: 30-10. 23-9 in the CCHA (tied for second) 
National ranking: unranked 
Head coach: Bill Wilkenson. CCHA coach of the year 
Returning letterman: 15(F-10, D-4. G-l) 
Last Weekend: Western swept the Ferris State 4-3, 12-2, 
in the opening round of the playoffs. 
Players to watch: Dan Dorion (C), was the CCHA player 
of the year, he also led the league in scoring. Wayne 
Gagne (D), set the CCHA record for most assists by a 
defenseman   in   a   season.   Chris   McDonald   (D),   was 
named to the all-CCHA team. 
Series record: BG 38-14-1 
Last series: WMU swept BG in Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Support the 
~+O*O*O+O+OtOK>fC*O*C10* 
March of Dimes 
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
ACCESS BG 
The students ol SMD 240 ate conducting a 
community service, by investigating the *c- 
cesaaMty ol Bowing Green's service A pro- 
duct oriented businesses Once we complete 
our investigative process, we wi compile our 
findings and put them m an easy to underatand 
booklet The funds lor our booklet are coming 
from donations that individual students, citizens 
a organizations are pledging Any pledge over 
11 00 wB be recognized in the back ol the 
booklet Thra protect wiabe a great asset to alol 
Bowfcng Green, so your donations and help will 
be greatly appreciated For more information 
cal Jell at 354-1530 Donations can be given 
10 Mergaret Boon 201 Memorial 
Racism on White Campuses is me topic ol a 
program sponsored by the Caribbean Assooe- 
tton on Monday March 10 at 7:30 p.tn . State 
Room, University Union Open to al 
Ralph...Herb waa at our hat meeting' Where 
ware you? Come to the next Human Services 
Club meeting March 9 at 7 30 The meeting win 
be heW at the Uving Center in the Home 
Economics bmkkng Al mesons welcome' So 
Ralph doesn't man out. come to the next HSC 
meeting' 
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCEII 
Bus ride to CCHA semi-finals on Saturday 
March i. ONLY »5   Sponsored by Resident 
Student    Association.    Being    sold    In    01- 
lenhauer  East.  Call 24297.  Buy now, go 
lomexow  and   support   the   BOSU  Hockey 
tewnl 
PERSONALS 
OAVE. 
I LOVE YOU. TOO' 
ATTENTION UPPERCLASSMEN 
Do you want a Marathon Credit Card with NO 
ANNUAL FEES? Then atop by the on-campua 
rrasbox room and li out your appacaiion today 
from 9 30 to 3 30' 
BEGINNING WITH REGISTRATION FOR FALL 
SEMESTER 1986. STUDENTS' ADVANCE 
REGISTRATION REQUESTS WILL BE LIMITED 
TO 18 CREDIT HOURS STUDENTS WISHING 
TO EXCEED 18 HOURS MUST ADD THE EX 
CESS HOURS DURING OPEN 
REGISTRATION 
ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS 
GRADUATE   STUDENT   SENATE 
PRESENTS: 
JAZZ CAFE 
Featuring 597 Jazz Ouartet 
Friday. March 7. 6 pm--1 am 
ICE ARENA LOUNGE 
Beverages and muncraes provided 
l» Bn ...l.i mi 
BG Opera Theater 
presents 
" A Night ol Puccini Opera'' 
featuring 
SUOR ANGELICA a GIANNI SCHKXHI 
MARCH 7 S 8 at 8 pm 
Kobecker Hal 
TICKETS $8. SB. $4 
BGSU student* 1-2 Price' 
Box Office Open 10:30-4 30 
Cal 372-8171 
Hey' Hey! Hey' 
It's the 4th Annual HSA Coffeehouse 
Come to the Honors Center on March 13 at 8 
pm for a night of tree food, entertainment a fun 
torn' 
LOST & FOUND 
Found Gold earring on Thursttn a 
Ridge Cal 352-8019 to identity 
Found Gold bracelet xi Math Stance 
Busang   3-2-86   352-5041 
Lost  Brown Leather Coat at Mark's 
Please return contents 
No questions asked-reward" 2-1871 
LOST. 24" gold chain and medium-sized gold 
cross Lost In Ironl of Rodgere Quad on 
weekend ot Feb 7-9 Incredible sentimental 
value! REWARD. Call 352-4319 
Who ate RENAISSANCE' Why are they 
featured on the WBGU ARTIST SPOTLIGHT? 
Find out tonight alter the hockey game 88 1 
RIDES 
75 YEARS OF FASHION EXCELLENCE 
_A CELEBRATION 
WHAT: FMA-S SPRING FASHION SHOW 
WHEN: Monday March 10th al 8:00 pm 
WHERE: Grand Ballroom. Union Oval 
ADMISSION FREE 
RIDE NEEDED TO Cambridge. OR area 
seeaend ol March 14th. WIN share trawl ex- 
panses Call alter 9. M2-1S92. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
CO-OP CLUB 
Meet the members ol the dub al Bratheue 
tonight This ks an informal gathering to get to 
know other co-op studenta Members and ■> 
tereeted students are invited to come anytime 
from 4:00 pm til whenever See you there. 
Al your typing needs 
promt A professional 
Ctera 352-4017 
DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT IT! 
Get lob experience before you graduate The 
Washington Center Internship Program alows 
students to Irve and work in Washington D C . 
gain valuable lob experience and contacts 
Open to al rrieaxs. rul eemeater ot credit Infor- 
mation season March 12 at 10 30 am 231 
Adnwkatration For more Information cal 
2-8202 Fan Application Deadline-APRIL 15 
G.SS t W.S.A. 
Invite you to their 
"Ms CAM" 
Friday. March I 
ka Arena Lounge 
Bpnr-1 am 
12 donstlon 
QET PSYCHED FOR INT.'L WEEK 
WITH W.S.A.!! 
Peeler Painting Session 
Saturday, March • 
411 South Hell 
Starting 1:M pm 
FREE PIZZA A POP FOR ALL HELPEMI! 
Free data** Gal cash ncome now by coeecting 
and leeeang discarded ausomoUe catalytic 
converters to major collectors. Call 
1-800-824-5092. 
Have your specs* event video taped Data par 
Baa. formats, weddxigs etc Cat 363-1809 or 
362-6429 ^^^^^ 
PREGNANT? CCXvCERNS? Free pregnancy 
MM. Objective info Cat now 354 HOPE 
(4673).   Hrs   M. Th    12 noon 8pm   T.W 10 
am-2pm. Sat 12noon-2pm. 
LOSE WEIGHT FOR SPPJNO BREAK. 
Lose up to 29 toe -mth . 5-7 t>s ••«*. 
100% Money Beck Guarantee 
Cal 363-0143 tor more IntdrtrsYaon 
BCHOLARSHSPi 
AVAILABLE 
$135 MaJJON- In ftnacal aid wen! unused leal 
year. Freshmen. Sophomores, ongoing 
gradual* students, tor help caching In on shoe* 
fund*, cal Academic Data Servtcee ted tree 
1-800-544-1574. Extenexxi 839. or write 
P.O. Box 16483. Ch*tt*noog*. TN 37416 
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION NIGHT 
Wed . March 12 al 1 30 
303 Eppler North 
Find out about th* ma(or job outlook, classes 
asstttvee   Professors and seniors on hand tor 
advice and counseling sponsored by the Stu- 
dent Penonnal 
Aeeur-lalton 
Abortion 
Free Pregnancy Test 
Morning After Treatment 
Center for Choice 
181 N Michigan 
Toledo. Ohio 
(419)256-7769 
15 00 OFF any Jeen Jecket 
Jeans N Things 
531 Ridge 
■ • • BGSU TRIVIA GAME SALE • • • 
Mar  3 thru Mar   14 In Moseley next to the 
OCMB room Come pick up yours today for ON- 
LY SB 99 from 9:30 to 3 30 
••TOOOHAROV 
Happy 20th Birthday" 
I hope it's one ol the beat ever' 
Love. Margaret 
A RECENT ARTICLE IN PRAUDA THE BUS 
SIAN NEWSPAPER. DISCLOSED THAT 
UNITED STATES CITIZEN PATRICK 0 MUR- 
PHY, HAS ESCAPED A MAXIMUM SECURITY 
PRISON. LOCATED DEEP IN THE HEART OF 
SIBERIA THE ARTICLE INCLUDED THAT 
MURPHY HAD SERVED THE FIRST THREE 
MONTHS OF A LIFE SENTENCE AFTER BE- 
ING CONVICTED OF PUBLIC INTOXICATION 
AS OF YET. THERE HAS BEEN NO WORD 
FROM THE SOVIET UNION AS TO THE AP- 
PREHENSION OF 
PADDY MURPHY 
Alpha Pin's. Sigma MI'S, a Alpha Sxj's We are 
reedy to psrty lontghl! 
THE DU's 
AOT 
Here s to a great weekend' 
Apphcationa are now being accepted lor the 
1988-87 University Intramural Advisory Board 
Appscebone are available m the IM Office. 108 
SRC. and are due by Noon. Wednesday March 
Attention Kathy Hegman 
CongrstuVabOns on being  atfileted with our 
chapter' 
Love, your DG staters 
Beth George. 
Just cased to say I LOVE YOU and happy bath. 
day' Here's to many more together! 
I Love You. 
MM 
BoO. 
Your favorite KD 
can't wail to KASTAWAY. 
with you on Saturday 
Love ya. 
Amy 
BRIGHTEN SOMEONE S DAY ROSES »14 95 
a dozen or 1 60 each through Sunday Floral 
Originals.   518   E    WOOSTER.   NEXT   TO 
MYLE'S PIZZA, 352 5148 
BUY USED AND NEW RECORDS SELL 
GRE EN TAMBOURINE 157 CLOUGH 
THIS AD OR FRIEND - 10% on 352-7876 
ClxO'e 
Tonight s th* night 
we always do it right 
Tram Chi 
PS Brother* donl miss th* Pr*-P*jty 
CM* Rssdel- Are you taking the kasxvj 
bouncer to rstaz Angetz? 
Com* and hear greet tips about career planning 
and x» hunting from Ruaa Warmafh, Owens 
Corning Fiberglass al the ARTS AND 
SCIENCES CAREER SEMINAR. March 10. 3-5 
pm xi Community Suite. Union Open to campus 
community. 
Congrats Lori Siegworth 
end the real of th* new White Roeee on your 
Sigma Nu Activation' I was gad lo ae* you al 
agalnl Mies ya. Debbie 
Corvjratuleaoria to Holly Certwrtght and Lisa 
Todd lor being In Whoa Who Among Greeks 
oSStoSusz 
We are so proud ol you! We know thoee Kap- 
paa out in Oregon are going to love you as much 
as we do1 You'I be a fantastic Chapter 
Coneutant' 
Love, th* sisters ol KKQ 
Dave- 
Just one day IB Kastaway 
And tun at the lend where the 
natives play 
Stranded on met tropic ale 
We can party al the while 
Shades and shorts, sun and sand 
Tomorrow night we'l be out of hand' 
See ya soon 
Monica 
Dear Lisa Lrxi 
ITS your birthday loo: 
You are so fine 
It s your birthday not mine. 
Wish Diane P waa here 
So we can drink some beer 
Love 
Babe, Cassan  1KB 
BGSU Hockey 
Jerseys-Sweaters 
Span Items 
Falcon House 
140 E Wooeter 
Downtown BG 
Do you hav* a emcere interest xi serving on a 
council that la reeponafcie lor the present and 
future poecies, procedures and usage ol the 
most dynamic fitness and recreational lacaty on 
campus? H the answer is yes. then apply lor a 
seel on the Student Recreetion Center Council 
Aapplcation* can be picked up in the SRC of 
fee starting Wednesday. March 5 They muaal 
be returned lo the office no leter than Friday. 
March 14 
Drop Everything-Al commitment* and-or dales. 
8 30 Saturday Night' You can't be late Before 
you know H. aprtng wB be here Hey' There's a 
re—on lo consume acme beer' So Tplugyour 
curlers In early. PAULA cal forwarding wa be 
provided. PEGGY Brad can wait, and KATHY 
rjg a path to your door because Chris and 
Gretchen they re reedy to go They I be at 
Brathau* before you know We must do th* 
now because as Hugo would say- 'Belore we 
bank, a plan* could take us 
away!" 
Ife TEATIME, so gal ready lor a GREAT TIME 
Might! 
Love, the Gemma Phi's 
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY KAY PATROUUS 
ROSES ARE REO 
VIOLETS ARE BLUE 
NOMOE BEER 
ONLY COOLERS FOR YOU 
LOVE YOUR CARNIE LITTLE. LAURIE 
Hey Sigma Nu's. DU's and Alpha Slgs- 
The Alpha Phi's are looking forward lo a super 
tea with you guy* Friday right 
N's gc-ng to be a tot of fun' 
Love, the Alpha Phi's 
JTI Pizza 
14" Cheese Pizza -Only $2 75 
Phone 352-6475 
J.T. a Plzz* 
10" Cheeee Plzz*-Only SI 75 
Phon* 352-5475 
J.T .'• Pizza 
16" Cheeee Pizza-Only S3 75 
Phone 362-5475 
J.T a Pizza 
French Breed Plzz*-Only $1 75 
Phon* 352-5475 
JoDeene 
Another weekend. Another Chance lor LA! 
Has « reety been FOUR months? 
Shocked 1 rJaeppoinMd. J . 0 , C 
JOHN. 
AFTER THE SPY CAPER WHAT COULD BE 
BETTER THAN A CRUISE TO THE CARRI 
BEAN? WE CAST OFF SATUROAY AT 5.00. 
SO BRING YOUR JAMS ANO SHADES AND 
WILD TIMES WILL PREVAIL   CANT WATTl. 
JAN 
Kay Detroues 
Hope your 2tsl Birthday lathe beat! Can't wait 
to celebrale with you 
Love ya Stacy 
KEITH. 
I CANT WAIT FOR KD KASTAWAY. 
WITH MY FAVORITE SAE I'll BE 
ON AN UNCHARTED ISLAND WELL STAY. 
IT WILL BE A JAMMIN TIME FOR YOU AND 
ME'lOVE   BETH ANN 
P S HAPPY B-DAY AND ANNIVERSARY 
Kevin Thorns*. 
Congratulations on your Sigma Nu- Alpha Phi 
pinning to Stephanie 
Th* Brothers ol Sigma Nu 
Kris Meier. 
Congratulations on pledging Kappa Den* 
Kastaway wi be e bkut and m 14 days we're 
Oeytone bound' 
KD Love your 3 beachbound roommates. 
Mcheee. Jennifer and Mary 
LADIES. LADIES. LADIES. 
If claaeee are getting you down. 
II cake «n'1 enough lor your birthday. 
H your roommate needs a break from 
her studies 
You need me Male Dancer Cat 372-6222 Its 
s great surprise 
LAST CHANCE 
To Sign  Up for  Florida   Tnp with  Campus 
Marketing 3534804 or BA Busing. 
11:30-1:30 pm 
Learn how to sol yourself better in fob Inter- 
views Com* to ARTS ANO SCIENCES 
CAREER SEMINAR. March 10. 3-5 pm in Com- 
munity Suite. Union Open to campus 
community 
LMWravch 
Congrats on your KKG-Sigma Chi pmrwig to 
Greg H Your in »«1 waan'l eurpriaedl We are 
al very happy tor you' 
Love, your Kappa ssters 
UeaSacol. 
That at • epedal Dm* to art you know 
how much your tnendship meens to us 
Love. 
Barb. Cassandra & Karen 
LSAT MCAT GMATGRE 
NTE-CPA REVTEW-NCLEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO  1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
(419) 536-3701 TOLEDO 
Many women do not recognize themselves as 
dscrxmneted against, no better proof could be 
found ot the totally ol their conditioning -Kate 
MBatt 
CELEBRATE WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEKI 
MARCH 2-1 
Mary Jo. 
I can't wait lor S*turosy You aren't going to get 
me wealed, but It w* be tun having you try 
Steve 
MATT. 
WELCOME TO THE BG PARTY PLACE! 
YOU'RE W FOR THE WEEKENO OF YOUR 
LIFETIME GLAD TO SEE YOU HERE. JAN 
MICHELLE BARNARD. 
A SMBJE LIKE YOURS COULD BRIGHTEN 
ANYONE'S DAY THANKS FOR BRIGHTENING 
SO MANY 
OF MINE' 
AXOLOVE. 
EILEEN 
Phi Mu Pancake Breakfast 
1 75 Petite Meal 
2 25 Regular Meal 
3 00 Hungry Man 
St Thomas Moore Auditorium 
9 00 am -1 00 pm Sunday March 9 
Proceed* go to Protect HOPE 
Phi Mu Pancake BreaktaM 
St. Thomas Moor* AurJMorlum 
Sunday March 9 9 am--1 pm 
Proceed* go to Protect HOPE 
Phi Mu Psncek* Breekteel 
St. Thome* Moore Auditorium 
Sunday March 9 9 am-i pm 
Proceed* go to Protect HOPE 
Pi Ptva I used lo be an only chad, now I have 94 
new sisters' You are al wonderful" LOVE, 
SUSAN 
RICH MUCCO. 
GET READY TO SET SAIL ON STARBOARD 
TACK 
ANO JAM THE NIGHT AWAY 
I0ONT FORGET THE HAT) 
CAUSE KASTAWAY'S A DAY AWAY' 
PS   LOOKING FORWARD TO CAPSIZING 
WITH YOU 
JENNIFER 
Rod. Steve 1 Oeve. the 630 Elm GDI* 
Tomorrow's th* day wa Kastawey & Ixal to 
Dxvj's we w* stray ft you don't know your way, 
find a Greek to save the day So breek out your 
Hawaiian starts A we xi our boxers 1 grass 
skirts And tomorrow kti'd youl be. once your 
with a Kappa Da* Your Sororltal'a-Brenda. 
JodylHoty 
Ron. 
Put on your tie-dye and get ready to cast oft al 
th* KO Kaetaway We I have a great time' 
AOT (7?) Anne 
RYAN STEWART 
SATURDAY IS THE DAY 
THAT WE WILL KASTAWAY 
SO BE PREPARED TO PARTY DOWN 
WITH A KO FUN CAN ALWAYS BE FOUND 
LV. YOUR KO DATE 
SAE* 
Get peyched lor an awesome tea on Fnday lei's 
GET WILD'H' 
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi 
Shecky (seas Zep Man) 
Gat peyched (or Saturday night when we take a 
title tnp to the KD Kaetaway!" 
KD love. K D 
SPRING BREAK on the beech at South Padre 
■aland. Dayton* Beach. Fort Lauderdare. Fort 
Walton Beech or Mustang Island Port Aranaaa 
from only $69. and skiing al Steamboat or Val 
from only $86' Deluxe lodging, parties, goodie 
bag*, more Hurry, cal Sunchase Tours for 
more information and reservations tol free 
1-800-321-5911 TODAYi When your Spring 
Breek counts   count on Sunchase 
Spring has Sprung! 
Groat Selection ot New ESPRIT Clothes 
layaways Available 
ETCETERA. 113Ra*oedSt 
Stef Bisnchi 
You're finely 21" Party hearty this weekend. 
and let the fun continue m 
Ceylon*! Love ya. Deb 
Steve lakas Mark Harmon). I can't wall lor Satur 
day! I ajat hop* you can handle al the Greeks 
(even though you're pseudo Greek yourself) 
Wei help you guys find Dkno'a. okay? Jody 
PS Don Johnson, look ou|i 
There's s new eddrton to 
FIRST EDITION 
Tan Messenger, lormerty ol Glemby'a at 
Ulwnan's s takjng sppomtments now 
Cal 354-1477 
Thai KD can! wart to KASTAWAY with a 
KUEHNLE Use Saturdayi 
Tim Myers- You better wear a wet auK to the 
next date party 
To my favorite FLU Scott S 
I loved going undercover with you' Let's do 11 
•gam aoonl Get psyched lor the tee tonight" 
Love, your favorite Gamma Prx Amy L 
CC<"OTATIJLATIONS 
SHELU BOES AND OAVE CLAPSADOLE 
on your 
WEDDING OF FRIENDSHIP 
TO THE PRINCESS 
SATUROAY NKJHT YOU WILL BE ALL ALONE 
WITH NO ONE TO DISTURB YOU AND YOUR 
DATE SO GO OUT ON THE TOWN AND HAVE 
A BLAST BUT JUST REMEMBER THE FUN 
WONT LASTI 
(Continued on page 10) 
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You were fight 
Agam 
USO ELECTIONS 
PETITIONS FOR 1988 8' USG PRES-VP 
AND AT LARGE REPRESENTATIVES 
ARE AVAILABLE MARCH 12 AT 40S 
STUDENT SERVICES 
USG IS THE STUOENT GOVERNMENT THAT 
BEGINS WITH YOU' 
75 YEARS OF FASHION EXCELLENCE 
...A CELEBRATION 
WHAT: FMA'S SPRING FASHION SHOW 
WHEN: Monday March I Oth at 8:00 pm 
WHERE: Grand Ballroom, Union Ovil 
ADMISSION: FREE 
USG meats avery Monday 
al 7 00 n McFal Canter 
Assembly Room 
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
Do your officers' addresses a phone noubers 
change reguevt/> Does mat get lost on route to 
your group? II so. why not add some continuity 
to your group? Use your STUDENT ORGANIZA 
ION MAILBOX located in 405 Student Ser- 
vices Open year-round 'or your convenience 
BECKY LYLE * HEIDI SCHUESSLER 
Get set to parly al night vi Sandusky' We're 
ready and we hope you are too* 
Alpha Sigma Phi "Winter Wadding" 
Not Just any data party1 
Love. Chne a Brad 
FRIDAY WAS DEVINE 
SEE YOU NEXT WEEK 
The Bearded Bouncer 
QAM THEATRE EXPERIENCE 
I desperately need actors . 2 mate. 1 lemale to 
perform short scene for my daecfmg class You 
wd get exposure. I'l gat credit  Please leave 
name and number in OCMB 4208 by Friday 3-7 
at 3 pm or Monday 3-10 at 3 pm 
BQSU DIRECTORS WILL GET TO KNOW YOU 
GREG WALLS 
Lafa go KASTAWAY on a Sunny Saturday 
Coma on Kaataway with ma 
KD KASTAWAY 
Love. Chris 
HAPPY 2IST BIRTHDAY 
STEFANIE BIANCHI 
Hatre a great bsrthdeyll 
HaUx Angeli Is Coming 
HeHz Angeli Is Coming 
Helli Anglei Is Coming 
HeeS Angeli Is Coming 
Hell. Angeli la Coming 
Hall. Anglei Is Coming 
Hey Alpha Slgs 
Let It be known. 
IMPERIAL NOME 
Shatruraagan 
Emperor Nerus Huddius 
hath prodarmed a 
dayolfaaaang 
and revelry! 
May the gods 
Of Olympus smile 
KAPPA SKIS: LARRY, CHRIS, a. RON 
SATURDAY NIGHT. WE'LL PARTY JUST 
RIGHT, WE'LL GET HIGHER THAN A KITE. 
KASTAWAY. YES. WE'LL SET SAB. PLEASE 
KEEP YOUR BOXERS ON. SO WE STAY OUT 
OF JAJL AFTER THE HARRY BUFFALLO PAR- 
TY AT 8. READY TO GO, WE'LL FEEL JUST 
GREAT THE FUN AHEAD WILL BE THE BEST, 
WE PUT YOU KAPPA SOS TO THE TEST 
LOVE KD'S LAURA, SINDV A THERESA 
KAREN (KH.) 
THANKS FOR MAKING THE LAST FIVE MON- 
THS TFE BEST EVERII 
LOVE ALWAYS, TODDIES (0.0.) 
PS CRUNCH, CRUNCH, CRUNCH!! 
KASTAWAY TOMORROW FOR A TERRIFIC 
rate 
WITH THE KAPPA DELTAS' 
K0 KASTAWAY '88 
BETH AND JAMMIN 
PARTY IS A WORD WE'VE OFTEN SHARED. 
THOUGH OUR NEIGHBORS HAVE REALLY 
CARED. 
THE SHOT GLASS IN HAND, 
OUR BOTTLES OPEN WIDE 
"JUST KEEP ALL YOUR PARTY JUNK, 
ON YOUR OWN SIDE!!" 
ROOMIES PARTY SATURDAY-KD STYLEI1 
LOVE YA, SINDY (N0OGIE I) 
PS. DON'T CRY TO ME IF EITHER ONE OF 
YOU   GETS    THE   BEDSPINS   AFTER 
KASTAWAYI 
Reebok Shoe Sale 
All Swlmwaar 20* oil 
at 
Falcon Home 
140 E. Wooater 
BOB 
GOOD MORNING SUNSHINE CAN FRED 
COME OUT AND PLAY'i? SO WHAT HAVE 
YOU BEEN THINKING ABOUT' OX OX IS 
THIS ALLRK3HT' TALK TO ME' PARKING 
LOT RENDEZVOUS' FUZZIES I'M HOT FOR 
YOUi WHEN IT RAINS IT POURS' I NEED » 
FIX OREATi I LOVE YOU. 
ROBERT COUGH COUGH 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY SWEETIE' 
LOVE. M AND V 
BROOKE RAMSEY: 
If everybody had a K0 
Across the USA 
Then everybody'd be jammin' 
At KD Kastaway 
Get Psyched 
I can't wait' 
P S -Youl have thai 
Christopher. (Daddy) 
Ksppa Delia Kaataway 
a only one short day away 
Fun and excitement la In the air 
Sail with me and wall be there 
Your KD Date, Linda 
Hay   CRAIO   MCOAUGHEY    alias      B.l 
Keaton "Magma and lava are red 
Oxbow lakes are blue 
Remember this to pass Geology Friday, 
And then Saturday I can have lun with 
you! 
Your KD Kastaway 
INTERESTED IN TRAVELING ANO EXPERIEN- 
CING A NEW CULTURE?? STUDY IN 
ENGLAND" FOR MORE INFO. EVERY WED. 
EVENING AT 7:30 IN 411 SOUTH HALL OR 
CALL BETH AT 2-4597 OR KELLY AT 2-8452 
JEAN 
The GROOM says Get ready lor me wed 
time ot the 1st Century A.D I 
JeH Welch 
Through Keith and Beth we ww meet 
Al night wel dance to the beat 
KD's and SAE's what a pair 
KD Kastaway. be mere1 
Jamean 
Joan, 
Did you ever think you would be spending the 
night m Sandusky with a man that wears crazy 
cap-on ties and doubles as a priest? 
Seen 
P.S. Get ready for a greet winter 
weddlngll 
I know you'd love to be stranded on an 
island with Richi Gel psyched tor KO 
Kaataway!! 
Love. Claud 
LISA A. SECOLI 
HAPPY 21ST 
GET PREPARED FOR A WEEKENO 
YOU'LL NEVER FORGET 
LOVE 
YOUR ROOMIES 
LISA ERNST 
THE MOST AWESOME LITTLE 
Congratulations on your Alpha XI Deris- Theta 
Cru lavalorinfl to Sieve I am so mcredrbry happy 
tor you 
XI Love and mine. 
Kim 
P S Your big loves you' 
HOODIE II ANO LAURA. TOO... 
SATURDAY WILL SOON BE HERE, 
OUR WILD PARTY I START TO FEAR. 
LOADS OF GREAT FUN LIES AHEAD... 
LET'S   KEEP   OUR   EYES   FROM   RED. 
(HOPEFULLY!) THE LAUGHS WE'VE SHARED 
HAVE BEEN THE BEST.  SATURDAY  Wll L 
SURELY TOP THE RESTKD LOVE AND MINE 
NOOGIE I 
POLYNESIAN VILLAGE OELIVERSI 
GREAT   ORIENTAL   FOOO  DELIVERED  TO 
YOU-DELIVERY HOURS  S 30-9-30 MON - 
SAT. 
352 0528 
RANDY PERKINS 
Las! weekend waa sluing 
This Saturday's the beach 
What's next weekend? Bowing? 
Love, your KD Kastaway 
RRRB THE THIRD 
LETS HEAR IT FOR FAW Ji 
GREAT TIMES IN A 
SOUTH OF THE BORDER ORIENTAL LUAUi 
I'M LOOKING FORWARD TO IT" 
I'M SURE BRENOA IS TOO' (ROBBIE MISSES 
OUT) LOVE YA FRIEND. 
YOUR PARTNER IN PAINTED PALM TREES 
SENIOR CHALLENGE t>88 
Joat in the unified effort to help us reach our 
goal ot $57,000 Commit yourself 10 an En- 
vironment for Excellence! 
SIBS WEEKEND 
IS COMING 
SPECIAL 
$6.50 
Free Delivery    pQjSf"^*0* 
16 in. One 
Item Pizza 
I Open 4 p.m. 
Additional Items $1.00 e>a. 
Chicago Stylo Extra 
We give you morel 
352-5166 
Eiplros 3/31/86 
'ONE COUPON PER PIZZA- 
Sigma Alpha Epsllon 
presents 
THE Pre-Spring Break Beer Bash 
with the new exciting 
Cleveland Reggae BAND 
SATTA 
formed from members ot 
Hal • First Light 
SATURDAY March ■ 
9 pm-1 am 11 Admlaalon 
N.E. Commons 
Sigma Alpha Epsllon 
presents 
The Pre-Spring Break Beer Baah 
with the new exciting 
Cleveland Reggae BAND 
SATTA 
formed from membera of 
Mai 4 Flral light 
SATURDAY March ■ 
t pm-1 am 11 Admlaalon 
N. E. Commons 
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Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(The BG News is not responsible tor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line. $1 80 minimum 
50' extra per ad lor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be 
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)  
_Phone#. 
Classification In which you wish your ad to appear: 
       Campus A City Events* _ 
       Lost * Found _ 
       Rides _ 
       Services Ottered _ 
 Personals 
•Campus/City Event ads are published tree of charge tor one day for a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Dates of Insertion . Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mall) 
The BG News 
214 West Hal BQSU 
BovrKng Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to 77ie BO News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number of days to appear 
SPEND A SEMESTER IN ENQLAN0 
PLUS EARN 1 5 HOURS SOSU CREDIT! 
FOR MORE INFO: EVERY WED. EVENING 
AT 7:30 M 411 SOUTH HALL OH 
CALL KELLY AT 2-4452 OR BETH AT 
I72-46S7. 
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCEIII 
Susrldo to the CCHA aamMlnals on Saturday 
March a ONLY SS. Sponsored by RnHHM 
Student   Association    Being   eetd   hi   Of 
fenheuer EesL  Call  2-S2S7. Buy now, go 
tomorrow  and   support  the  BQSU  Hockey 
teoml 
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCEIII 
Buande to the CCHA semi finale on Saturday 
March 8   ONLY SS. Sponsored by Resident 
Student AssoOetton Bang sou « Oflenheuer 
East Cal 2-0297 Buy now. go tomorrow. and 
support the BQSU Hookey 
Teem" 
TO AMY HARD 
GET READY TO DO IT UP RIGHT AT ALPHA 
SIG   DING SATURDAY NIGHT' 
LOVE. DOUG 
TO BETH, SINDY, CHERYL ANO RACHEL: 
I the* n is Isle 
'cause we each have a date 
Since we wil be in this state 
KD KASTAWAY WILL BE OREAT 
KD Love, Jammin 
To our Alpha Slg Gentlemen: 
Brad. Chrte. Chrie P , Den. Ed. Sean, a Steve • 
What should we expect 
Al tha Winter Wedding Scene 
To be sure. 
Wei have e great time' 
» grand Alien 
Done with Alpha Skj Fa* 
(Youl have some surprises loo   ) 
Get Psyched1 
Love, Your Alpha DaM Oetee- 
HatrJ S . Rhonda. Heidi N . Dabble. Tine. Joan. 
and Mary Jo 
Weirdies 
Fill we mashed under the KD mietletoe 
And now to the second party we wel go 
Hare wa we Kaet-e-wey. but only If 
you throw those obnoxious shorts away. 
II make a bargain with you though, 
you can wear those shorts 
If lo Taco Bai we can gol Weirdie 1 
YOU CAN SPEND NEXT FALL IN ENGLAND!! 
FIND OUT MORE: 411 SOUTH HALL EVERY 
WED EVENING AT 7:30 OR CALL BETH AT 
2-45H7 OR KELLY AT 2-S4S2. 
"ALL ABOARD THE STUOENT EXPRESS 
YELLS STEVE ANO ED AS THEIR DATES ARE 
GETTING DRESSED ALTHOUGH OAVO LET- 
TERMAN WILL NOT BE SHOWING. THE BEER 
AND UOUOR WIL SURELY BE FLOWING 
THESE TWO ALPHA DELTS JUST CANT 
WAIT, UNTIL SATURDAY THE WEDDING 
DATE EXCITEMENT WILL BE THE SETTING 
FOR THE ALPHA SIGMA PHI WINTER 
WEDDING 
LOVE YOUR ALPHA DELT DATES 
MARY JO ANO DEBBIE 
MALE OR REMALE STUOENT GOOD AT 
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS TO HELP 
IJNC«QANI2ED BUT VERY PROOUCTIVE 
AREA PROFESSIONAL WITH REORGANIZING 
FIES, RECORDS. ETC CAN OFFER SALARY 
OR FREE ROOM FOR REMAINDER OF 
SEMESTER CALL 352-4851. LEAVE 
MESSAGE 
WANT TO TRY "PUB-GRUB" OR ENGLISH 
LASER?? FIND OUT ABOUT ITU 
EVERY  WED.  EVENING   IN 411   SOUTH 
HALL 
AT 7:JO OR CALL KELLY AT 24412 OR 
BETH AT 2-4547 
PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED 
Any photographer   interested In working  on 
campua   wide   calendar   call    Carole    al 
353-5602 or 372-2387 
FOR SALE 
1874 Proache 814. 2 0 Mar Good condition. 
1 owner Runs wel 352-4238 after 
4 pm 
WANTED 
Aren't You Hungry 
If you aren't now, you w»l be by 
Sunday' Make perns now to coma chow 
Pancakes al the annual Phi Mu Pancake 
Breakfast tor Project Hope. It 8 at 
St Thomas Moore in the Auditorium 
from 8 am lo 1 pm For information 
cal 372-2750 
HEY HAUCKE WENCH, 
Have a great 22 8-day 
Love, Greggers 
PS Only 64 days until ware out 
of hare! 
Hey Lancaster! 
Congratulate Jeff Hovatter for making Dean's 
list at Hocking Tech 
Get psyched lor the wildest wedding yet'Love, 
Thomes 
Amy Baumann 
How about that Toledo Man 
Way to go! it 
A.O.T. Brands I Jodl 
To our SAE deles Cn»g and Bay. 
Grab your sunglasses beach lowers, and jams 
because KDs and lun go hand m hand t Wwe be 
our wedest date party yet' A night you wa never 
forget 
Cause your KD dales are psyched to party al 
reght 
Michelle and Jennifer 
Dear Rainbow-Demon Worshipper. 
Smgl It's 240 for ma-3 for usi 
Love, your sensuous Jeckel 
Debbie Doten. 
Do you ever watch David Lattarman? i'l tel you 
al about n this weekend at Winter Weddavg Gel 
Psyched I ami 
Your Alpha Sig Date 
1 lemaie roommate, visage Green. FS 
1886-87 Cal 372-3308 Ask lor Susan 
1 Female roommate needed for 86-87 Also 
available for summer. Prefer run-smoking 
Carol or Hard! 362-5663 
Female grad looking (or the same to share 
2-bdrm apt. for summer Free as* cond . quiet, 
comfortable Cal 352-1582. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATE 
LY. ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
REASONABLE RENT CALL 352-7865 
One lemale lo aublaaae 1 -4 pert of apartment 
near campus Please help Cal Pern al 2-1307 
or Cindy al 2-4828 
Two lemale roommates needed for summer 
Scott Hamilton and High $85 25-month Cal 
Tracy 352-4453 
HELP WANTED 
AIRLINE HIRING BOOM! $14 $39 000' 
Stewardesses, Reservallonlslsl Call lor 
Guide,Cassette. Newsservice 
1816) 844-4444 X UAW2 
Attention Looking lor printing pressmen to run 
AB Lack 360 with TS1 Cotortead. 3-5 yrs. ex 
perience needed-insurance * benefits 
available lor quesfied appscants-please send 
reeume to Mate Masoy 320 W Martial. Lima. 
OH 46001 
Dance leecher in «ur tap. ballet Cal Vi- 
Vienna's Dance Studio 668-3723 Custar-16 
mess SW of Bowtng Green 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-$58.230-yr 
Now Hinng Cal 1 -805-887-6000 Ext R 9849 
lor current federal 1st. 
STUDENTS! 
SUMMER WORK-COLUMBUS. OHIO 
Wa are interviewing now tor summer help at the 
Red Roolkm's ReservshonCenter Theseposi- 
Hone involve handing incoming cats from 
customers Nationwide wanting to book reserva- 
ttone for our motel chain Wa provide complete 
training on CRT and Customer Service Wa re- 
quire 30 words per minute typing. We otter 
recreational facaWaa to al employees Futhme- 
Parhme positions Including weekends avaaabte 
E.O.E. Apply now by caBng MS CARRILLO 
814-878-3302 or write RED ROOF INNS, 
4355 DAVIDSON ROAD. HtLLIARO, OHO 
430268688 ATTN: RESERVATION DEPT Ap- 
pscatlone also avaaabe at the Student Employ- 
ment Office. 480 Student 
Senncaa 
Valuable Summer Experience! 
Counselor Positions open Independent Living 
Program lor gala with primary cesabaty of men- 
tal retardation. Cal 216-682-2018 or write IN- 
DEP MC . 487 CaSn Rd . Richmond His . Ohio 
44143 
Wsnl lo do something exciting thla summer? 
Wel known bar and restaurant on Keay's Island 
looking lor ful-tlme summer bartenders, cooks, 
snd wBMiaaaas AJao looking for 2 people over 
21 to operate patio bar-serf serve ice cream 
shop Low cost housing available for 
employees Sand resumes lo Jackie Fnger. 
P.O. Box 767. Keeys Island. OH 43438 
Wanted 4-5 females Openings aval Earnings 
$5 10 hr. If alternated cal Pat. 362-6406 
btwn  Sam 1pm eves 7 9pm 
GAM THEATRE EXPERIENCE 
I deeperalety need actors. 2 male. 1 lemale to 
perform short scene for my directing class You 
wB gat exposure II get credit Please leave 
your name and number In OCMB 4206 by Fri- 
day 3-7 at 3 pm or Monday 3-10 al 3 p m. 
SOSU DIRECTORS WILL GET TO KNOW YOU 
1877 Gremen. auto . power steering 
Very good condition 362-8166 
1884  CRX sir  condition.   AM FM  cassette 
cruise  control,   rear  window  defog.   under 
coating 1 bodyguard Asking $6795. 
353-1500 
1885    1-2   Mercury   Unx.   4   apeed.    FM 
Cassette    Power   steering   and   brakes     4 
cylinder     Take   over   payments     Payoff 
$8.636 18 Cat John at 334-8751 
Evarenga 352-1888 
3 piece dinette A twin mattress set 
Evenings 362-1220 
Monteverdi Stereo with Gerrard turntabte--$40. 
share duel cassette deck model RT 1010 with 
dotby, auto program search, 
continuous ptey-SBS 823-4731 
MUST SELL   '77 BUCK LASABFtE. AC. AM 
FM. GOOO TIRES  BEST OFFER 352-6085 
Pioneer SX4 Computer condoled stereo 
receiver and Toshiba PC G4C stereo cassette 
deck with 2 Linear Oynamica speakers $225 
3548452. John 
The Second Time Around "-The best used fur- 
niture 740 N. Enterprise  352-3826 Wa are 
now accepting furniture for sale on a consign 
mem bee* 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom furnished apartments year leases 
August to August 352-7464 
1 mate needed to sublease apartment im- 
mediately Wi pay $200 621 E. Marry. Cal 
Keith and Carl at 352-7345. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apartments tor 
1-2-3-4 Students 
Office hours 11AM-4PM 
At 316 E Merry Apt 3 
or phone anytime for information 
352-7365 
2 BEDRM APT. 1 1-2 BATH QUIET AND 
CLEAN $250 PER MONTH t UTIL 
AVAILABLE NOW OR FOR SUMMER 
352-1880 AFTER 6 PM 
2 bedroom turnleried sperlments School year 1 
summer leeaes r reset) le 352-7464 
Thurabn Manor Apartments 
Fufy Carpeted, Air Conditioned 
Cable TV. Furnished Efficiency a 
Laundry Facattas Applications for 
Summer and Fal at 451 Thustin Ave 
Across from Off enhauer Towers 
352-5435 
2 bedroom furniehed sperlments 
648 Sixth St  $450-mo plus eWc 
352-8457 between 12-4pm 
Adpoent campus 1 bedroom apartment 
S2uO--month pros utj a deposit AvsHtll May 
Veers Ueee 362-7605 Ext 280 IB 5 p m . 
352 3406 evee 
• 2 BEDROOM FURN   $ UNFURN ■ 
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS" 
Major Utaaaa > Cable TV Fum 
One half Block Off Campua 
CALL TOM 
Mon.-Ffl. 7 AM-Noon 352-4673 
Evening S wkend 352-1800 
USrNGSCU MODEL LEASE 
Houeea > Apis for 86 87 school year 
Smith Bogge Rentals Office 532 Manvtia. rear 
352-8457 between 12-4, 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
EaWee try Trade Mkhd Jalte 
ACROSS                2Lovepereonl        28" Ban            46 Composer's 
1 Beforebackor         Had                        Joneonl"                note 
baked                 3 Spend In            30 neaaonrng         47 Ginger'a 
5 See 52 Down             IrHanail               31 Admmlelered            partner 
» Superlorerwllh      4 FDR'a "lour"        33 Frequent flyer,     48 Scale notee 
"tha")                    S "1 play               pemepa               4* Black 
14 Bradley                     with eknHoo":       3$ Palazzo hall         50 Venus'rearm 
ISNovalloof                 Wordeworth         37 Chill again           51 Dutch rtverlo 
musicals               ODaleorLlnda       40 Balzac's Gorlot         the North Sea 
16 Strange                  7 Campua mil.        42 Riot, al Rouen      52 Toller of yore 
17 Seep                          gp.                        43 Rankle                 53 Pheasant 
15 London gallery     8 Unraatrtcted       44 Constraint              faaneaas 
18 Mozart's "The           exchange of 
Magic "           goods                    rUiSWEn TO rREVKHJS PUZZLE: 
20 Magazine              8   We must 
contributor                   . or die" 
23 Aykroyd and             Wordaworlh 
others                  10 Gualo'a partner 
24 Draws                  11 In (bored) 
26 Provide                12 Location 
28 Central NJ           13 DMnar 
countyseet         21 Zhrvago s love 
32 Bellini heroine     22 Cradle, In Koln 
33 Old Glory, eg      26 Dtdo 
34 Caviar                  28 Verdi's "La 
36 Very. In                           — Oat 
Verdun                      Deatmo" 
36 Take for      27 More 
37 Shankar opus           emancipated 
36 Idolorunlon        28 Character In 
■rKlInn                           Dtckane' 
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38 Mead. In Tours "Bleak House" 
Pauline 
41 Ughtheartad 
44 Faun 
46 Memorable 
Kneeeet name 
46 Vldal aubtect 
47 "           tree 
i 1 i 
' ' 
i i 
• 
11 
it 
it 1 1 
M 
speech. 
" " 
r-remom : too© 
slogan 
64 Contradict 
66 New Senate 
leader 
56 Free's 
companion 
57 Act tha ham 
56 Bart o« and 
' : It 1 u ■ " 
- 
■ 
U 
41 
MM * 
Oreys 
60 Railway car 
•1 Soekaflax 
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Houses and Apartments dose lo campus for 
summer 1888 end 86-87 school veer Cal 
1-267-3341 
FALL-SPRING I IBS 
2 br. luty furnished apis  Exoseenl 
location on 3rd St. some units on 6th 
SI Reasonable rates 
SUMMER Hie 
1 br S 2 br furnished units: 3rd 
S 6th SI locations 
CALL 362-4886 EVENINGS 
Large   newly  decorated   2   BR   apartment 
Garage, washer-dryer bookings Avaaabte Aprl 
15*1 $350- month ( urJHMe 
514 W Wooster. 364-1763. 
Party Room 
Cal 362-8378 
Etftaency Now Renting for Fal 
1 or 2 semester lease, tuty furnished 
al ueaoaa paid including cokx T.V 
weri cable $286 month Phone 
364-3182 or 362-1620 Evenings 
Spsdoue   1   bedroom   furniehed   apartment 
$250 month   Cal 352 1291 or 686-3871 
Summer. 3 4 5 bedroom house Ctoeo lo cam 
pus. Cat 1-267-3341 
VELMANOR APARTMENT ANNEX 
Vacancy for Fal S Summer 
Prefer 4 women etuoente 
Quiet Place lo Study 
Large 6 room apt acroaa from Rodgere 
Cal 352-2668 to see 
Two bedroom furniehed apta for Fal. 
362-2663 
APARTMENTS NOW FOR RENT FOR THE 
SCHOOL YEAR SM7 AND THE WlassaMI OF 
SS. APARTMENTS ARE COMPLETELY FUR- 
NISHED WITH 2 BEDROOMS, CABLE TV, AIR 
CONDITIONING, LAUNDRY ANO PA RHINO 
FACILITIES. ALL fJTeVITMS EXCEPT ELEC- 
TRICITY o) PAJO BY OWNER. RENT IS $$00 
FOR THE mmm "SS" FOR THE APART- 
MENT. FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1441 THE 
RENT IS U7I PER SEMESTER WITH 4 PEO- 
PLE. CALL TIM AT BUFF APARTMENTS 
152-7112 AFTER IM P.M. 
(fljt(K^^ 
Friday searches for and finds messiest prof's office 
by Sue Eberhart 
Friday reporter 
Friday/Donny Housh 
BGSCTs messiest office and professor James Graham 
Messy people really organized 
Have you ever gone into a 
professor's office to turn in an 
outline for a paper only to have 
him hand it back to you because 
he says it is too messy? As you 
turn to leave, you wonder why 
the Health Department hasn't 
condemmed this office. The gar- 
bage can appears as if it hasn't 
been emptied in weeks, the file 
cabinets overflow so that the 
drawers no longer close and the 
desk top is something that exists 
only in the imagination. 
Friday Magazine decided to 
search for the messiest office on 
campus. We asked people who 
have managed to wade through 
the stacks of papers and found a 
professor sitting there to nomi- 
nate the one they thought had 
the messiest office. 
We then went in search of the 
nominees. This proved to be 
harder than we thought as some 
were not found near or in their 
offices - possibly consumed by 
the heaping piles of papers and 
books. The others, however, 
were there, remarkably thriving 
and getting some work done. 
It was then up to us to choose a 
winner. And that was not easy 
with each person having a re- 
markable explanation for their 
messy office. However, after 
pondering and studying each 
office, we have picked James 
Graham, professor of history for 
the simple reason that his office 
was just a mess. 
"It's taken me 15 years to get 
the office in the condition that 
it's in now," Graham said as he 
sat buried in the mess. Papers 
covered the floor, statistical 
printouts were strewn haphaz- 
ardly across the desk, file cab- 
inets overflowed and books, in 
no apparent order, crammed the 
shelves. 
Graham, however, gave an 
explanation for the order in his 
mess. "My filing system for 
students' papers is like sedi- 
mentary rock - the papers are 
in layers," Graham said. (The 
only problem - how many pa- 
Srs does he have to sort ■ough before he comes across 
the one he is looking for.) 
"I never throw anything 
away," Graham said, "You 
never know when something 
might be important." 
Emil Dansker, associate pro- 
fessor of journalism, the man 
whose office was described by 
one as a pig sty, received first 
runner-up. Like Graham, Dan- 
sker offered an explanation for 
the condition of his office. 
"I'm a packrat," Dansker 
said, "I can't throw anything 
away." He still has a small 
plastic pink pig that was given to 
him by his kindergarten tea- 
cher. He also has a collection of 
rocks which he has accumulated 
from places as far as Dallas to 
one he picked up right outside of 
our own University Hall. 
Jack Nachbar, professor of 
popular culture, and Carney 
Strange, associate professor and 
chair of the College Student Per- 
sonnel department, both re- 
ceived honorable mention for 
their efforts. Nachbar's office, 
located in the former dining 
room of the Popular Culture 
house, functions as the black 
hole for student papers and 
forms, according to Susan Bush- 
ouse. "The whole effect is of 
comfortable disorder, with 
Nachbar ensconced in the cen- 
ter, Deeming gleefully at pass- 
ersby," Busnouse said. 
If you visit Strange's of fice in 
the CSP office, you will find not 
only a messy desk, but two 
messy tables, messy files, un- 
ruly shelves and an array of 
messes (or is that messi?) on 
the floor, according to an anony- 
mous graduate intern. His filing 
system, consisting of stacks of 
paper in boxes on the floor, is 
something that must be seen to 
be believed. He says his filing 
system gives him the chance to 
review everything each time he 
looks for a paper. 
So if you choose to venture to 
one of these notoriosly messy 
offices in search of a long lost 
paper, don't dismay. Yes, these 
Srofessors have assured us that 
lere is a "method to their mes- 
siness" and there is still hope, 
for amoung the stacks of papers, 
underneath the piles of books 
and somewhere nestled between 
the various artifacts, there ex- 
ists the one important paper that 
you are searching for. 
by Tracey Baldorf 
Friday staff reporter 
Yesterday I asked my room- 
mate to borrow 50 cents for the 
vending machine. Never again. 
"In my desk drawer,'' she 
said. 
I sucked in my breath and 
winced. Finding 50 cents would 
be like trying to find a needle in 
a haystack. I stared at the mass 
of papers-her fall semester 
schedule from 1984?, pens, a 
couple of batteries, an earring - 
mine (hey, I thought I lost it), a 
Christmas card... 
"In general it's (being disor- 
ganized) a personality charac- 
teristic that tends to remain 
stable," Ryan D. Tweney, pro- 
fessor of psychology at the Uni- 
versity, said. "Some people 
need things neatly arranged, 
and others don't worry about the 
structure of their environment," 
he said. 
"It's more a perception of a 
B'rson's lifestyle," Harry W. 
oemann, professor of psychol- 
ogy at the University, said. He 
explained that a person who is 
thought of as 'messy' by others, 
may not perceive himself to be' 
messy. In fact, they may be 
more 'organized' than you think. 
This can be true as I found it 
fascinating the day my room- 
mate found her research paper 
that was buried under three 
weeks of laundry - in a matter 
of seconds. 
"If you're messy that doesn't 
mean you're least likely to find 
something," Tweney explained. 
The 'organization,' that is part 
of a messy person's methoa (or 
miracle) to be able to find things 
differs in the type of organiza- 
tion as we know it, Hoemann 
said. "The technical definition 
of organization refers to one's 
inclination to follow the old pro- 
verb, 'everything has it's place, 
" he explained. 
But, I'm really getting tired of 
looking at an unmade bed, cafe- 
teria lunch from two days ago, 
and an overflowing waste bas- 
ket. One consolation: "A person 
may go through a burst of orga- 
nizing and cleaning," Tweney 
said. 
"Beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder,   Hoemann said. 
Shavers to split after Saturday 
For almost four years, the rock 'n' roll band 
the Wet Shavers has entertained local college- 
age people with their repertoire of great oldie 
rock classics. Now the band is calling it quits 
and its members are going their separate ways. 
Drummer and one of the original members, 
Scott Richardson said. "It's time to move on." 
Richardson said the band has talked about 
breaking up for the last four or five months. 
"We played it by ear for awhile but then finally 
set a date." The reason for ending it all at 
Howard's Club H this Saturday night: "It's our 
favorite place to play," Richardson said. 
According to the drummer who has been with 
the band since its inception, the public's reac- 
tion about the split has been mostly negative. 
"They don't want us to. I feel it's good ... and 
sad. But it's time to go on to new things." For 
Richardson, who also works at Toledo Metro- 
politan, he said he missed having his weekends 
off. 
Richardson, lead singer Steve Athanas and 
Sitarist Dave Athanas started the band. "We 
d played in a couple of bands and it caught 
on," Richardson said. 
Richardson said of the nearly 100 songs the 
band plays, nine are orignal pieces. 
Keyboardist Rick Ludwig, Steve and Dave 
Athanas were all unavailable for comment. 
'Kid Freshman* investigates unusual spots on campus 
by John P. Gliebe 
Friday reporter 
It was a cold morning in early March 
when Kid Freshman was struck with a 
fit of wanderlust. 
Perhaps it was boredom or the te- 
dium of going to classes, but the Kid did 
not return tohis warm dorm room after 
his 9:30 a.m. class. Instead, he was 
compelled to peruse the nooks and 
crannies of the University's campus, in 
search of something unusual, some- 
thing interesting and beyond the nor- 
mal genre of campus life. 
At first the Kid followed his nose, and 
it lead him to the basement of Kohl Hall 
where the aroma of freshly-baked 
cakes and cookies wafted out of an air 
vent on the side of the building. 
It is here that German-born baker 
Willi Henoch and his able assistants 
bake all of the cakes, pies and cookies 
used by University Food Operations. 
Henoch says they start work at 5:00 
each morning to prepare fresh break- 
fast rolls for university dining halls. 
The bakery makes such tasty items as 
Boston cream pies, black forest tortes, 
fruit   pies,   layer   cakes,   brownies, 
blueberry muffins and chocolate chip 
cookies. 
The bakery offers a mail order serv- 
ice for its cakes, brownies and cookies. 
A standard sheet birthday cake, com- 
plete with icing decorations costs $6 
with an extra 95 centdelivery charge. 
Students can order baked goods at 
university dining halls, or parents can 
mail in an order to have a cake sent to 
their son or daughter on campus. 
Kid Freshman ordered a banana 
cream pie for a special someone and 
then left the bakery, walking in the 
general direction of the University 
Union. Inside the union, he noticed a 
sign that read, "hotel reservations and 
information." 
"I'll have to check in to this," he 
punned. 
Marjorie Miller, manager of the ho- 
tel, says that patrons of the hotel are 
usually parents of students or guests 
attending a convention or conference, 
although students may also rent rooms. 
Remodeled last year, the hotel includes 
26 rooms and one larger suite on the 
fourth floor of the union. The rooms are 
classically decorated in pastel colors, 
and all rooms have color televisions. 
Rates for overnight stays, including 
tax, are $27.13 for one person with twin 
beds; $32.55 for two persons with twin 
beds; $37.88 for two persons with a 
queen-size bed; $54.25 for a suite, which 
includes a king-size bed, a fold-out 
couch and two color televisions. 
Leaving the union, the Kid's innate 
curiosity took him across Ridge Street, 
past the Math Science building, and 
into the Life Science building. He rode 
the elevator up to the fifth floor and 
began to drift down the long hallway 
lined with display cases, when one 
particular case gripped his attention. 
□ See Places, page 12. 
Do you clean your room often or is it a mess? 
Interviews by/Barb Symbollk 
Mary CroM, freshman theater 
major, Maumee: "I'm a slob. I 
like the lived in look - clothes on 
the floor and occasionally the 
bed not made. My roommate 
does the dusting and cleaning. 
She likes to clean, so I don't feel 
so bad about not doing it." 
Lee Abbey, freshman RTVF 
major, Toledo: "I usually don't 
have time to clean because of 
school and work. What I have is 
a clean mess. There are clothes 
on the floor and scattered about, 
but they are all clean because I 
washed them." 
Kim Zentx, freshman music edu- 
cation major, Rochester, Mich.: 
"I let it just lay there. My room- 
mates are the same way. We 
leave the mess unless the par- 
ents pay a visit and then we 
shove everything into the 
closet." 
Mike Noble, freshman IPCO 
major, Massillon: "I was raised 
to be a neat person but my life 
between my roommate and I is 
like a dramatization of Felix and 
Oscar. I pick up after him but I 
draw the line at doing win- 
nW- " 
Matt Brown, sophomore educa- 
tion major. Perrysburg: "I try 
to keep things in a reasonable 
order. Nothing is perfect but it's 
not disorganized. I'm getting 
married soon and we'll split the 
duties. Ill do windows but I 
A-*™ t*»o line flt *'»'«tfnr " 
Friday Photo /Peter Fellman 
Kathy Blankemeyer, sophomore 
IPCO major, Kalida: r'I won't 
mind spring cleaning because 
my place is clean half of the 
time. It gets messy on weekends 
and after about two months we 
decide tr -'   the dishes »"H -«t 
-it US' 
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(Below) Emil Dansker. associate journalism professor, sils amid his belongings in West Hall and councils a 
student. Dansker's office was chosen as the second most disorderly on campus in the Friday's Messiest 
Office contest. (Right) Jack ftachbar, honorable mention winner, proudly displays a six-fingered Elvis 
Presley painted on black velvet. It's one of the many examples of popular culture which crowd his office 
in the Popular Culture house. (Below right) Carney Strange, chair of the College Student Personnel 
department, explains his filing system and the numerous boxes of papers it involves. He also won an 
honorable mention for the lack of cleanliness in his office in the Education Building. 
'it;        »tan 
Academically 
slohbish: 
Messiest offices 
en campus 
Places 
: I Continued from page 1. 
The fifth floor of the Life Science build- 
ing houses a display showing stages of 
human development. Actual human 
fetuses ranging from five weeks to 
seven months old are preserved in 
large glass jars. Some of the fetuses are 
miscarriages, a few are slightly de- 
formed and one is labeled as a mon- 
strosity. 
Looking a little pale, our hero left the 
Life Science building to get some fresh 
air. He wandered out to the furthest 
extremities of campus, beyond the 
Technology building, until he lay 
sprawled out in the desert. 
Actually, the Kid had stumbled into 
the desert room of the biology depart- 
ment's greenhouse. 
According to staff horticulturist Joe 
Baker, the greenhouse is used mainly 
to grow plants for use in biology and 
horticulture classes. He said it is also 
used by chemistry classes, art classes 
and visiting elementary students. 
The desert room features plants na- 
tive to hot, dry regions like cactuses, 
Ealms and aloe vera. Another room 
ouses tropical flora such as aquatic 
flanks, a banana tree and plant varie- 
ies   in   existence   since  prehistoric 
times. 
Kid Freshman headed back towards 
the heart of campus and discovered 
still more interesting places that morn- 
ing. 
The Chart Room, 230 McFall Center, 
is used for university financial and 
planning meetings, according to Sha- 
ron Franklin, secretary to the vice 
president of planning and budgeting. 
On one wall of the room hangs a large 
relief map of the BGSU campus. The 
other walls are resplendent with color- 
ful charts containing such information 
as alumni states of residence, the con- 
sumer price index, student enroll- 
ments, general fee allocations and ACT 
scores of entering freshman. 
The Gallery, 210 McFall Center, cur- 
rently features an exhibition of black 
and white photographs depicting life in 
Japanese-American detention camps 
during World War II. Gallery exhibi- 
tions change periodically. In addition, 
the hallway outside of the gallery cur- 
rently houses 12 floor mosaics from 
second to third century A.D., Antioch, 
Asia Minor. 
A network of tunnels runs underneath 
the campus, from building to building. 
Bill Gaetz, broadcast technician, says 
that the tunnels contain telephone ca- 
bles, high-voltage wires and steam 
pipes, making them uncomfortablly hot 
work areas. 'They're nasty in the sum- 
mer!" he exclaims. Due to the danger 
of wires and steam pipes, students and 
other unauthorized persons found tres- 
passing may be prosecuted. 
Kid Freshman knew better than to go 
into the tunnels. Rather than plunging 
into the bowels of campus, he returned 
to his dorm, complacent with having 
discovered some of the "wonders oi 
Bowling Green." 
APARTMENTS 
2 BEDROOMS 121 STATE STREET 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
We pay your gas heat and cooking 
plus cable TV 
Very convenient location to campus, 
stores, laundromat and restaurants 
352-4673   Mon. — Fri., 7 a.m. to Noon 
352-1800   Evenings and Weekends 
ASK FOR TOM 
COUPON ———-——T 
Zotos "Feel So lively" 
PERM SPECIAL 
Good thru March 21. 1986 
5- $30 
Wo**?* 
Hair Fashions 
Walk-Ins Welcome 
124 W. Wooiter Ph. 392-2611 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
Hurry — Don't Miss Out!! 
Apartments Going Fast!! 
3 Locations 
'Palmer Avenue 
* South Summit St. 
* Napoleon Road 
* One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
* Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
it On Site management 
* Full time Maintainance 
* Swimming Pools 
* Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
IF LEASE IS SIGNED 
BEFORE MARCH 31 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment 
"A THUMPER OF 
A SALE" 
20% OFF 
ALL CLOTHING! 
T-shirts, shorts, sweats, hats 
March 10-44 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building" 
</l-Fr. 8-5:00      Sat, 9-5:00 
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Choir has "old-time religion' 
by Caroline Langei 
Friday reporter 
The annual Festival of Choirs 
began before performers en- 
tered the room. 
Tlie audience of about 275 was 
singing and clapping as the Uni- 
versity's Gospel Choir came in 
to "Call on Jesus" Saturday 
night at St. Thomas More par- 
Providing a performance was 
not the concert's main purpose; 
the choirs came to "lift up the 
name of Jesus" in song. The 
audience was not there to be 
entertained but to join them in 
praising the Lord. 
The choir will be singing again 
Sunday at Bible Way Church in 
Toledo. Vicky Winan, a profes- 
sional gospel singer, was the 
special guest at Saturday's con- 
cert ana gave the singers tips 
during their afternoon 
workshop. 
The night's mood was set by 
two dynamic figures who led the 
audience in initial singing. After 
10 minutes, people stood up and 
shouted out lyrics, while others 
chimed in "Jesus lifted me." 
A woman from Toledo got up, 
spread out her arms, and gave a 
testimonial about how Jesus 
keeps her from harm. 
"I made it here all the way 
from Toledo, when I could have 
been hit by a car. Praise God," 
she said, with tears in her eyes. 
"Praise God," others replied. 
Choir members were singing 
and swaying as they came in 
and the audience was as much a 
part of the concert as those clad 
in maroon robes. 
The audience was visably 
moved by every song and all 
participated in some way, if only 
by tapping their feet or nodding. 
The more outgoing sprang 
from their seats and yelled 
phrases like "oh sing it" as the 
Trinidets, a female trio from 
Toledo, combined their lilting 
voices to thank Jesus for all He 
has done for their lives. 
People cheered when the ac- 
companying band played famil- 
iar chords and many sang along. 
Each group sang lyrics which 
were easy to learn and follow, 
but their harmonies were for a 
trained voice, loudly reaching 
extremes at both ends of the 
scale. 
The event was an active form 
of worship and communication 
with God. 
"There's not a friend like the 
Lord," sang Vicky Winan. Her 
husband and his three brothers, 
"The Winans," won a Grammy 
Award in the gospel category. 
She looked angelic in a dress 
of sparkles and pearls as she 
belted out verse after verse, 
emphasizing the words with fa- 
cial hand and body expressions. 
People saluted her with "high 
five" signs. 
"Jesus is the lover of my 
soul," Winan exclaimed be- 
tween numbers. 
The excitement in the room 
grew, inspired by voices which 
assured that the Lord provided 
hope and loving Him was the key 
to salvation. 
"The Devil can do nothing 
with a made up mind, say yes to 
God now," she said. 
The choir said yes to God as 
one voice, bringing the volume 
up and back down as a man in 
the audience with a tambourine 
played along. 
"Better now, I feel better 
now," sang the smiling choir of 
40 members, accompanied by a 
growing number of people in the 
crowd who sprang from their 
seats as the song climaxed. 
By the next song, which lasted 
10 minutes, almost everyone 
was on their feet and singing 
"call on Jesus, call on the Sa- 
vior." Rev. Tony Elliot, from 
Grace Temple Church in Toledo, 
was dancing and hopping up and 
down in the aisle. 
The celebration ended with 
tears of joy, embraces, and the 
words "Praise God" sung to the 
tune of "Amazing Grace/' 
Friday/Jacquie Pearson Designer clothes 
Senior fashion merchandising major. Jane Schmuhl. shows off a dress she designed to be shown In 
the Fashion Merchandising Association's spring fashion show. "Seventy-five Years of Fashion 
Excellence. .. A Celebration." The black taffeta evening dress, modeled by Kristine Figley, senior 
fashion merchandising major, is one of about 35 student designer outfits and several area 
merchant's clothing to be shown Monday night at 8 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Choosing a long distance 
company is a lot like choosing 
a roommate. 
CALL FOR YOUR FREE 
COPY DROP KIT TODAY! 
The ultimate in copying 
pick up and delivery 
convenience. 
kinko's 
325 E. Woonir 
Bowling Grttn. Ohio 43402 
(419) 354-3977 
(Across Irom Taco Bell) 
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It's better to know what they're 
like before you move in. 
Living with someone for the first time can be an 
"educational" experience. 
And living with a long distance company isn't any 
different. Because some companies may not give you 
all the services you're used to getting from AT&T. 
For instance, with some companies you have to 
spend a certain amount before you qualify for their 
special volume discounts. With some others, voice 
quality may vary. 
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be any 
surprises when you move in. You'll get the same high- 
quality, trouble-free service you're used to. 
With calls that sound as close as next door. And 
discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls. 
With savings of over 50% during weekends until 5pm 
Sundays, or nights from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through 
Friday. And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and 
11pm, Sunday through Friday. 
With AT&T, you'll continue to get services like im- 
mediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling. 
And long distance operators to help you anytime there's 
a problem on the line. 
So when you're asked to choose a long distance com- 
pany, choose AT&T. Because whether you're into Mozart 
or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree 
on. Call 1 800 222-0300 for more information or to 
choose AT&T. 
Reach out and touch someone.* 
©AW 1986 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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'Down and Out': A haphazard comedy to treasure 
by Ken Zakel 
Friday reporter 
Down and Out in Beverly Hills is one 
of the few American comedies I've 
enjoyed from beginning to end without 
feeling like I've been had. Unlike come- 
dies that string together skits and gags 
without an ounce of unity, Down and 
Out in Beverly Hills manages a collage 
of zany moments and scenarios that 
combine to make the movie work as a 
whole. 
The movie opens with a long shot of a 
bum, namely Jerry Baskln (Nick 
Nolte), pushing his grocery cart down a 
palm-laden Beverly Hills' avenue, as 
the beginning strains of the Talking 
Heads' "Once In A Lifetime" pulsate 
on the soundtrack. Lead singer David 
Byrne sings. And you may find yourself 
in a beautiful house/ With a beautiful 
wife/And you may ask yourself, "Hey! 
How did I get here?" 
Soon after Jerry finds himself in just 
such a situation. Despondent over the 
desertion of his companion dog Ker- 
ouac, Jerry tries to kill himself in the 
C" of Dave Whiteman (Richard Drey- 
), a Beverly Hills resident and 
magnate of the Dav-Bar coat hanger 
empire. 
Dave, trying to show his basic hu- 
manitarianism, cleans Jerry up with a 
shave and new clothes and takes the 
bum into his home, thinking that he is 
giving Jerry what every bum could 
only dream about. Yet Jerry ends up 
giving the members of Dave's family 
what they want, whether they realize it 
or not. 
Down and Out is loosely based on 
Jean Renoir's French film Boudu 
Sauve des Eauilrom 1932.  It's this 
basis on simple theme - a bum teaches 
the rich things about themselves - that 
gives the movie its cohehsive unity. The 
movie's outlandish caracatures all 
have distinct human characteristics, 
grasping for human fulfillment at ev- 
ery corner. 
Dave's wife Barbara (Bette Midler) 
seemingly tries everything to give her 
life meaning, including her own guru. 
Their son communicates with his par- 
ents only through his nihilistic video 
montages, and he follows everyone 
around with the camera. Dave, frus- 
trated with his wife's constant ponder- 
ance of life, sleeps with the young 
Spanish housekeeper. 
The one that steals the show, how- 
ever, is the family dog, Matisse. Ma- 
tisse has problems like the people - he 
refuses to eat and Dave hates him. So 
Barbara enlists a dog psychologist who 
urges Dave to show "Matisse he is 
wanted and loved. Give him a big hug." 
Jerry's the only one who knows what's 
wrong with the dog - Matisse thinks 
he's a person and acts accordingly - so 
Jerry helps the dog adjust to his true 
station by showing Matisse how to eat 
dog food. 
All this complements co-writer/pro- 
ducer/director Paul Mazursky's fas- 
cination with food, which is prevalent 
throughout the film. As a bum Jerry 
rummages through trash for food, 
which is marvelously contrasted to the 
family's various food habits. Their 
daughter is an anorexic 19-year-old the 
dog won't eat (Mazursky calls the dog 
"pre-anorexic"), and Barbara restricts 
herself to a strange diet which includes 
an algae-colored whip that makes the 
dog food appetizing. 
The trio of Dreyfuss, Midler and 
Nolte, which at first may seem an odd 
combination of different styles, mesh 
perfectly in well-cast roles. Dreyfuss in 
particular is engaging - it seems like 
forever since he was ui a decent com- 
edy-and his timing is right on the 
mark. Bette Midler assumes an accent 
totally unexpected from her, and uses 
her body movements to portray finicky 
Barbara with uncanny perfection. 
Down and Out in Beverly Hills man- 
ages to use the clothesline style of 
contemporary comedies - hang a 
bunch of zany, funny bits together and 
hope the audience laughs in a seem- 
ingly haphazard manner that combines 
to form a telling observation of human 
frailties. There aren't many comedies 
out that keep you laughing throughout 
and manage to tell a story, and that's 
where Down and Out in Beverly Hills 
becomes a rare treasure. 
Small cast makes '/Mass Appeal' 
by Dave Harding 
Friday reporter 
The University theater de- 
partment's latest offering is a 
play that has a definite appeal, 
or more appropriately, a Mass 
Appeal. 
Elsewhere Productions pre- 
sentation of Bill C. Davis's Mass 
Appeal is a two act, two charac- 
ter play filled with an entertain- 
ing mix of humor and drama 
with a few surprise twists tossed 
in for good measure. 
Mass Appeal is the story of a 
high strung youth, Mark Dolson, 
who is determined to enter the 
Eriesthood. However, his outspo- 
enness and honesty disrupts 
the Catholic hierarchy and its 
desire for conformity among the 
priests. 
Father Tim Farley, who has 
learned through time how to 
avoid the wratn of his superior, 
attempts to mold Dolson into a 
priest by instructing him to com- 
promise his beliefs and conform 
to the wishes of his peers. 
Through the characters, the 
(lay reveals how beliefs can get 
osf when one becomes obsessed 
with trying to please everyone. 
A few rapid twists in mood 
provide an added dimension to 
the play. 
At one point, Father Farley 
attempts to teach Dolson the art 
of consolation by role-playing a 
troubledparishoner. Dolson pro- 
vides a tew humorous "consol- 
ing" remarks to Farley's story 
of man still disturbed by his 
childhood and the beatings he 
received from his father, until 
Dolson realizes the priest is not 
acting but relating what hap- 
pened in his own childhood. 
These sudden mood changes 
from comedy to drama provide 
an added tension and a chilling 
effect to the play. 
Eric Weisheit is excellent as 
Father Tim Farley. He is quite 
believable and looks like be 
would be comfortable behind the 
altar at St. Thomas More's. Nick 
Fortine is equally capable as 
Mark Dolson, the high spirited 
young deacon. 
Both the set and costumes are 
simple, which is appropriate to 
the intimate style of the play. 
The use of church bells and 
organ music for background 
provides an added effect to the 
secular atmosphere. 
A filial word of praise goes to 
the director Andrea Eveslage 
who does a fine job at maintain- 
ing a fine balance of tension and 
comedy. 
A few weak iokes is the only 
real mentionable flaw of the 
play. One line in particular elic- 
ited several groans from the 
audience. 
Mass Appeal will run tonight 
and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in 
405 University Hall. Admission 
is $1.50. 
The current Elsewhere Pro- 
duction is definitely a play that 
will appeal to the masses. 
Friday/ Joe Phelan 
Father Tim Farley (Eric Weisheit) discusses the disruption Mark Dolson 
(Nick Fortine) has caused upon Dolson's entrance to the Catholic 
priesthood. The two comprise the entire cast in the University production 
of Mass Appeal, which runs Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m., 405 
liaimjity Hall. 
Billboard's top 10 
singles and albums 
By The Associated Press 
The following are Bill- 
board's hot single and album 
hits as they will appear in 
next week's issue of Billboard 
magazine. Copyright 1986, 
Billboard Publications, Inc. 
Reprinted with permission. 
HOT SINGLES 
l."Sara" Starship (Grunt) 
2."These Dreams" Heart 
(Capitol) 
3."Kyrie" Mr. Mister 
(RCA) 
4. "Secret Lovers" Atlantic 
Starr (A&M) 
5."How Will I Know" Whit- 
ney Houston (Arista) 
6."R.O.C.K. in the U.S.A." 
John Cougar Mellencamp 
(Riva) 
7."Rock Me Amadeus" 
Falco (A&M) 
8."Silent Running" Mike & 
The Mechanics (Atlantic) 
9."King For a Day" 
Thompson Twins (Arista) 
10."Nikita" Elton John 
(Geffen) 
TOPLP's 
l."Whitney Houston" Whit- 
ney Houston (Arista)-Plati- 
num (More than 1 million 
units sold.) 
2."Promise"   Sade 
trait (-Platinum (Por- 
3. "Welcome to the Real 
World" Mr. Mister (RCA)- 
Platinum 
4. "Heart" Heart (Capitol)- 
Platinum 
5. "The Broadway Album" 
Barbra Streisand (Colum- 
bia)-Platinum 
6."Scarecrow" John Cou- 
gar Mellencamp (Riva)-Pla- 
unum 
7."Knee Deep In the Hoo- 
pla" Starship (Grunt(-Plati- 
num 
8."Brothers in Arms" Dire 
Straits (Warner Bros. (-Plati- 
num 
9."The Ultimate Sin" Ozzy 
Osbourne (CBS Associated) 
10."Once Upon A Time" 
Simple Minds (A&M-Virgin)- 
Gold (More than 500,000 units 
sold.) 
Due To Popular Demand 
Rocky's Happy Hour 
Extends To 
Monday, Thursday & Friday! 
i5-9 p.m. 
Rocky jg[ Rococo 
Thurs. 11:00-12:00 
Fri.-Sat. 11:00-3:00 a.m. 
HOWARDS 1H 
 210 n. main  
MIKE KATON 
BAND 
TONIGHT ONLY 
— NO COVER — 
A Designated Driver Participant 
CHARLESTOWN 
APAPTMCMTQ  
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—summer 
1986 and 1986-87 school year: 
2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat 
& water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
$500 for the Summer 
E. Merry Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Field Manor Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
$400 for the Summer 
Efficiencies 
$300 for the Summer 
* Tennants pay utilities at torn* location! 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster St. 
352-0717 
per
. Person 
mcluaes. 
11
  *^* 
Z be^een 8 V*1 ***** open oT* 
no
^efuniCeM3rd ^or   ft?' in «* 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court St. 
352-4068 
"Printing means Quality" 
Complete Typesetting Service 
Professional work at reasonable prices. 
- Experienced staff to assist you. 
* Serving the area for over 8 years. 
Hours: 9:30 - 5:30 Mon-Fri 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1616 E. Wooster QCO f>1A'7 
STADIUM PLAZA    OU6-&1U i 
Howard's club H 
210 N. MAIN 
-NO COVER- 
See the Wet Shaver's 
Last Appearance! 
The Arrangement 
352-4101 
352-4143 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
181 (B) S. Main 
Downtown 
20% OFF 
Haircuts, Perms, 
Highlighting 
coupon valid 
with Shelley 
Expires 3/21/86 
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OB ORBAT CHEFS OF CHI 
CAOO 
11.00 
| RICH* RICH 
I CORONATION STREET 
|vK*OOAMB 
ALVW  AND THE  CHIP- 
MUNKS 
• WRESTLING 
BSPN) DAVIS CUP TENNIS 
US *» Eceakdor at a Ural round 
BMJMBBM Tapadl 
11:10 
OB JOY OF PAINnNG 
11:30 
• • DUNGEONS B DRA- 
GONS 
IKIOO vnxo 
SUPER POWERS TEAM: 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
11MB 
OB MOV* **H     AnniOal 
lav"   dt35)   Barbara  SunaryoV 
PraaHn Foatar 
11:BO 
OB LAP OUKTING 
• WOOOVaMIGHTB SHOP 
A   gunarr-th   at   CoWn-a   MM* 
burg. Va    laotaona aon and braaa 
i  (Rl 
I! 1  3 i MUSIC CITY USA AMERICA'S TOP TEN MOV*  *** -TaBMTh* 
SaoVSa ' (IB44I John Wayna  EN 
EBBBE 
OB   MOV*    **vt      Talaa  Of 
Tarror    MM.) V«cam Ptaw. Pa. 
tar lorra 
BSPNI    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL   Atlantu   Coaat Otnearanoa 
r 
MEF I 
ran 
r, 
I THM WEEK  IN PARLIA 
INT 
I NSC NEW* 
PUTTPNONTHE HITS 
irSAUVINQ 
BSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7O0 
WTTH WBX*  NELSON W— 
p*aeeon      naaaa      re^sstBMl      from 
Awatm Crty Larwhi iMtwmg 
parN*ffwjncoa by Jarao ''■»• 
Marta Haopard loraiia lyrm tha 
FNeky Stapga Bond. (rr»my»aw 
Hamo. John Andaraon B B Kaaj. 
Km   Itnaataaaraon.   Roy   Orbakan 
| COUNTRY WEST Guaato 
Ian Tyaon. SMtay EBMrd 
OB   NS>   HAW Ouoota    "»• 
VVrayBfna J , a.adn VVTVTN**     Me* 
Kafora. MSSSNtB Anrao. (rnoot 
SOLID   GOLD  * ha. 
taad     Gkm   OBBSM   (oa-faaN) 
NC  (Subatct toblaatout) 
1:40 
• FRUGAL GOURMET A 
BSSBBM of typM of caaaaroM 
e>af>ao praporaoon of a larnb 
aauaapa and iiajilani caaiarcfa 
and  a  tfaca.   port   and   aamaga 
2:00 
• PGA GOLF DorP Opan Paid 
round liva from Meatm 'la 
OB SPORTBWEEKEND 
ScrateMad labpn a Bnor. Canad. 
an man i cursog cnarnpionafsp 
aarrTtervBaaj Mra wrn Krtcnanarf 
Ont 
• COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
EBBS) at Mrywi BJWX 
OB BABE WINKFVMAN 5 
GOODFISMiNG 
I IN FISHERMAN 
MOV*   **#    Tha  Road 
To   Hong    Kong      11*821    Btr-g 
Craoby. Bob Hopa 
2:18 
• HOUSE   FOR   ALL   SEA- 
SONS   Tha   ObrfyouraaP   pna- 
nomanon.     tha     I7lh-cantury 
oarrw-bvaYJar. Pa) Ural of a tare   ( 
part ex* at adrtHa Band-tape*. 
MO 
• COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
SowThaoaiarn OBBMBBSCMBJM1 
onafap awa frorn Laaataaon. «. 
fTMC) MOV* ***H Tha 
«.limg FroMN 111841 Sam 
Wataraton  rNBngS  Ngor 
MO 
• THM OLD HOUSE Bap*v 
rang Pi BBS pfOpct MRBBM 
bon of a Tampa, "a Mme. Bob 
VN wai Pto cary Q 
OsM 
OB FSA BOWLING $150,000 
Trua Valuo Opan No Pom land- 
mark Raoraataan Cantar tn Paona. 
■. 
OB MOV* *** Otrry Mary. 
Craav la-ry    11*741 Potar Fonda. 
OMBBOBMJB 
3:28 
• FOLK REUNION AT 
DEVL S LAKE CNMI Y4V- 
brough.   tha   Latsaatara   and   vho 
Kaujaton    Tno    r-ng    pop Jar    tali 
aongp of tha aria 50» and aarly 
BOa a> a eoncan at DM ■ Laka 
l>onaf Rtchea (aritanrararl   bi aaar 
• COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Oh-o   Stoaa   at    M<f-gan    Sou 
MBJ 
BBPN) COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL *-g Eaot Chartwunalap 
Lwa) 
(TMO MOV* #*• BNP. 
IWoaaMa 118471 Oaboroh Kan. 
Jaan Semr-iona Ftwa AnoNan 
ttuna dacsda to opan a eon .ant 
achoM ■ Pi iclili i IBSBBMB 
MO 
OB SMALL WONOER A 
aadoao Jam* haada for ha) oM> 
Ivouaa  <rhan  WAi  aaama  to ba 
BSPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL  IJoatad  in   Ptogj-aaa)   tig 
S.,OfieJ—P.vK**al 
fTMC I MOW * • a   Tha Yaar 
0>    .-nog     Oangarouar,        (1*83) 
Mal   GfMon    Sojourn*.   VWaouar 
An MBSM MBBSM 0 BntaWi 
BBBBBB cMcaM arat a luraasin 
camaraman bacoma caught up m 
tha lumuti of 1*86 In Dona an aatt 
Oner io the fa* of Sutarno PG 
Q 
11:» 
• DON CHERRY'S GRAPE 
VINCCeuaot  R*»NPBM. 
• SMALL WONOER Jam* a 
onompt to tnata a ritov-t anah laa 
■reand NN Paough arhan ha ■> 
nati on aaaumaig aSBBBM eon- 
BfJ of »•» proaatt 
OB MOV* * *•     Sho WoroA 
YaPPar    RBbon'    (1MB)    John 
Wayna. John Agar   McMna attack 
an urularataHad BBBSV caPpoal 
BOO 
• • AB*VVOLF HauAa and 
Archangal BBJBBBI to raacap an 
aacrah fJaSQMI and laa BBBSaSj 
narvtcappad aon bom ooma 
thwga (HI 
• NHL HOCKEY Ciacago 
mart Mat—, at Toronto Mapst 
. —.   i-- 
OB GIMME A BREAK) Na* 0» 
capto a pob aatgng on a onaaa 
■lap antn hat aa-huaband (Pan 1 
oflUnatarao (Rl 
OB REDO FOXX SHOW Al • 
■N at ivrnad upaabi down  *ITI 
and than 
oMdg 
OWENS  STORY 
Traooa aha aH of  Jaaaa Oarana. 
irsrludaaj   ha)    aaaang   at    Oao 
r 
I DfFF RENT STROKES 
I PLAY BRIDGE 
ITMCI MOV* ***H Maav 
runtan (1ST*) VVopoV ANn, IV 
■at tUPaan An aaaaaan) Naaa 
Yort BBBSSf IBM oraafeo up 
BBS ha> BBBHBB fjiWavtd » BM 
an  ouaapokan  fLurwPat  artto n»- 
11:30 
■    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT ayapvawo aaah PM BanP- 
tar. 
OB OOOO  ROCXIN   TONTTI 
Hoats»g kom ha) racor ceng aludM). 
MSOBBSTBESMBSI Oav-d Fooaar 
• aanad by VVNpioy Mouaron  Mr 
AFTERNOON 
0MB 
BJ MOV*  **     Daam SuB 
11874) V»oa EeMarda. Anavamo 
Comar 
fj WHATB NEW? (R) 
SPECIAL 
ICMBBV 
onarap 
MO 
BJ MOV* *** San Anto- 
MP"  (IMS)  EmX  Hyttn    Abaaa 
B8FNI COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Asfanac Coaat Conaaranca 
SamaVeM awa t-orn Graanaboio 
NC  ISubpct tobiartowtl 
400 
OB   •   COLLEOE   BASKET- 
BALL IruAona at Me^agan (Lraal 
fj    BAM     WWaKELMAN S 
GOODFtSHINa 
• MOV* *** 'BuonaSoro 
Mra  Campe-sl    HMD Gna Lot- 
■aN.gda. TON OMM* 
4:28 
BJ ON ST AGE AT WOLF 
TRAP (SBMEM. of Pet faat oon- 
cart MRSBMM* logathar of ■■• 
oao aaan •doat haraua Auaaon 
F«Mn and Bobby RyoM axNN 
ctpa sfom booth pony BB*M and 
Aneancan   BanNtand''    oppoar- 
MO 
BJ LPGA  OOLF Kampar Opan 
Paid round No Horn Kaanapaa 
Ooff Oub at Maw. Ha-a- 
BJ WIDE WORLD OF 
SPORTS SchacMad Amanca a 
OoaaiN* man a ahang oompati 
turn BBM oay BBBBBB •"" Aa- 
pan.    Ce-o      World   GrymnaaBca 
ng   pad) 
parrotmanca   at   trei     1136   barren 
Oryrnpeca and laa kto of riumant 
lanan daoda aiaiahiao.nil by 
buonaaa taeua Star* Dorian 
Harm aatt Gaorga Kannady and 
OaW-Morgan 
MO 
OB FACTS OP LBV Tha apt- 
tons, a BB3MBM aargng group 
•ahan Andy arr angaa lor "Bam to 
aeng on ilaga snth ll Oaflaiga In 
atarao l«)Q 
•  BENSON   Banaon pattteana 
to rwrva an   .mm ant I 
bompnaon. Q 
SOD 
ITapodl 
MO 
•       BPORTBWIEKEND 
ff^aMBdubKt     World   Cup    SMng. 
! 
! 
• so 
CBS NEWS 
7O0 
IVBMOHTTB 
I WHSBL OF FORTUNE 
_   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT 
l » ThaCharp. 
At Fathar Rryar 11*63) Guy 
MiBaon. Vorp M*aa Tha apta da- 
tsoranoa of two MSB BBBBB ba- 
aoanap on enporiarii factcr at 
tbap*aj oW an IMM upraang 
• TONKGKT Quaat hoot Joan 
Ibsara QBaaSSM 
Carfar and Suaan 
o-aca Rogar Eban and Gana SaP- 
ASC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
THE AVEN 
• WEEKENO SPECIAL 
Horano Aagor UpoMotf: Ftan, 
Joapofa    (Thor 
of laa M IBBBPaBM and owhsM 
Ban reawNll alBtappa/i are 
raaratapd Ai.o atara Blata 
eVortm-t" and Darsai rarguaon 
(Pan 2 of 2)BI)g 
• MOV* *#» -ThaEalO* 
MlBaBBBBT" < I***)) Faaar Cuah- 
NEWLYWEDQAME 
i 
BSPMBRORfBCENTER 
•    BE ST    OP    SA TUROA Y 
Nn3HTUVl 
OJ M• A-S• H 
(TMO   MOV*   ***     AgpMt 
Al  Odda     (18S4I  AachP  wa>d. 
COLLEOE    BASKET- 
BALL   Ng  (aat  SanaBM  Bhatl 
BBaMMaMaSSl 
MO 
• PM.  MAGAZINE Tha Jaf 
1200 
**    load Of Tha 
Coda      (1878)   Uarpa   Gora-ar 
mSO MOV* (WEO. PRI! 
"O.F 
•  MOV*   * VI   "Lord Of Tha 
Jangta'' (IMS) Jcfaaty SHafhaad. 
Wpyiaiaaoma 
(TMO   MOV*    ****   "Thp 
RadShoao    (184BI Mora Shaar- 
ar. AMonWafbroca 
IMM 
IWONOERSTRUCK IRI 
■PBJ8R  Mail  ANO   Ht8 
AMAZING PR*NOB 
M     AMERICAN      OAND; 
STAND GB—«*   ABC I  Ho- to 
Bo a MME8B,"   ^ Naar Ma' I. 
0J8SBMBS) I'lPPB Your lowa  I 
BJ   VK'IORY   GAROEN  8M 
I  pata  Of   -ha 
OPaaatv M Bap anaa * yapr. Bt) 
IOO 
■       SPORTBWEEKEND 
aaOMaM    VVorH   Cap   Sakng. 
rnana oP-praa* from Aapan. Cole 
AJta  ITapa** 
BJ STAR SEARCH Guaat  Ann 
JBMn  In atarao  mi 
(TMOMOVBI**   ThaKaap 
11*831 Scott Qajrav  Jwrgan Pro- 
MB 
BJ      MOV*      *** Brofcan 
Lanoa      (1884)   Spanoar    Tracy. 
IrJOha/d PntPnartl 
m A   BOO POLK / ROCK 
RBUNION HKPatghta Of a 1884 
Ners. Jaraay CPMPart taaTunr«g 
John Sobppban: Jaaaa Cobn 
Young Rogar MoO>ann. RBB Oan- 
■ a. Laypn l«Brn and ItaPaFd 
Manual (a* formarty of Tha Band) 
RB*pj llpapap hoaaa m aaarao 
LPVP" (Pfomtoral Michaal 
McKaon. Staphan-, Faracv Thrap 
MarViattan advagancy amplo>aaa 
aootaaj to arapvan lhaa leamoriirn 
eaaaaf Nao. paaaa ada n tha par- 
aonaai column of a popular local 
o 
GOLDEN C4RLS Noaa a 
gnaf-CBunaabng cbanta bdgn 
alsawesng up fj mo gpta' nouaa   In 
• FORTUNE DANE A South 
Amoncan rowolutaavjrv IsopM to 
aaiabaan a rafugaa aancauary at 
Bay Cny  in aaarao Q 
I FLAMINGO ROAD 
PETBR. PAUL ANO 
MARY: 2STH ANNrVER- 
SARY CdtTwtiajisprpang aMv 
2ftPi B*SMJ8MJ togathar. Fptar. 
Paul and Mary parfortn many of 
thaa hrta a«3a«0eng 'Noarat' n fha 
VMnd.''   laovsng on a Jet Htm" 
and   -PuR the Mags; O agon     PI . 
cctrsoart tapad at Naah.Sa. Torat 
kn atarao 
BSPNI COLLEOE BASKET 
BALL  Waatam  APPabc  Conlar- 
-va Chanx-onarvp O-val 
fTMC)  MOV*   **     CrattaaOl 
Ppjppn ' (18S4) Kathleen Tunw. 
Anpsany   Fanuna. 
I MOV* * * * Tha Cajaho 
■ Kaf  (183*1 
haro 
OMBBBBI BMOO) 1800a- 
1000 
BucNEwtg 
lltM 
• MOW * * * Naar York 
Now York MI77) Luta lAnnaa. 
Robart  OaNao    Ourasg  tha  beg- 
band m» a datttcaaad mua-uan 
hnda laa devotion torn batwaan 
haa rtsjast and laa aortgaa-aaa arda 
• MOV* **V| VaNyGrl 
I1M3) rsswlaa Caga. Ophorah 
Ferarnan A lagh achoc) grt 
pnjafea Oft hat narnanca wrth a 
puntar bacauaa tha IBMBBBMJ 
bVaaaara, Mr etandng adwi twr 
pear group 
• LATE   NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN In iiarao 
OB WRCSTIING 
11  38 
OB STAR SEARCH 
1200 
I A NIGHT AT THE RACES 
WMATS HAPPENING 
NOWII Whan NaoV>a'a waB-to- 
do rnotnar wata aha goaa out on 
tha toum wsTtn a oaraaci arho a 
hipng laa raal ate atyki 
BSPNI SPORTSCE NTER 
12:10 
• AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Rogar McGuaai partorrna acouata; 
raraaana Of rnany of Tha Byda 
•an aa a-aa aa aoio men..* •■<* 
Wo* aenga love Sta Rxntvit 
and Cn* YouraaW io lova m 
atarao 
12:30 
• MOV* * * * New York 
Now York 11*77) lira lAnnefk 
Robart OaNao 
BBPN)  DAVIS CUP  TENNIS 
U.S. va   l.uaoor n a Nat round 
BSaaM trsttch (Tapad) 
12:3* 
■ SOUL    TRAIN 
IOO 
m RC-MANTIC ROCK V-Moa 
by Mapl Jaggar and Oawd Bowse 
•at Hootaii Core. Hart. Huoy 
Lew* MM Fronkan and tha Eu- 
rvthnaca, Paul Young. Oan Han- 
man tha BbaM Nothara Whitney 
Houeton UB40. JuMn Lannon, 
LiOrNRecrae 
• HART TO HART 
rfMCI MOV* »* Boat Da 
•anaa'' (IBM) (>*«*av Moore. Ed- 
oatliaurphy 
I SO 
• NEWS 
200 
I WRESTLING 
NEWS 
2:18 
OB      MOVIE      * * VI Tha 
Moonarsne War    IIB70) Neinard 
Wvdmark. Alan Aide 
2:40 
rTMC)  MOV*   *#      T-.De. 
N"   (19711   Vanaaao   Aedgrev. 
OkawNMd 
300 
BSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
MM 
BSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Henry TePtvpt -a  Reflga) Groaa ■> 
10 rounda hem APanta: Cpy. N J 
OB 
4:38 
ITMO   MOV*   •*    Dot  And 
The Bunrr,    119*0) Animaiad 
4:48 
BJ THE SAINT 
SUNDAY 
MARCH*. 1888 
Siaete and Lam By to End a 
naawnglBSOBTVabP .NSBM* 
• L OVE BOAT Doc | 
• I 
BOO 
• • OUNOAY MORNING 
Scheduled proHe of ae>gar 
Roaaraary Cloonoy. corporata 
aaaang ha drug EMM 
i TOLEDO StNQS GOSPEL 
VVORLD TOMORROW 
SESAME BTHEETiRIIJ 
CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE 
JAMES KENNEDY 
MMTER ROGERS (R) 
MM 
M BKI BASE 
• FAITH FOR TODAY 
• iTJINNETHCOPBLANO 
• BOUNTIFUL BLCSMNG 
• THE MAN WHO LOVED 
■BARS hanry f onda nanaMa 
the okprv of iNrty 8aouifa*'a po>- 
aonal a-perw—a wan a bear 
■Btj bnng a frugal IN aa a aapor 
(TMO MOV* **#ThoCah- 
djBBP'' (1*721 Rotart Radaard. 
tNaavBovM 
1000 
OB BV-TTCHBACK 
■ DAY OP DBaTjOVERY 
■ NOVA 
MTe**PHON€ AUCTX-N 
• CAN YOU EC THINNER? 
1MB 
• NORTHCOABT   leefurad 
aaaaa I! 
ir.:i 
i 
HER 
• V 
BJBJ 
• WEB 
• SUN 
OTJ  THB 
I-WJ SingteM world yo-yo 
cPiamp-m Wmeat Propct at Saa 
Wortd. Sor-ora on ekataa 
ONE ON ONE 
13 REPORTS 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
OJ HOGANS HEROES 
M*M 
OJ RODOERS AND 
HAMMERSTEIN: THE 
SOUND OF AMERICAN 
MUSPC A acute 10 the laom 
tttat craotad auch Noaidway hni 
aa The Sound Of lAaac' and 
South Pac*ht leatunng Urn 
ckpa photoa end -iierwawa wrth 
She-ley Jonao APrad OoBa Yul 
Srynnar Gordon MacRae and 
con»poaart Marbn Charran I An 
•aa | and Andtaw Lkayd Webber 
I Can ) Mary Martm hoata 
I IBM 
Q THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
• COMMENT 
• WORSHIP FOR SHUT- 
INS 
I KtOS INCCAPORATED 
PLANET EARTH 
OREATE8T   AMERICAN 
O 
OJ WRESTLING 
SPNI HSHIN   HOLE 
1  SO 
' FACE THE NATION 
I STERN GARDENER 
I OAY MASS 
_   M  WEEK  WITH  DA- 
VID BRINKLEY tJ 
fTMC)  MOV*  0**11     Bony 
Lyndon      IIB75I   Ryan   0 ha* 
■BBSS Bweneon 
A/TIRNOON 
1200 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
MEETING PLACE A lent 
an    aarwea    torn    St     Patina i 
tNtrne ■> Otlana 
OB STAR GAMES Sport, com 
pelfteon  reeturmg caat  memtiwi 
Pom    Tha inapdara        Santa Bar 
bora      and      rsaPywood    Boat 
Samrtavp round 
OB     HIGH     SCHOOL     OUIZ 
nVjaplard -a  Spni Johna 
OB MOV*  **     TlMJarlSeng- 
er      11*27)   Al   Jcaaon    Warner 
OMM 
OJ MOV* * * '■. Bnower. 
Junctssn M9S6) A.a Cardnar 
Stawarl Granger 
OB FAME i -I.. » rsoce gata a 
aurpriae vn-t hom net (athar altar 
aha     iraWriti      a      ana     rortune 
Ow-jht ttaria wort on rut now 
ptey  matwao 
«BPN) SPORTSCENTER 
IOJOO 
IMBETTHE PRESS 
BROTHER.   CAN   YOU 
SPARE THE TIME A ProMo ol 
the Big Brothara and Bg Sxtari 
program 
OJ GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Irvsng Bartn a Amor. 
ca Claam Mm pesrlorrtiancai by 
Seng Croat. Ired Aatora Gengar 
hogw. Judy Garland. (Pep Mat 
man MrUi Gaynor and Marilyn 
Monroe rugnagtii ttwi loc* at how 
the tresaac of avatg Bartn ancap 
■uUJtea the apait and tanea of 
Amarsca 
BSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
IOO 
OB • N>A BASKETBALL bf 
aeano Pacari at Pne*deepr»a 7Ber« 
Owol 
fj SPORTBWEEKEND 
Scheduled labattaBnar Canadi 
an men a crsng triarTic-ansriip l> 
nata MNJ from KHchener Ont 
OJ COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Atlanta; CooM (jrstwonce Cham 
pronahep Gam. sve Pom Graeni 
boro. NC 
OJ COMMUNITY CLOSE UP 
OJ   MOV*    *• Eyaa  01 
Laura Mara ' 11*78) Feye Ouna- 
way  Tommy Laa Jonaa 
1:30 
OJ BIG 8UO SHOOTOUT 
[.ghi of the beat tunny car drwara 
m the U S compete 'or $30 000 
m an aemevjhon-atvte ccnwatiteon 
hom irvosanapoN md 
(E8PNI SPLASHI 
SWlMWtAn    BPS 
1:88 
OJ  PURELY GERSHWIN In 
■th   fernery   and   hwAda 
bvLapka u, 
gema captuT. the are and mue>c of 
Gaorga Gwahwn  Featured tonga 
s*Cfude     Sorrunne   io Watch Over 
Me and Summartana Waaam 
Hurt noati 
2:00 
IMBUIONAIRE MAKER 
MOV*  * # u,     The Vaga 
bond lover    (197*) Rudy VaNe 
Saet, 8larv. 
OJ  MOV*   **•*»   "A  New 
Leaf'    Mini    WaRar   Mattheu 
ENnaMay 
BSPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL     Southweet     Conraranco 
CrUaih^Wewnep ■*■ hum Dales 
2:38 
(TMO     MOV*     ** Tor 
cfatght (1»M1 Pamela Sue Mar 
ten  Stew. MM 
•tOO 
OB    SPORT SVVORLD 
ukad  JohnCoBna va AobHee S-ru. 
for Bat US8A MioMa)iiiiaiP"t ntja 
BBBBBW Na   I 7 (our-*) Irva trom 
laa Vagaa Nov 
• MOV* a a W| lovs And 
BeNtl 11*7*1 Cherkee Bronaon 
Rod Ste-gar 
OJ     MOV*     **W HLthwly 
And Tha Goa) Ouat Taana 
(IB75)  ANn Arte.    Sea,  KaBar- 
MO 
OJ KM GOLF Do-P Opan fatal 
round kve Irom Metna  Fla 
• WBO KINGDOM A look at 
At.ua ■ clsaataha. kona and leop- 
thowgh they compete tor the 
aarnotood 
• MOV* »aa Show 
Soot 11*611 *a*hryn Grayaon 
Howard Keel 
3:48 
• SAVING THE WKOLlFE 
famed artkund ihe *-orwj riao 
(Mcumeniary aipKrea Iha pkght 
of more then a Obien endangered 
spaces, and the people dadecated 
to laving them iKiudBng Marty 
Stouffar O Jane Gooda* Br> 
gnto Bardot and Prnca) PNap 
Loratia   Swii    and   Mae   farraa 
IrOBt 
4:00 
OJ       BPOFITSWEEKENO 
ScharJJad     World   Cup    Skang 
women *     gtani     alaMm    hom 
Surwhano  Alta  (Taped! 
OJ  COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
Wtacenean at fforThwaaiam llwal 
OB LPGA  OOLF Kampar Open 
renal  round   kve  from   Kaenapa* 
GoM Cfc* an Mam  Hawaii 
OJ MOVIE  **    ThelMiDay' 
119761 R<hard Widmwk   Robart 
Conrad 
BSPN)  DAVIS  CUP  TENNIS 
U S   va   Ecuador n a fa« round 
amgkaa match (Taped) 
4:08 
(TMCI     MOW     ***        The 
Main     Event       11*791     Barbro 
Saaiaand Ryen O Nap 
BOO 
• STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
OB DURRELL IN RUSSIA 
Saving tha Saga    A wed to tne 
Keerny*    Roaarve    to   W   RukHetn 
effort* to *eve the Spga a re** 
n*e of the goat 
m • LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH    ANO   FAMOUS   ' — 
•saw*     wrth    Ertgefbert     Mumper 
rtncfc Chartat Sronaon and wife 
JP Melpid Germany * Prime Von 
Thurn Ur>d Teaet and actor Cornet 
Wada a u • • at the I ar I ail * " 
B<N Do* Wiikam. IHi 
B 30 
• EDISON TWINS q) 
EVENING 
eoo 
OO NEWS 
QTHE PRISONER 
• MINORITY REPORT 
O FAME Jaaaa aaaki revenge 
when hn good hetnd •* murdaaad 
by a gang leader tn atarao 
O MOSrTE * P * * miw.LV. 
ad Melody (19661 (kkanor Par 
■ ar Qkann Ford Soprano Mar pone 
lawanca a nee at ttta mwtec 
world and her hghl back to the 
top ehar bang itncken by poem .» 
dap-: ted 
• •STAR TREK 
(ESPN) MARK SOSIN S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMO MOVW **^ Swwg 
Stan (IM4) CeotdB) Hawn Kurt 
Koiaeti World Wat II aaparetat e 
Cdi'orma coupki aa the Isueband 
goaa oft to ever and hta ante luida 
wort n en aacrah lariory evhwa 
aha hegani en alt— anth ancrthw 
men    PG 
, 8:10 
'O GREAT MOMENTS 
WITH NATIONAL OEO- 
GRAPHrC From tha aaobc wPd- 
Ma of tha Nanvb Doaart io a da, 
<-\i rat race ■'"•■ the VvAon 
Rnat 10 yaari ol Nataonal uao 
graph-: apeoah are r^nawad HP 
Hcabrook hoati ; j 
8:30 
| CBS NEWS 
| HOTLINE 
I NBC NEWS 
BSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
SO *0 MINUTES 
FRAGOLE    ROCK    Junior 
Gorg ■ tutur* Fsanga m the beaanco 
whan he a aumnsonetl to ptey the 
Ro*P Karoo g 
O PUNKY BREWSTER 
met  eatronaul  Burl  Aldnn  taalpa 
chNdran deal -nth the apace ahut 
tka diaaeiw  M atarao Q 
O DISNEY SUNDAY MOV 
at   ' Tha   Re-Meet   Cat   m   tha 
World    Scheming relatives «,rtnep 
a cat who naa waked 15 meleon 
O AT THE MOVil S ■.-*., 
used ravaawa Trouble n Mand 
(Kna Kraatofterson Gene vie a a Bu 
«ldl TurM    Diary       (Glande 
Jackaon BanKncoNy) Higtaan 
dar (Sean Cortraary Chriatopnw 
LartaMrtl 
O 'AME Jaaaa aaak. -^..j. 
when haa good haand at murdarod 
by a gang laaNr In atateo 
BSPN) DAVIS CUP TENNIS 
U S va Ecuador n a Nat tound 
seryjlaa metch  I Taped 
7:SO 
O BEACHCOMBERS l«op*ng 
to improaa a pretty gal Pai antwt 
tva hornemada lecaboat el a h.gh 
•takea race agaw.tr laa. a an- 
boat Q 
O  SB.VER   SPOONS In ttw 
I
8:00 
O O MURDER, SHE 
WROTE p 
O SEEING THINGS louo a 
earAaarva artatJee cNottackrtg a 
prMater a eeplorti era abruppy 
cut ahort whan one of tha atunti 
appaara to cauaa a byaiandw a 
dMh  Q 
m AMAZING STORIES An 
actor portraying e murnmy n a 
hearer mow. a) mwtoken for the 
real "-ng by ■gnotorrt loeaN w. 
aaarao IN) g 
O MOVIE **>Pw ThaM»> 
PC Man I1B82I "of—i iVoaton. 
ShaNy Jonaa A teal taBaig 
•alaornan cotnat to a amel io«, 
■• kawe to cagaran a boy*   band 
CftM 
HMi-Thurs. 6J0am-9pm 
FrLP^m-lOpm 
Sat 7aRi 10pm 
Sun. &W9om 
(8BBltoVaiM>l4BMB) 
Saturd,Ty   Special 
Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo S5.49 
Includes iill you can eal 
ioup salad and deserl Bullet 
plus choice ol potato. 
Call ua about our 
Dally Specials 352-0123 
Ihw Dimensions in 
^Bhancial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
rJLinden Jree iwsl an rani 
Saturday and Sunday 
8 a.m. -1 p.m. 
Breakfast Buffet 
All you can eat for only $3.59 
• The Best in Town • 
Across from Harshman Quad 
iv \|-Rii:3(M) 
sun 7-2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
jwitf^ La ur ie ,_21Ji<:£j ®JL?j^e| 
352-HAIR 
134 E. WOOSTER 
Behind Flnderi 
I 
I 
1 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
For   your 
Cut  Flower  &  Green 
Plant needs. 
906 Napoleon 353-8381 
Come See Our 
Fine selection of 
•Seiko 
'Pulsar 
*14kt gold chains 
"earrings 
*Sorority jewelry 
Check our 30-40% Off Sale 
(On Selected Items) 
Dill Jewelers 
129 S. Main    342-4770 
Located in OPEN PANTRY 
Open 7 Days a Week till Midnight 
Moa. - Thin. VCR Rental & 2 Free Tapes 
only*8.99 
No membership required 
352-8723 
21 Locations in NW Ohio 
and m*Ov*>t*ntrl leas m love amh 
an tawnarrektl Waarien 
• MR MAOOO S STORY 
BOOK SNOW VVMITI Ar. 
"lit" •* Meeoo provable a 
"w «mt io the rtniic Snow 
WMs ieU atan h* play* "•» 
-e*e* ol a* seven avaarts 
0 PUTTIN    ON   THC   HITS 
1 *> Synced renoyiron* of Pal Bane 
i a- a mwicM Phel CoBm. I 
M-seed Agam     and     Malaga m 
• Bottle     By   The (•«*«• 
0 NATURE * iturty ol the gr- 
ant seguero cactus and its ■"•> 
action *.th the plania and arumsss 
ot the American Soutn«»t a 
Sonoran Desert In starao CJ 
mJC) MOVIE * * M-tang in 
Art™, 7 The Iteanwg I1S8SI 
Chuck Norm Soon lac* On An 
A™**, en (oUnai heed ptiaonai 
Or seoVenc Vartnemeee captors 
■ — at a Bed lor haeUor" '■. tarn 
ae* and hn> 'eeov. POWi   ft 
6:X> 
0     ALFREO      HITCHCOCK 
PRESENTS   A   -rornen   everts* 
her itrange cousin io lag along on 
a tamp-va. no enth her bOykund 
ffi WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII An argumani Pet—eon 
Shaley and Raj results m a battle 
ai ihe dinar a* may both try io 
compete lor ■ utmna duBers 
0J9PN) NHL HOCKEVSi tours 
Bluet ai Crurago Black Heveke 
Laaj| 
BOO 
O 0 MOVIE Bu».i JaakM 
iPremarrel Inn Matheson I -u 
(<hhorn Uniutlly ■ <«••- '"I ■ >! 
iomm.ii.nQ a vera* of rapes and 
>iU*in i pttolugiaphei pa** i 
i.gn (■«* both its prolaksionai 
Q THE  DEFENCE  Of  CAN 
ADA (»)<"• O.e- *ism*v» th* 
grOannU   IW1.II"   l»l*#-«.   Ih*   M 
dined m-M«, Mold a»l the IBs* 
o* tocaiy  D*a ■ 
• DRESS  GRAV 
i|"»i»   military   «. e.tr*"..      .-.•-%   .41 
•     1     avail     ba>»H1     rnr 
itteih ol a 1 artel Toruohi m the 
-T (ia,-i H«od iPeNO 
Cautdal % m>r>dr"rxl 10 month* 
ati*. ^mna-ng m in* atadam* 
Aiv- Hart -»i "iM'ini A*. 
Baid«i'« and iioyd Budgn   <Pm> 
4V MOV* *** ln« And 
lai Ci» M973I H«ya> Mooia 
Jana Savnour Sao at aganl 
iamai Bond dodgaa anarka <><■ 
cotfaaa and voodoo anal a dming 
an attamoi '« locaia a CaiAbaan 
drugooatalion IBICJ 
0 MOVIE * F.ar*an«ia«a 
Caatkt CM F>aaka 119781 Rot 
vano BVaiti M<fiaai Dunn Tha 
acianim and a gioup o> naaaa 
dnxovai fna aaoal ol lining lr»a 
bvl bKaaimg and a)atomy cauaa 
tha* darmaa 
0 STAAT  OF  SOMETHING 
•Kl   PtoMaa   ot   AfN>l    -v 
Llovd Blidgaa Bfoofea Snajiaa 
Ftaoual Walch and Humpntav 80- 
jax tha oxoyn* ot iha BadM doll 
honaymooni and rfta Slalua ol 
i.(»i,   IRI 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE FIFTEEN VEAftS «* 
Om (In Suun HaroMwi Jaan 
Marth T»m Pigoll-Smdh Diana 
Rigg and aa»a* hoai Ah«a> 
Cooka m» among ma caaabuMa 
Mruimg iha   15 yaar   annmatMni 
01 Maaiarp-xa Thaana     Q 
10:00 
S CSC NEWS Q 
WASHINGTON F1EPOFIT 
m*;) MOVIE * * * ". Bam, 
Lyndon 11976) Ryan 0 Naal 
Maiiaa Baianaon Siantay ■« 
br«k s adaoianon ol W**am 
Makapaaca Thadlaray • lab* ol a 
handaoma aoktai •mo hnda ac 
itonandiomancamfha IBrh-can- 
lory Bnnah army    PG 
10:2B 
O   VENUME   <   Iha   Nawm 1 
Bufrna**    an! lotow I 
10;3O 
O KENNETH OOPELAND 
11 CO 
SOWNEWS 
TALES   FP.OM   THE 
DARK SIDE Hombaa «dWI 
plagua a young coupaa •■ ihaa 
na-whr acquaad Wo—maiona and 
iha* ■orichaafiffact-^ng na>gh 
DO. tAdotph Caaaail may ba 10 
Mama 
0 PLANET EAP.TM Eariha 
paai man 1 W « m futi*« and 
■ha poaadsaty ot a nutkaai a«n- 
,m m aiuamnad Q 
11:30 
O *T THE MOVIES Schad 
ulad -avanva T.ouftaa »» M«d 
Km K.*loHa<aon Gawa—a— Bu- 
IPWI TutHa     Diary        (Gaanda 
Jtjdtaon BanK«galayt »*ghlari 
dat ISaan Connary Crmatophaf 
Lamban) 
O MOVIE ** Oath 
119761 WaaamShainai. EdskaAI- 
ba-t Tha bvaa of 73 paaaangara 
hang m iha baiar-a loBowMg a 
nag- aKfena* oraah m iha Honda 
Eva>gladaa 
0 MOVl* **W *-«ay 
HOM H97TI Maraha Maaon. 
Anthony Hopkma A coupaa "earna 
lhai Iha* lotmantad young 
daughw 1 "- iancafna««h of a 
chad kfaad ■» a haty auto oaah 
0 ENTEP.TAINMCNT THIS 
WEEK toWvar- *mh Faya 
Ounaway awaftarnmani tn Iha 
SovWIin-sn 
tNEWS 
COME   HEAA   THE   MU 
BBC    PLAY   Bfoadway   hrra   ara 
tung  by   Juka   Andtawa    Roban 
Goufc.1 and .k— («•> 
■ FOflMVPfOPlF 
tESPNI tPtJRrraClNTEFl 
into 
BjAJCNEWSq 
1200 
■ ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK lntar*>a«> anth Faya 
Dunaway eniariammani <n iha 
■-—.;.,,-, 
• 700 CLUB 
tfSPNI COUEOE BASKET 
■A1X Aiianix Coaai Confatanca 
OutmptonaKa) liom Craanaboro 
NC Hapadakavt 
12 06 
9 MOVIE**    ThaSnaaiaOl 
San f'ant.MO    (19721 Karl Mai 
dan  Mwhaaf Douglaa 
12:M 
0 TRAPPER JOHN. MO 
1:O0 
S HAWAII FIVE-O 
AFRICA REPORT   TEARS 
OF FAMINE 
lilt 
fTMCI  MOVIE   *    lunch Wag 
on    M «• II Candy Moora  Chuck 
McCarrn 
1:30 
SO NEWS 
2:00 
O CSS NEWS 
NIGHFWATCH 
C3 WALL STREET JOUR 
NAL REPORT Sthadulad 
Avon a antry *«<, tha Sow* Un 
«m advarliatftg lor tha Hiapamc 
"■•■m U S Houaa Maiority 
laadar Jama* Wnghi 
(ESPNI AUTO RACING iMRA 
0>ag Racmg Saoh a Funny Cat 
Showdown horn Oarkngaon   SC 
IRI 
MONOAV 
MARCH 10   t* 
OAVTIMi MOVrf S 
TOO 
ITMCI ***• A.nund Iha 
Wuitd in 80 0*yt H9S6)0av..i 
PBMfJfl  ShalavMartana 
10OO 
ITMCI   *• ■.       Tuna* Of (,),., 
.19601 AW G>ar»at«   John Mat 
12 CIO 
ItMCl    * * a       Haal   And   Dirtl 
<i9«3i  >.— Ck"iw  OiaiaScac 
100 
O   a a a    OM A, mMMtr-o,- 
il»41i Baita Davit   M-.am Hop 
2:» 
(TMCI    ***       Tha   Four   Saa 
tona      (19811   Alan  Alda    Carol 
Burnalt 
4:30 
(TMCI     ••*        Madam.   R„, 
II97B) Samona &gnoral Clauda 
Daupfwi 
(VENiNG 
SCO 
OSBNEWS 
•D PERCECT MATCH 
90   MACNEB.   /   LEHRER 
NFWSHOUR 
03 VVOND1H WOMAN 
SDIF F RE NI STROKES 
ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD Modafa ol Eniarpriaa 
Kamaky AII...IIM Guaalt Vr 
ga«a Kamaky and har aaaociaiaa 
ikvuaa ihaa aflont 10 opan Una* 
oliiada— thChma IRI 
«SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
0:3O 
■ CSS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
• ABC NEWSQ 
m HAPPY DAYS 
S BUSINESS REPORT 
(Ta*CI MOVIE * * "> Tamaa- 
tm Champ 11964) ShaBay 
Wtntara Da way Maran A young 
pr.rahghtar of honoratMa prmcaMa* 
i.-t 10 rafotm in ahady hghi 
TrOO 
■ CSS NEWS 
O CONCERT IN THE PARK 
O WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
(D    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT Iniarvww wilh Kainarma 
Roaa 
iNEWLYWEOOAMC 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF    SATURDAY 
NTOHTLtVE 
iM-A- 
MAC 
8*H 
NEB.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(iSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O P.M. MAGAZINE ■ - 
waav ' tatapwaat tot man Sara 
Edwarda gala a lour ot tha Tobler 
chocolaaa racwry -> Barna. Swd 
htrland D> Oawd Snydar aug- 
0aaie a Back School mat lo- 
cuoaa on back 'epax   OoB-hna- 
ii 
O AIRWAVES AkM bacomaa 
laaa and kaaa aucoaaaful at hrdng 
1 Ungj-tarm gambkng addKi<m 
I JEOPARDY 
I TAXI 
I P.M. MAGAZINE A lour ot 
1 chocoiaia lactory ai SwiUanand 
LndaGray 1   DaBaa   I 
9 WB.D.  WHO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
I BENNY Mm 
THREE'S COMPANY 
■SPNI    COLLEGE    BASK I I 
BALL REPORT 
MO 
0 0 SCARECROW AND 
MRS   KINO 
O DANGER SAY Tha —..* 
lion of a ouarantma angara tha 
captain of a BaioMar whoaa ca/go 
aidudaa a aa* Banotf ngai Q 
I YOU AGAIN Q 
HARDCASTLE      AND 
MCCORMICK    Mart    and    iha 
maka* an attampt on tha kN of 
McCorrrutk t tormar Bama IRI p 
m • WONDERWORKS 
Anna of Grean Gabkaa Gaba/l 
halpa aava Craan Gabkaa Anna 
and Gfban torgat tha* thaoTiood 
an-noarty and la* m lo-a (Part 4 
Of 4ig 
(DALLAS 
MOVIE    **      (dcfea   Ma 
contBun    119831 John Schna-J 
ar     K«k    Douglaa     An   aacapad 
crim*ial bacomaa tha auarry Ol a 
• uthMraa law ofhoar 
IE8PNI COLLEOC BASEBALL 
Amora Staaa at laaaa Ur*al 
ITMCI MOVIE •**■* 
Around Iha World In 80 Oaya 
1196BI DavwJ Ahvon Shalay Mac 
Lara m 1872 an ingkah gantla 
man maka* a bai thai ha can nav 
* around iha world m 80 daya 
G  Inaiarao 
B:30 
O MANGIN IN Kaaj MBa 
and Wabatar provHla rafuga lor a 
group o> latchaay chadtan a> dab 
anca of aiaiructiona bom tha naad 
ofhoa CJ 
BB VALERIE Vaaanaa chattan 
admae thaa lathar 1 loulmouthad 
Batnd m atarao 
BOO 
O KATE A  ALL* Aba a .«. 
wantad ad wa>da up m tha par 
aonab) aactron of tha nawapapar 
IRI 
I REAL FISHING 
I IN OOOO HEALTH 
DRESS ORAV Judga Hand 
praaaura* Iha acadamy 10 ravaal 
tha datafa ol lua aon'a daaih 
Siaaght chargad with tha murdar 
travala with I kiabalh to Naw '> 
laana 10 ckaar ha) nama and hgura 
out who >* tha raaf murdarar 
Stara Lloyd Bndgaa Abx BaaBawn 
and Hal Hoforoofc IPart 7 ol 7) Q 
0     MOVIE 
A...- 
Fawiatl CoBaan O-rwhurai A 
young woman i*«H ha-aall unabla 
molhar *» law t unralanting mad 
dang  unt* a uitra lortat iha two 
fE 03 THE SPENCER TRA- 
CY LEGACY A TRIBUTE BY 
KATHARINE    HEPBURN  «a 
Ihatma Hr*jbuci hoitt   Irv* H4iula 
Io Spancar I'ary aiamakng iha 
actor t cataar Eh/abam laylor 
Buil   RaynoMH    M<kay   Roonay 
1 aa   Marvin   and   Aogau) laiilxri 
ara among in- tiara iamambar>ng 
I«l ■ :J 
§c 
•9 MOVaE # * V, H.gh M ,1 
raghi    M979I Mata Connora   Oa- 
vid Banay A construction wortar 
taaka ravanga whan hra wvle and 
chad  ara   iraatakanh,   kfaad  »  a 
B30 
BB S NEWHART Ock a upaat 
whan a book ha wroia undar an 
aaaumad nama ■» la-aciad by lua 
pubkahar  :j 
O FRONT PAGE CHAL 
LENGEC3 
10OO 
XfftCAGNtY A LACEY 
NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
•ft NEWS 
10 30 
• BOSOM BUODIES 
11:00 
ffiNEWS 
I DARK SHADOWS 
LOVE,       AMERICAN 
STYLE 
tWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES a-vatg Bart-ia Atnan- 
ca Oaaa*c Nm partormancaa by 
Bmg Cioabv frad Aataaa Gngar 
Rogera Judy Garland Etna. Ma- 
man    Mun  Gaynor   and  M-.l.n 
Mon/oa h.gh*ghl Ihr* lOOk at how 
tha muac of kvutg Barbn ancap- 
tiaataa tha apart and i-na* of 
Amonca 
rtSPHI ARM WRESTLING 
(TMCIMOVaf • • a Tha Four 
Saaaoni 09BII Alan AkM Carol 
Burnait Thraa coupaa*. al doaa 
long-nma '•"■■<• aaparajnca pro- 
round changa* ai thaa laUtion 
alapa whan one of tha marriagea 
dtamtagratat    PG 
11)90 
Q ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT Intarwaw wilh Hatharma 
Roaa 
O MOVIE *•> Faa It Undar 
Faar IIB73I Mauraan L-jman 
John laMaaunat A amaB town .1 
caughl <" a gia? of parac toBowing 
aaarara of airangknga 
BJ REMINGTON STEELE An 
auto acodant may kaad ao Staafa a 
anaai on auapcion of miadar 111 
aft BEST OF CARSON From 
January 1986 amgai Lava* Ron 
atadt and antanamar Joay Brahop 
|oa> hoal Johnny Carton In aaar- 
■ Ml 
!ABC NEWS NtGHTLINE 
THE AVENGERS 
BENNY MB I. 
(ESPNi SPORTSCENTER 
IfaOO 
■ STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0 BARBOUR REPORT 
IPtam-ata) 
• COMEDY CLASSICS 
*8PM) WORLD CUP SKIING 
Man a   ouwmhal   from   Mornna 
Franca  IRI 
1230 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH DA 
VIO LETTERMAN Schadulad 
comadan Roban Khun ahw atu- 
l>.l[atn-*i   In atarao 
12 3B 
Bft     COMEDY      TONIGHT 
Gwaaia  Ouahar Comae. Enc Korn- 
Md Lowaa OuAn. Suaan Jaramy 
IRI 
12 40 
• MOVIE  a>a>    Lag*    (IM3I 
ii 
GwanVardon  John Hoard 
1:00 
(HAWAII FIVE-O 
JESSE OWENS STORY A 
young Jeaae Owant (Ootaan Hara 
wood) antara ONo Slaaa Unrvarar 
ty where laa neck  acharvemanta 
lead hen to tha 1938 Berkn 0*ym 
pica      Gaorg    Stanford    Brown. 
George Kannady and Dabb> Mor 
gen co-atar  Part I of 21 
IESPNI      MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
fTMCI    MOVIE   aee      Haal 
And Duel     119831 .XAe Chraji-j 
Greta Scacchi 
1:06 
• JIMMY SWAGGART 
1:30 
• NEWS 
(ESPN) OUTDOOR LIFE 
200 
O        COS        NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
2:30 
• COO NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
300 
IE SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3:20 
(TMCI   MOVIE   **     Impuree 
(19841 TanMeahaaon Meg lay 
330 
(ESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Henry Taftmen v* Reggat Groaa m 
a heevyw*-flhi bowl acheduled ror 
10 tounda horn Atlanta Cdy N J 
IB) 
TUESDAY 
MARCH II.  1984 
I., . 
I 
rial     *ar«h DAYTIME SPORTS 
0 30 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
9O0 
(ESPN)  DAVIS  CUP  TENNIS 
Eci . art) 
double* malth  IRI 
11 SO 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE     BASKET 
BALL REPORT 
2O0 
(ESPNI COLLEGE  BASEBALL 
An/one Slate al Teaaa IRI 
6:00 
IESPNI FISHIN' HOLE 
DAYTIME MOVTES 
BOO 
(TMCI   * * 'i     Tunee 01 Gtary 
119601 Alec Gu*me*.   John Man 
7:00 
1 iMCi ae* Black Naroeeue 
H94 7I  DebOfeh Kerr. Jaan Sam- 
BOO 
(TMCI     a ••   :        Cher-Me   Ot 
Fee MSStl Ban Ooea. Ian 
Ch»leaon 
llaOO 
(TMCI     aaaa       Hamlet 
IIB4BI    Laurence    Cbwat.    Jean 
Sanmona 
IOO 
• **'•. Tha Gorgaoua Hue 
ay H916I Joan Oawford Ftan 
chofTona 
1:31 
(TMCI * * *    Iha Year 01 Lmng 
Oangarouary    IIM3I Mel Gfoaon 
Sigournay Weaver 
3:30 
rtTaaO   #**^      Okva.   i.,, 
11948)    Robarl    Newton      John 
•(.,-. n Oavaaa 
B.30 
1 IMCI     * * * u,       Chanota   Ol 
Faa'      (1981)    Ben    Cioea     Ian 
Charleeon 
EVENING 
OtOO 
ifJOjNEWS 
PERFECT MATCH 
MACNEB.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■ WONDER WOMAN 
■ OIFF RENT STROKES 
• OCEANUS 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
0)90 
Q CSS NEWS 
• NBC NEWS 
• ASC NEWS 1J 
IHAPf»V0AV0 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESFNI      WORLD     CLASS 
WOMEN 
7.00 
CSS NEWS 
G20WSKI   B   CO.  Guaai 
Mitch Podokak   arbata: dractor of 
the Wmnajeg I ok Festrvel 
1 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
INimiAINMINI        TO 
NIGHT       '"larvwv.      «M*I      Tom 
Kanka 
1 NEWIYWO GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
•EOT    OF    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
S 
.t.t 
In. V" 
s 
I 
»** 
i 
KM 
IM*A"S"H 
MACNEB.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
[ESPN) 8»^3RTOCENTfR 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE Sue HaB 
dog ttaww. laa Brown bom Aa 
Tha World Turn. K-JB Te* 
...t, Cleveland area nureery 
achooi ctvadren. Ln Mae* maata a 
lukp grow* and kaarna ma. 90% 
of the vaorlda lukp butka an* 
grown «. Hoaand brothara. Mi- 
chael Labau and Kev» Menrang. 
leunrie on  the tannaa court  after 
COUNTRY REPORT 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M.   MAGAZINE   Roger 
Moore   on   the    aki    aaapoa   ol 
Gataad   S-.trarlend   knger*  d» 
aajner Samantha Robbma 
■ WB.D. WHO WORLD OF 
ANIFAALS 
IMNNYHBJ. 
THREE S COMPANY 
ItSPHI WRESTLING 
IOO 
• • TRAPPER JOHN. 
MO. 
• FIFTH ESTATE An AlMru 
woman who rounded a aa*) hafc 
group lor vxi-na of ahady and m 
(ompaiani lewyera ra prplead 
■ A IT AM Tha A-Taam km 
MI to rhwaii land aimdkata who 
are  iryatg  10 np  oft  a  group of 
• WHO'S THE BOSS7 lony 
aoaaa aa me bead of the houee to 
mpreaa Samantha a ■megaton 
acaaua rrandB  IRl f J 
• • NOVA An crvarwew ot 
tha eucceeeful hght by enveon 
mentaketa and acaanteitB to pra- 
v*nt tha oapray a aatavctron  t J 
(DALLAS 
MOVIE •** V, Reaurrec 
mm (19801 EBan Buratyn. Sam 
Shapard Ahar a near fatal auto 
acodant a woman hnda that ah* 
he* tha abaviy 10 heel others 
rTMCI MOVIE * * Cut aa Of 
Tha FVat Panther (I9B3I Tad 
Waea Oavul N«ii* A bumbkng 
New York Cdy cop rnterwew* a 
hoal of auaprcioue charactara m 
hra investigation ol the theft of 
the 'abuloua Pmk Panther dia- 
mond   PG 
0:3O 
• GROWING PAINS Whaa 
the reel of the lamey 1* waitatg 
grenape (Me ■* left m charge ol 
tha house Q 
BOO 
• • PEOPLES CHOICE 
AWARDS irve bom the Santa 
Motuca ICakf ) C.VK Audrtorrum 
John Denwjr hoeta the llth an- 
'•**> ewarda preaeniatsjn .atog 
nmng top pertormera ai tekavsaron 
motion pacturoe and muerc aa 
daiarmayad by a GeBup Pol 
• THE SANDSAGOERS An 
abnoat bun oka aa Burnsada (Roy 
Maradanl a dasernuned to put an 
end 10 the Thed StrasegK A/ma 
Lrmrtataan laba lakmg piece -1 
Mafia 
• HUNTER An underwork) 
atwaf deafer bae* a ruthaaa* au- 
tomaton (John Maiuuakl to abm 
«>*te gem inawaa (Poeiponed 
bom an earkar data ) In etereo 
I MOONLIGHTING [5 
SANDS OF TIME Free* la 
land me world a largest send <■ 
■end located near Ausbaka a Grsai 
Barnor Raaf. at home to a *.*pr.* 
«g evanty of plani and ananal 
kfe 
• MOVIE * * The Sax. ai 
War Of Jeckrse Gale I19B0I 
Mar-ana rltrilav. Lea Ihaoafl A 
leem of Work) War II female By 
on both no** ol enemy knee 
• NATIONAL GEC*3RAPH- 
IC R-hard Keey nartatas ttua 
doss up sunurtetron of tha ba 
hewer of tigara *i tha wad Nmed 
at two ol mtaa s natvanal parka 
Q 
(ESPNI ROLLER DERBY 
IOOO 
B  NATIONAL  /   JOURNAL 
• STINGRAY Sf-yorey and 
Ekma go aha. a ruthaaa a drug 
kmgpet who murdars the rBegal 
abena who help hen narveet hra 
crop Stara N-A Maneuao and Ra 
chsfTrcotat 
B SPENSER: FOR HIRE 
Spa near tasa a format band po- 
acaman Frank BeNon Q 
B THE BEAnES FOREVER 
A levrah tpactacuiar honoring the 
Liverpool lade leaiiaa* Mel Test 
Paul VVskama and Ray Char tea 
• NEWS 
B AL JARREAU: LIVE IN 
LONDON Ttead m IBM a* 
London a Wsmbkay Arena. au> 
vocabat Al Jarreau performs men. 
ol lua luts axaudavg Wars at 
Thaa Love Together.'' tet'e Pre- 
tend '     Troubf* m Paraoaae    and 
Boogaa Down     m atarao 
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
Woman •   Uarom   bOm   Part   Crty 
Utah and men a ilalnm bom 
Heavenly Vatay Cakf 11 aped 1 
maci MOVIE **#• a...* 
cord'' (1923) Map** Noaf. Brwio 
Zaran C-ect*d b. "edw«o farhn. 
Fear and deepest charactarm kf* 
e> lascrai lief* durmg the 1930s 
ISublrtled)  R 
10:30 
B BCaSOM BUDOIES 
1100 
I NEWS 
SHADOWS 
AMERICAN 
STYLE 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
_    TMt    EVENLY    BROTH- 
ERS     ROCK     N-   ROLL   OO- 
YS8EY    Thai    documentary    av 
dudea    rare   rootage,    tal on 
caps concert rv*jr*aghta and **•- 
waw* wtfh Don and PtvJ Evarty 
and oahar tyabatBaa. -*olud-vg Chat 
ABuna. Lmda Ronese* and Oava 
Edmunda 
11:30 
B    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT     neerveaw     en*     Tom 
•kanka 
B MOVTE **H Mayor Ot 
Oa^ppon I1B7BI Kan Derby 
young woman 
•  SIMON  A  SIMON An ea 
tori mart ol  unsavory  characters 
■eke an mar eat  ai a caseex car 
that  tha Sanona have bean lured 
tOOTnre  (Rl 
B     TONIGHT    Hoal     Johnny 
Cataon   Sche«kA*d   sck-ess Mary 
tykar Moora In akareo 
B ASC NEWS NIGHTIINE 
I THE AVENGERS 
BENNY HBJ. 
12O0 
B      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
X BARBOUR REPORT 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12  IS 
rTMCI    MOVIE    •>•>*      Black 
klMcasaue    I1S47I Deborah Kerr 
Jaan Simmons 
1230 
B LATE  NIGHT WITH  DA- 
VID   LETTERMAN  SctaaoukM 
eomedken bbchael Oawa    danc* 
Gregory Haves   In (isrso 
IESPNI INSIDE THE PGA 
TOUR 
12:38 
B      COMEDY      TONIGHT 
Gueata Joann Daarmg Glenn 
Heach Brian McK.m Sean 
Morey  lUhaj Gold  (Rl 
12:40 
B   MOVIE   * * V*      Cakforrae 
Gold Rush    119811 Robert Hay* 
John Dahnar 
1:00 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
JESSE   OWENS   STORY 
Jeaae     Owens      record-breskmg 
back   performance  et  the   1936 
Barbn Olymprce 1 loBowed by  a 
kfe   Of   humanpia/ian   .leads   Over- 
iie.kiv.eci by buaaiesa leaure and 
criminal charge* Ol tea evseion 
Stare   Oonan   Herewood    Bonny 
COS   and   Norman   I ea     (Part   2 Of 
21 
If SPNI FISHIN   HOLE 
1:OB 
B JIMMY SWAGGART 
ISO 
• NEWS 
200 
B CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMCI MOVaE " Beat Da 
■enee 119641 Dudfctv Moors (d 
da Murphy 
230 
B COO NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
B.SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
(ESPNI COLLEGE  BASEBALL 
Ai irons Stata at Te.et Ml 
MO 
(TMC)   MOVIE   * •     Curse Ol 
Tha Pmk Panther (19831 lad 
Wees  David rlmen 
•kaftBJBJEkjU 
MARCH 12. IBM 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
0:3B 
rtTaKl * * *   Tha Yea. Ol l-ng 
Dangerously    (19B3I Msf GaMon 
S-JOurnoyVMaver 
7:30 
(IMCI     **       Mystery    island 
(1978)    Jayaon   Duncan.    NAlaa 
Juhan 
BOO 
(TMC)* a a*     Fenny And Ai 
• ■avkr      (19831 Parnale ABwrn. 
aWMGuve 
12:30 
(TMC)     **vt lea       119821 
MatlDdtan  J-nMeutkt 
IOO 
B    ***    'arawel To Manie- 
nar    (IB76I Yuti Sbanode   Nobu 
McCarthy 
3:30 
pTMCl  * • *     The Main I vent 
M979I   Serbia   Svetaand   Ryan 
ONee* 
4:30 
rTMCI     **       Myaiery    laland 
(1B78)    Jayson   Duncan.    hMlaa 
Juhkn 
NIGHT insrview with Voto Ono 
fMWLYVVEOOAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
MOT    OF    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
IM'AV.-H 
MACNEB      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■ SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
730 
B "" M MAGAZINE Lmgarst 
daaignet Samantha Robtane Tom 
»»ii lafka about career . loot 
mto Cleveland a larjeai n+iokeiek, 
rood ckstrrbutoi dynam-r Doles 
Robert and E Uabeth 
B VsflLD KINGDOM 
• JOOPARDV 
• TAXI 
• P.M. MAGAZINE Pie 2» 
dore a lour of Gataad Swiuer 
land 
• WILD. WB.D WORl D OF 
ANIMALS 
IMNNVHBJ. 
THREE  S COMPANY 
(ISPNI NBA IOOAY 
BOO 
IB "MaT TIMES 
NATURE OF THINGS An 
aaammation ol acid ram a daaftuc 
trvaneaa and poiirtla aotutrona 10 
tha probaama a ceueei 
B HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
A Hofcxauai aurvrvor muai rely on 
a  neo-Nan  to overcome e great 
tragedy    M tlweo   CJ 
B MACGYVER MacGyv*) end 
e young computer what attempt 
10 evert a msVtary catasbopbe Q 
B S NATIONAL GEO- 
ORAPHIC Cru«iophar Pbatwnar 
narratae itv* taeiOTtcal proMe of 
Jaruaalam locuamg on the rek- 
gaxai aNayaa tha drvarae cutturee 
lhai coaarsi poatefuty withm its 
wet* and 11 peopki wkHkng 
■ongtane mayor Teddy KeBat m 
atarao Q 
I DALLAS 
MOVIE a a faieo 
119801 Dom DeLuraa Anne Ban- 
croR A port** compuktrve aater 
hnda that nodang can dampen lua 
daase for rood unw ha lake et 
■ova 
sfBPNI FISHIN HOLE 
fTMCI MOV* * * v, Te. 
(19821 Matt C>aTon Jan Metrtar 
With hra caring, but evtpetwnt oM 
ar brother an Ok lehome lean egar 
esperamcae tha many paste of 
growing up    PG 
0:30 
B a TOUGH COOK NTS 
BOO 
B 8 CRAZY LIKE A FOX A 
wraetbng promoter reare that an 
unknown larrorrsl ■• plotting to 
blow up bar audnarmm (Rl 
a MARKET PLACE A kick at 
problem a caused by eaianded- 
wee* comaci leneea 
B BLACK ES MAGIC AM. 
end Leonard work on e atmg opat 
aton aimed at brmg-vg a corrupt 
toy-menulaclunng ke<g to fuabc* 
B DYNASTY Ban katrna tha 
mi", about '.1 mother. Akasre 
acbantea 10 gam control of her 
aatier t book  CJ 
B      GREA PERFORM- 
ANCES Fotaae In Concert 
From i-vrtsr Cantata Avary 
(..hw HaB an seVeiar cast M ay- 
ik-Ms Lee Renucfc Carol Burneti 
Gaorge Maarn and Elame Sfrrtch 
ravryal ol Stephen 
1871 For 
In t 
ISIB> 
rtRiic 
MAC* 
NfV 
{©••••> 
DARK OC 
LOVE.     l 
 ¥ 
'Murnad sfiar anewarayg « 
arroioy rrsant ad 
BOO 
I NEWS 
I PERFECT MATCH 
NEB.     /     LEHRER 
EWSHOUR 
I WONDER WOMAN 
I DsFF'RENT STROKES 
I CRIME FB_E Top-: dome* 
Atlanta pokoa Com 
Gaorge Nepper end 
Barbara Hart of the Domestic 
Abuse Program of Reeoatg Pa 
debate the ataue of whether arroei 
ra a deterrent *i domaawc vsoaanca 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
fTMCI MOVIE ***H "My 
BriBewi Career 11878) Judy 
Dewa. Sam Ned) M lurn-of-tha- 
oantury Auaaeta. an -vaapendani 
young woman trass 10 maka a ca- 
reer ae a wntar deeprie aocaal 
pressures tar her to marry G 
0:30 
■ CSS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
A ASC NEWSQ 
■ HAPPY DAYS 
BBUStNEBBREPORI 
C8PNI     INBIOC     THE     PGA 
TOUR 
7 OO 
i CSS NEWS 
DATELINE   ONTARIO 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAItskJaalMT   TO- 
B MOVaE **• iskanda m 
The Sbeam (19771 Gaorge C 
Scon Ciena Bloom Baaed on the 
novel by Erneei Henungwey An 
atolated artaji ai forced to reveal 
lua hidden ensobona whan hre 
three eatrangad eona coma 10 w* 
rlhan 
B VV.C. FIELDS STRAIGHT 
UP Scenes bom the corrvapkan a 
eeent Hma and other rare footage 
belong-»g to the FsBda estsis are 
•nduded n nua rakuepactrve look 
at   the  aN   and  caraat  of  WC. 
' -de   O 
IESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Hogar Mayweather va Sheldon 
LeSeenc m a rwraot kghtweight 
bout achodussfl for 10 rounds bue 
bom Laa Vagae Nav 
0:30 
B MAN ALIVE Maureen Jack, 
tha eaecuhve daector of Northern 
l .ghte Appeal. e<am*v>a Iha af- 
tacta of Live Aa) on its cefebrity 
pertic-Mnia  and  the  Abican   a-5 
rac-jwntt   g 
10O0 
B   a   EQUALIZER   McCaBe 
hOpat tor a *nful reunion   -nth hie 
eon are abattared whan ba gets 
•nvoh-ad in a deedh* caaa  (Rl 
B NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
B «T   ELSEWHERE 
B HOTEL A man a heart prob- 
lem* put a sbert on hra marriage 
hieler when the other woman 
hnda out har lover ten I mamsd. 
hotel gwaaia caarn ihea bafong- 
atga have been atolan Malprb 
Andaraon and Jan Smrthera gueat 
star g 
B NEWS 
(TMC) lasOVBi **•> Tha 
Stranon Story (1848) James 
Stewart. June AByeon Tha aaaa of 
1100 
iOBBBNi 
DARK SHAOCP. 
LOVE,      Aft) 
i 
playw Monty Stratum 
10:30 
B BCsBOM BUOOsES 
O
_|NEWS 
;S DOWS 
AMERICAN 
STYLE 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
PITER. PAUL AND 
MARY: 30TH ANNIVER- 
BARY fommamorating tnea 
26tti anrwwtar, logethar Peter 
Paul and Mary perform men, of 
Vkfar test etokaBng   ■teann ai iha 
1 Jet Plane 
and Pun the Mage: Oregon' at a 
concert taped si Neehraai. Term 
In etereo 
11:30 
B ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT Interview with Yofeo Ono 
a MOVIE ** vi Cry Tar 
ror> (18761 Susan Harnpeha* 
Sob Hoekeve A pea of desperate 
escaped cormcts krdnap two 
beautiful young women 10 use as 
hostage* a" abas lad tor boeoom 
B T. J. HOOKER An arrabruoue 
dateclrv* hemp*. Hooker a av 
veehgation of an attempted rob 
bevy    "■ 
B    TONIGHT    Hoet     Johnny 
Carson    Scheduled    corrac  actor 
Stevelandeebarg m stereo 
OS ASC NEWS NIGHTIINE 
■ THE AVENGERS 
• BENNY HaU. 
1BPN) SPORTSCENTER 
134)0 
• STREETS OP SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I BARBOUR REPORT 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
OTSPNI SKIING MAGAZINE 
ITMCI     MOVIE    **      Porky s 
Hevenge ' HM6I Den Monahan 
WyattKrught 
13:30 
B LATE NIGHT WITH DA 
VIO LETTERMAN Schemed 
ccaneofeanne Boas anna Berr e> 
iota M-haai Kaaton and Marsal 
HammgwBy m atarao 
IESPNI COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL REPORT 
12:36 
B     COMEDY     TONIGHT 
Gueata   Corson B Trueeon lance 
Montatio.    Mark   McCwan     Fred 
Wo-  Peter Foga) IRI 
1240 
B    MOVIE    a*       The  Long 
Dart    rsVgM'     11877)   Jo*    Don 
Baker   Hope Ahr.andar Wata 
IOO 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
MOVIE   ***      The  Nan- 
ny    118661 Bette Dawa   Wehem 
Dia 
IESPNI TENNIS MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
1:06 
• JIMMY SWAGGART 
1:30 
• NEWS 
1 BPN) NBA TOOAY 
1:40 
rTMCI     MOVIE     **•        The 
Mam     Event        11878)     Barbra 
Sireraand Ryan O'hktal 
2470 
a CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
3:30 
• COO NEWO 
NIGHTWATCH 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
300 
(ESPN)      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
3:30 
IESPNI       NCAA      HONORS 
LUNCHEON 
MO 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Crimea Of 
Peaesan H6S4I KeBvban Turner. 
Anthony Park rne 
4:30 
(ESPN)  AUTO RACING WorV) 
Endurance • Meaayeam 1000 bom 
Kuala Lumpur  Malaysia ttl 
TlfLtks-jAY 
MARCH 13. IBB 
DAYTsME ePECtAL 
6:30 
B  INNER RUNNER An unu- 
euel 14 hour merathon race cba*- 
lengae tha contaatanfa to run ae 
many laps M they can around a 
Quarter mae   back   wfvia balancing 
thaa naad for food, reel and meoV 
cal eitentam 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
0:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
BOO 
IESPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
MO 
IISPN) NBA TOOAY 
IOOO 
(EBPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
11:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:00 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL NCAA Chamc-onanaj lour 
nament Faal Round Game (Lnail 
2:00 
• BPN)    COLLEGE     BASKET 
BALL NCAA ClksnspavvaTap Tour 
nament leal Hound Gam*   (live) 
44X1 
IEBPNI      NCAA      TOURNA 
ME NT TOOAY 
4:3D 
IESPNI COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Chemp.onehfj Tour 
nament Feet Round Game  fljwe) 
DAYTIME l-OV»S 
6:30 
rTMCI ***'1     MyBnflaMCa- 
!**»••   I1B7BI   Judy   Dawa.   Sam 
7:30 
(TMCI    *##•       Tarma   CH 
Endaarment    118631 Sh-kn, Mac 
Laaw  Debt a Wavgar 
10:00 
(TMCI       t> * * V) Manhattan 
(18781 Woody ABon Caane Kaa- 
ton 
12 OO 
fTMCI *## The VlPa* 
11963) Ekrabeth Taytor R«hard 
Burton 
IOO 
B   *a>    One* Upon A Famey 
(19601   Berry   Boetwtck    MarCN 
SDBMman 
200 
(TMCI   ***> v,       laorme   Raa 
|lB79)SaByF-jk3  Beau Bridges 
4 OO 
(TMCI     **H Tanneaaee 
Champ    11U4I SlysBay Waiters 
430 
(TMCI      * * # •      ' 
(ndeerment    11863) Stvrtay Mac 
lane  D-*rsW-vger 
01 
§••» 
PERFEC 
MACb 
a ess 
■ THIS 
• WHI 
a ••* 
0:00 
I NEWS 
I T MATCH 
NEB.      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
B WONDER WOMAN 
• DrFF RENT STROKES 
B OCEANUS 
B:30 
• CSS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
B ASC NEWS IJ 
• HAPPYOAYS 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
(EBPNI    NCAA    TOURNA- 
MENT TONIGHT 
7*90 
IS NEWS 
I I  WE EK IN ONTARIO 
I EEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Interview with LavJa Gray 
bom   DaBaa 
• NEWLYWED GAME 
• BUS!NE SS RCPORT 
B OEBT OP SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
XM'A'S'H 
MACNEB.      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPNI COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Chsrnp-analap Tour 
nemant fret Round Game Crva) 
7:30 
B PM. MAGAZINE Senior 
Cituan Prom bom Etna Nuraaig 
Home Jamea Garner Cuatava 
Conneclam e OHung dub tor am 
gkaa eaa why tango a ao popular 
at the C hick en Ranch Batgo 
B 4 ON TMC FLOOR Stria 
include a leetmg sock bent on aa 
cape A<r*a v* Fort lauderdata m 
a vecalioner'a daamms cottage 
country  gate  da  own pagranaga 
I JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M.    MAGAZINE   Dewd 
Letterman a    atupad pat encka'    a 
man who loel  over   100 pounds 
on a water dwt 
B MOVIE *#• v» Nabonal 
Veivet (19461 EeiaBath Teytor 
Mrckey Roonay A young gat 
iraa-ie har horaa 10 noa m the 
Grand National 
1UNNYHBJ- 
THREE'S COMPANY 
OOO 
I MAGNUM. P.I. 
THURSDAY   NIGHT  Five 
by  Canerken  cor- 
pus*  R   Murray Statser  are per 
lormed by the Wmnrpeg Sympho- 
ny   Orcbaaba    tha   Unrverarty  of 
Manrtobe    S-ngw.    and    eeverel 
young muac eiudania g 
B COSBY   SHOW m atereo 
B HaPLEVS BCLkE VE IT OR 
NOT1Q 
t DALLAS 
MOVIE    •->•       Break hear 1 
Paaa 119761 Cheriee aVoneon. 
JB katand A deaguaaed Fader al 
aganl et caught up m a danger oua 
•nts aboard a bam 
i; 
8* 
m 1870 
B MOVIE * t> * vt The Mu- 
se: Man < 1862) Robert Preaion. 
Shetey     Jonas      A     last tsbmg 
talesman comae   IO a small   town 
at Iowa 10 orgarvrs a boys' band 
end aiadvartently laba m Io** wntt 
en unmarrard anranen 
fTMCI MO VI* *** The 
VlPa (1963) Ekrabeth Taylor 
Hxhe-d Burton Aa peaeengara of 
a delayed tagbi swat take oft « 
aba Va* lounga of a London as- 
port   thaa auee become cunoudy 
0:30 
B FAMILY TIES Ales rjetae 
the -nm* gai but Ovavga go 
haywvs whan he laBa m love with 
her roommate, a ooad who cant 
stand lam  (Port  I of 21 m 1 terse 
•nig 
BOO 
8 THE MARTIN SHORT 
COMEDY SPECIAL John Can 
dy Eugene levy and Dave Thom- 
ee foat Martin Short at the) coma: 
special BeaSMJ Nm and TV paro 
data w-th uncart lootaga taped at 
(orontoa Young People e Tha- 
aara 
B CHEERS Sam end Dame re- 
veal thaa true Netinga fa each 
okbar whaa on board a paammat- 
apnvete pfcane s-i etereo 
THI COLOVO Miiee 
aratchae hat BSaaSftl k> FeBon 
and Iva mothar'e reeatajrvalap with 
JaeonlM apart Q 
B MOVIE *** Such Good 
FnaraM H971I Oven Cennon 
Jsrnae   Coco    A   negaacted  ante 
I? 
■jern* cf -w,      e-ny     hueband a 
esae-mantal adventurea *m*i her 
bsande'' atter ha ■ aaaaly lucked 
sway -ithe hospital 
(ESPNI      NCAA      TOURNA- 
MENT TONIGHT 
0:30 
B   NIQHT   COURT   ft..*.-. 
lace* nujndMory retaement bom 
her   ft)   ss  courtroom  baaVM    In 
(ESPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Crssmpeanarap Tout 
nament Fast Round Game  (Live) 
IOOO 
IB KNOTS LANDING Q 
NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
B HBJ. STREET SLUES A 
Sernoan  nabva  eppiai   to base 
wed Hunter a ga*aand ai a atvtl 
ceremony 
120 / 20 Q 
NEWS 
1TMC1MOVIE*a M-taavfl In 
Ac ion 2 TheBagptnavg 11886) 
Chuck Nor.,1 Soon-Tech Oh An 
Amerrcen ceWna*. held pratoner 
by aedMac Vainameee c4t>aore. 
mekee a ba) tor baadom tor Fam- 
aaMandhaihratowPOW*    R 
10:30 
B A 'BOO POLK / ROCK 
REUNION Hrghhghte ol a 1664 
Naur Jereoy concert leaturavg 
John Sebastian Jeeee Coin 
Young Roger McGuavn: Re* Dan 
■ o leven Habn end Rtcbwd 
Manual (aa lormert, ol The 8andl 
Richer Havana hoeta  In atereo 
• BOSOM BUDDIES 
11:00 
(••••NEWT. 
LOVE.       AMERICAN 
STYLE 
!WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
TIMEOUT 
11-30 
• DARK SHADOWS 
11:30 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT Intsrvsaw with Lmda Gray 
both    Da*** 
• MOVIE * * v, The Savage 
Cures' (1874) George Ctkfkavj. 
Jenny Aguttar A man kaarna two 
dreturtwtg lac It about ha) mieeatB 
l« other 1 gathwnd every man 
who fas* -> love with bar (keep 
peere and her ptosectrua urtcas m 
obaeaaed with tha worke of Edjat 
AaenPoe 
• COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
rtCAA Charrs^iorvahap Tournarnani 
' ..t Round Waat Regeanal Game 
kve bom Ogden  Utah 
• TONIGHT Hoal Johnny 
Careon  In atarao 
• ASC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
■ THE AVENGERS 
• BENNY Man 
B MYSTERY! Advanturae ot 
Sherlock llobnea >'■ Tha Fevjl 
Probbtm' Profeaeor Monarry pur- 
auee Moimea and Weteon 10 Svari- 
rerlend arbate he conbonta 
Hoknas for what may ba Iha leal 
1 ma   g 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:46 
(TMC) MOVIE **•>*, Nor 
ma Raa (1878) Saty Featd. Baeu 
kValgaa A young woman facaa at 
ajnabon bom har Ismay and 
bemda ae eha attampt a 10 utaon 
<n har taflow lactory work ere a> 
the Southern mel town PG' b» 
■BBSS 
13:00 
B     OTREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
» BARBOUR REPORT 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK 
13:SO 
B LATE  NIGHT WITH   DA 
VIO   UTT3RMAN  Scha-Jukad 
model    fae    MacPhereon.    actor 
.•ory isrroquetie  tft atereo 
ffEPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
B     COMEDY      TONIGHT 
Gueata   Re* Ovation    Jack Get- 
legher   kmmy Tatgla. So* a Jonas 
Jt IR) 
1:00 
t HAWAII FIVE-O 
MOVIE *k>4.v,     ThaLong 
Goodbye     118731  fbott   Gout) 
Naia Van PePandi 
IESPNI SPLASH! 
SWIM WEAR   66 
1:OS 
B JIMMY SWAGGART 
1:30 
B NEWS 
HBPhl) COLLEOC BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Chamc-onerup lour 
narrvent Fiat Round Game (Tape 
daisy) 
I AM 
(TMCI MOVIE * lunch Wag 
on (18811 Candy Moore Ovack 
McCenn 
200 
• COO NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
B NEWS 
MO 
B COS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
3:30 
■ESPNI SPORTOCENTER 
rtMCI   MOVIE    •*',       Kaang 
Heat*   (18641 Keren  Black    John 
Thaw 
4:O0 
■8PII) COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL NCAA Char-a>onef«« Tour 
nament F.tt Bound Gam*   (Tape 
i# 
"Your Campus 
Florist" 
Red Sweetheart Roses 
$7.50 a dozen 
Cash & Carry 
PHONE 
353-1045 428 E. Wooster 
FALCON HOUSE 
Tea asaab aw I trimme aaaksaraw a aa' 
$2 OH 
Hooded Sweat Shirts 
f 1 OH Sweat pant 1 
or Crew Sweat Shirts 
Expires 3/14/86 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green i 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
CHECK  OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW RELEASES 
Wo carry 
both  Bota 
and   VHS 
Tapes 
^P****?^ 
Barney's 
Video     ] 
Colli-ct 9 stars and cjot FREE movie 
POPCORN 
with rental of 
any two movies! 
-   NEW THIS WEEK: 
" Silverado 
*        REAL GENIUS 
Coming Soon: 
vank) 6-5000. Mon   Sal   10 9 Sun   It 6 
Neat te BSmey'l Convenient Men 
•err and Wint ol Slalt Mmmmm Pr«»i 
Op*nt30am I u mtrydoy 
We ha** multiple copio* of: 
Return  of  the  Jsdi,   St.   Elmo's  Firs. 
Summer Rental, Volunteers. 
Wednesday! all VCR rentals $2,991 
